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Abstract
Volcanoes generate a variety of seismic signals. One specific type, the so-called low
frequency (LF) event, has proven to be crucial for understanding the internal dynam-
ics of the volcanic system. While many endeavours have concentrated on the nature
and cause of the seismic coda, the actual trigger mechanism of these events is still
poorly understood. Several conceptual source models have been developed, ranging
from magma-water interaction, stick-slip motion of magma plugs, magma flow instabil-
ities, repeated release of gas-ash mixtures into open cracks, magma wagging, to brittle
fracturing of magma.
All but one trigger model, namely brittle failure of magma in the glass transition as re-
sponse to the upwards movement of magma, fail to explain all observed characteristics
of LF volcanic seismicity. Here, a spatially extended source, the ring fault structure,
is developed to mimic the proposed source mechanism. The extended LF source is
modelled as an arrangement of 8, 16 and 32 double couples (DCs) approximating a 30
m, 50 m and 70 m wide circular ring fault bounding the circumference of the volcanic
conduit. Due to (partial) destructive interference, P-wave amplitudes of a ring fault
structure are greatly reduced compared to single double couples and compensated lin-
ear vector dipoles (CLVDs), by 350% and 470%, respectively. It is shown here that
these seismic amplitude differences may result in the underestimation of average slip
and thus magma ascent rate by a factor of up to 3.5 when using an over simplified
point source.
To resolve the driving forces of LFs, synthetic seismograms representing both point and
spatially extended sources were inverted for the apparent physical source mechanism
using moment tensor inversion techniques (MTI). If original input parameters were
unknown, MTI results of the ring fault would indicate a combination of 63% isotropic
and 37% CLVD components. The proposed moment tensor strongly resembles that of
a real CLVD case. The results of this study give evidence that slip along the conduit
walls yields the same MTI results as a subhorizontal tensile crack, and the importance
of knowledge about the source nature becomes eminently significant.
Spatially extended source geometries describe an alternative to point dislocation sources.
Additionally to the ring fault structure, this study provides a catalogue of further com-
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plex source scenarios involving new spatially extended sources, such as slip along a dike,
conduit segments, two simultaneously acting ring fault structures, and helix-like flow
patterns. P-wave amplitudes and waveforms vary largely with source geometry, stress-
ing that source geometry is key for source interpretations and thus it is not sufficient
to assume a point source nature of the processes involved to generated the observed
seismicity.
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There are a variety of volcanically-induced seismic signals observed on active volcanoes,
whose source mechanisms are different from tectonic earthquakes. Seismic records of
volcano related earthquakes often indicate a variety of complicated source mechanisms.
In the history of volcano seismology, several conceptual models have been proposed to
explain the complex source mechanisms of volcanic seismic sources, and to link sub-
surface processes to the corresponding observed seismic signals. Seismicity on volcanoes
is routinely recorded by many volcano observatories all over the world, but the potential
to use these signals to forecast the eruptive behaviour of volcanoes is somewhat limited
unless we understand the exact role of the source mechanism in a wider volcanological
context. This research aims to contribute towards this understanding by taking a first
step towards a quantitative rather than merely conceptual model of the excitation
mechanisms of low frequency volcano-seismic activity. This introduction serves as a
review of the relevant background and outlines the motivation and aims of this research.
1.1 Modern understanding of volcanoes
Throughout history, human beings have been thrilled by the spectacular displays vol-
canoes can bring about. Ancient societies often related these marvels to deities or evil
spirits and therefore treated volcanoes with respect, but also with superstitious fear
(Vitaliano, 1973; Blong, 1982). Only much later, in 1795, Hutton (1795) succeeded
in throwing light on the phenomena that form the roots of volcanoes: in his work he
introduced a steady-state model of the Earth which pioneered the now globally ac-
cepted concept that basaltic magmas originate due to heat in the interior of the Earth.
Hutton’s ideas were picked up and driven forward by Scrope (1825) who wrote the first
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Figure 1.1: Sketch of a volcanic edifice showing a simplified view of the conduit which links
the magma chamber to the surface. After Schmincke (1982).
textbook on volcanology, and first theorised the role of fractures to serve as channels
for the rising magma. Evolved from these pioneer studies, our modern understanding
of volcanic systems involves the rise of magma from the asthenosphere through areas
where the lithosphere is fractured or otherwise weakened, until a fraction of it eventu-
ally reaches the surface through the conduit (Fig. 1.1) (Schmincke, 1982). However,
the pathways magma takes to reach the surface are highly branched and intertwined,
and the commonly used conduit model where magma ascends within a single channel
is likely an over-simplified representation of the real sub-surface structure.
1.2 Monitoring and forecasting tools at active volcanoes
Volcanic activity and eruptions are often preceded and accompanied by various devia-
tions from the quiescence state of a volcano. To ensure reliable hazard assessment, erup-
tion forecasting, as well as risk mitigation, many volcanoes are continuously monitored
using geophysical techniques. A number of physical parameters of a volcanic system
can be monitored this way. Volcano seismology is the most commonly used geophysical
surveillance tool to forecast the short to medium-term behaviour of a volcano. One of
the key advantages of volcano seismology over other geophysical monitoring techniques
is that it can link ground displacements measured at the surface to physical processes
at depth, which makes it the only short-term forecasting tool deployed in real time.
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Figure 1.2: Different event types of seismicity on volcanoes as recorded on Soufrie`re Hills
Volcano, Montserrat; top: volcano tectonic event (VT), middle: low frequency event (LF),
bottom: rockfall event (RF).
1.3 Seismic signals in volcanic settings
Seismic signals observed in volcanic settings carry important information about the level
and kind of activity at a specific volcano. This has made volcano seismology and seismic
volcano monitoring an important tool in gaining insights into the sub-surface physical
processes that lead to, and accompany volcanic eruptions (Sparks, 2003; Burlini et al.,
2007). Prior to eruptions, rising magma interacts with its surrounding rocks and flu-
ids, e.g., compressing and fracturing wall-rocks. These interactions perturb the stress
distribution and pore fluid pressure, often resulting in fracturing and numerous small-
magnitude earthquakes. The shape and characteristics of the observed seismograms
can be related to particular volcanic phenomena, such as rock fracture, fluid oscillation
and melt migration. Thus, a variety of seismic signals triggered by different physical
mechanisms can be recorded prior to and during eruptions.
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Volcano seismology has adapted many terms and methods from tectonic earthquake
seismology, although proposed source mechanisms and related analysis techniques may
differ. The complexity of volcanic earthquakes has lead to confusions in nomenclature,
and problems still arise from conflicting terminology in modern volcano seismology
(Neuberg, 2011). Generally, five types of earthquakes can be identified in volcanic set-
tings, and examples for the three mostly studied types are shown in Fig. 1.2: volcano-
tectonic earthquakes (VTs), low frequency earthquakes (LFs), very-long period events
(VLPs), explosion earthquakes and surficial events. For the scope of this study, volcanic
tremor is interpreted as a superposition of discrete LF earthquakes and is therefore in-
cluded as a sub-category of low frequency earthquakes. A detailed discussion of the
links between LFs and volcanic tremor is given in Chapter 1.4.1.
With improving broadband seismometers, VLP events with typical periods in the range
3-100 s or longer (McNutt, 2002) have been observed at a number of volcanoes, includ-
ing Stromboli and Aso volcano, and are commonly linked to the bursting of gas slugs
(Neuberg et al., 1994) or hydrothermal processes (Yamamoto et al., 1999). Explosion
events often coincide with visual observations or infrasonic (acoustic) signals (Green,
2005), and surface-generated signals such as rockfalls and pyroclastic flows (e.g. pyro-
clastic density currents and lahars) which are prevalently associated with active dome
growth at silicic volcanoes.
Since the majority of studies concentrate on VTs and/or LFs these two sub-categories
of volcano seismicity are discussed in detail below. A whole section is devoted to low
frequency volcano seismic signals, their characteristics and origin, as they represent the
core of this study.
1.3.1 Volcano-tectonic earthquakes
Events with clear P- and S-wave onsets occurring at depths of 1-10 km and with dom-
inant frequencies ranging from 5-15 Hz are called volcano-tectonic (VT) or sometimes
also high-frequency (HF) earthquakes (Miller et al., 1998a). The underlying source
mechanism is usually interpreted as shear failure or slip along a fault, and makes VTs
indistinguishable from ordinary double couple tectonic earthquakes in seismic records.
At volcanoes, these events predominantly appear in swarms rather than in mainshock-
aftershock sequences (Chouet et al., 2003), and are commonly considered as one of the
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earliest precursory signs for an acceleration in volcanic activity (Roman and Cashman,
2006). The study of VT events mostly concentrates on the determination of the stress
conditions and orientations, and VT earthquake locations are used to give a general
idea of the size and shape of the magmatic plumbing system and its development with
time. However, once magmatic pathways are established without further changes to
the stress field, the dynamics of the volcanic system can be determined through the
analysis of low frequency events and their link to sub-surface processes becomes crucial.
1.4 Low frequency volcanic earthquakes
Characteristically, low-frequency (LF) or long period (LP) seismicity shows harmonic
frequency content ranging between 0.5 and 5 Hz (Chouet, 1996a; Neuberg et al., 1998).
Since a tragic incident in 1993 at Galeras volcano, Columbia (Baxter and Gresham,
1997), where scientists failed to identify LF seismicity as precursory signals prior to a
deadly eruption, the huge potential of this particular type of volcano seismic signal for
eruption forecasting has been recognised (Fischer et al., 1994; Chouet, 1996a). After
the Galeras fatalities in 1993, the occurrence of low frequency events alone has been
used as an indicator of an acceleration of the volcanic system, and LFs have been in-
terpreted successfully as seismic activity prior to an eruption at a number of volcanoes
such as: Soufrie`re Hills Volcano (SHV), Montserrat (Miller et al., 1998a; Neuberg et al.,
1998); Redoubt volcano, Alaska (Chouet et al., 1994; Stephens et al., 1994) and Asama
volcano, Japan (Sawada, 1994).
However, to use the full potential of LFs as a forecasting tool, a full understanding
of the physical source processes is crucial (Chouet, 1996a). Generally, their origin is
thought to be associated with resonating fluid-filled conduits or fluid movements, and
several models exist to explain their characteristics and origin: magma-water interac-
tion (Zimanowski, 1998), stick-slip motion of magma plugs (Goto, 1999; Iverson et al.,
2006), magma flow instabilities (Julian, 1994), repeated release of gas-ash mixtures into
open cracks (Molina et al., 2004), magma wagging (Jellinek and Bercovici, 2011), and
brittle fracturing of magma (Neuberg et al., 2006).
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Figure 1.3: Vertical component seismogram of a typical low frequency event recorded at
station MBGA on Montserrat. The initial trace was corrected for instrument response and
digitiser gain to give this true amplitude seismogram.
1.4.1 Characteristics
With improving monitoring techniques and seismic networks being deployed on more
and more volcanoes, low frequency seismicity has been observed at an increasing num-
ber of volcanoes worldwide. Its occurrence does not seem to be restricted to a particular
tectonic setting or type of volcano, yet subtle property changes can be observed.
Low frequency earthquakes is a collective term for seismic events spanning over a spec-
tral continuum, with long period earthquakes and so-called hybrid events forming end
member seismic categories within it. An example of a typical LF event observed on
Montserrat can be seen in Fig. 1.3. While hybrid events show an additional high fre-
quency onset compared to long period earthquakes, single events can be recorded as
either, dependent on the location of the receiver, as has been demonstrated on Montser-
rat (Neuberg et al., 2000). Hence, both long period and hybrid events seem to originate
from the same seismic source, and have therefore been grouped together under the more
generic term ‘low frequency volcanic earthquakes’ (Neuberg et al., 2000).
Independent of the volcanic system, LF volcanic seismicity exhibits one or several of the
following characteristics when observed: (1) they occur in swarms, with (2) highly sim-
ilar waveforms and (3) highly regular (re-)occurrences that, with increasing frequency
of events, may (4) merge into continuous tremor, and most importantly, (5) often pre-
cede episodes of increased volcanic activity such as major dome collapses or sizeable
explosions (Miller et al., 1998a; Aspinall et al., 1998; Hellweg, 2003). Low frequency
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seismic activity usually occurs as discrete events with slowly decaying harmonic codas.
Nonetheless, a large number of LFs with highly similar waveforms can often be observed
within hours. Such swarms suggest a stationary and repetitive source process, as high
waveform similarities are indicative of common source locations and travel paths from
source to receiver (Green and Neuberg, 2006). However, as inter-event times shorten
and the system accelerates such swarms can merge into tremor, lasting from minutes to
days (Hammer and Neuberg, 2009). LF tremor often shows narrow-banded frequency
content, and unsteady magma flow or fluid transport in the shallow plumbing system
have been proposed as underlying physical source processes (Chouet, 1996b). Harmonic
tremor, a special case of tremor signal, involves a peaked spectrum of integer harmonics,
and can originate in two ways: by repetitive re-occurrence of identical wavelets where
the fundamental frequency is determined by the repeat interval, or by a resonating sys-
tem whose eigenfrequencies are manifested in the spectral peaks (Neuberg et al., 2000).
These narrowly banded frequencies are sometimes observed to change systematically
within minutes or days, producing so-called ‘gliding lines’ in the frequency spectrogram
of the recorded signals (Benoit and McNutt, 1997; Neuberg et al., 1998). Depending on
the assumed source model, the sudden temporal changes and associated gliding lines
can either be explained by changes in the triggering frequency of discrete events (Powell
and Neuberg, 2003) or variations of the physical parameters that underlie and control
the eigenoscillations (Benoit and McNutt, 1997).
This, together with similar spectral ranges of tremor and LF events, gave ground for
the idea of a common source process (Chouet, 1996a), and has found application in sev-
eral studies since (e.g. Neuberg et al., 2000; Chouet, 1996a). Here I will use a common
physical trigger to investigate the source mechanism of LF volcanic seismicity, using
the conceptual trigger model of Neuberg et al. (2006) (see also Chapter 2.2).
1.4.2 Link between LF cyclic activity and deformation
Cyclic behaviour of active volcanic complexes takes place on a huge range of timescales,
from a few minutes or hours up to decadal cycles or even beyond. Whilst eruptive be-
haviour of silicic volcanoes is the most obvious and frequently recognised parameter
undergoing periodic changes, there are a number of other geophysical observables that
follow similar patterns. With eruption prediction and hazard management in mind, a
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multi-disciplinary approach, considering episodic changes in e.g. seismicity, ground de-
formation, gas flux, and other measurable parameters, is thus the key to understanding
the controlling processes yielding such cyclic behaviours.
In a study based on SHV, Montserrat, Neuberg et al. (2000) first identified an 8 − 12
hour cyclicity of low frequency seismicity, which subsequently was successfully cor-
related with ground deformation measurements of the volcanic edifice (Voight et al.,
1998). The maximum number of low frequency earthquakes within a swarm is generated
when a maximum in tilt is reached (Voight et al., 1998). Furthermore, the initiation of
LF swarm activity coincides with the inflection point corresponding to the maximum of
the first time derivative of the tilt signal (Fig. 1.10) (Green, 2005). The cyclicity of tilt
was proposed to be caused by the traction of magma on the conduit wall which exerts
a shear force (Green et al., 2006), while stress relaxation in the volcano is thought to
be responsible for the seismic cycles (Neuberg et al., 2006). These discoveries provide
insights into the source mechanisms that generate low frequency seismicity, and pro-
vide a way to link quantitatively geophysical observables to physical processes in the
sub-surface such as shallow magma movement and magma ascent rates.
1.5 Source mechanisms of low frequency seismicity
Despite their undoubted potential as eruption precursors and the many endeavours
to gain a detailed understanding of them (e.g. Chouet, 1996a; Neuberg et al., 2000),
the precise origin of low frequency earthquakes in volcanoes poses an unresolved chal-
lenge to the scientific community. To date, no single model has been able to explain
the characteristics detected at all volcanoes. In fact, even for silicic systems alone,
volcanologists still disagree over the excitation mechanisms and general nature of low
frequency events. Low frequency events have been described as a consequence of path
effects rather than source processes, an example being Harrington and Brodsky (2007)
who ascribe low frequency events observed at Mount St. Helens volcano to brittle fail-
ure events with slow rupture velocities and complicated paths. An argument against
this perception is the frequently observed common spectral characteristics of a single
low frequency event across several stations within a seismic network (e.g. Fehler and
Chouet, 1982; Go´mez and Torres, 1997). Therefore many authors advance the view
that the low frequency content of most observed signals must be due to a source ef-
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fect, and that understanding the physical processes acting at the source of such LFs is
crucial to exploiting the full potential of low frequency seismicity as a monitoring tool.
Chouet (1996b) introduced the concept of a combination of a ‘trigger’, which generates
the initial seismic energy, and a ‘resonator’, which traps the seismic energy and sustains
the characteristic low frequency coda of the signal.
My work is fundamentally based on this concept, and the next sections present a de-
tailed discussion of the suggested models for both of these two key components, with
brittle failure of melt at the conduit walls being the favourite candidate for the source
mechanism, and resonance of a fluid-filled body acting as resonator.
1.5.1 The trigger mechanism
Based on cross-correlation analysis of the recorded waveforms, the existence of event
families of low frequency events at Soufrie`re Hills Volcano, Montserrat, has been proven
(Rowe et al., 2004; Green and Neuberg, 2006; Ottenmo¨ller, 2008). A specific event fam-
ily only contains events that exhibit a high degree of waveform similarity, and can be
active over hours, days, and even months, indicating the same trigger mechanism. Sim-
ilar event families with almost identical waveforms have also been identified on many
other volcanoes, such as Unzen Volcano, Japan (Umakoshi et al., 2008) and Volca`n de
Colima, Mexico (Varley et al., 2010).
From the high similarity of low frequency events it can be concluded that all events
belonging to one event family originated in a small source region and share a common
travel path to a given receiver. The emitted frequencies of those events require a stable,
non-destructive and repeatable source mechanism. Neuberg et al. (2006) introduced
a conceptual model to describe a possible trigger mechanism for LP seismic signals
that fulfils all required criteria. Based on field observations, experimental investiga-
tions, and numerical magma flow modelling, they suggested that low-frequency events
at Montserrat may be triggered by the brittle failure of magma.
Neuberg et al. (2006) considered a highly viscous melt that succumbs to high strain
rates at the conduit walls, and as a result ruptures. High strain rates at the conduit
walls can occur due to the high lateral viscosity gradient controlled by gas and heat
loss through the magma - host rock boundary (Collier and Neuberg, 2006). Once a
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critical strain rate is reached, the so-called glass transition is crossed (Dingwell, 1996),
and in a narrow depth range the highly viscous melt can rupture in a brittle manner
(Tuffen et al., 2008). This generates seismic energy which then excites the resonance
responsible for the long period coda of the observed LF signals (Neuberg et al., 2006).
It has also been suggested that resonance in the conduit can occur in an area where
magma has a high impedance contrast to the surrounding country rock (Neuberg et al.,
2006).
A number of alternative source processes that could be responsible for triggering the
seismic energy release needed for low frequency volcanic earthquakes have been pro-
posed. These include: episodic interaction of super-heated water with magma (Zi-
manowski, 1998), fluid dynamic instabilities during ash venting (Julian, 1994), and
stick-slip motion of magma ascending in the conduit (Iverson et al., 2006). In the fol-
lowing, I assume magma rupture (Neuberg et al., 2006) and stick-slip (Iverson et al.,
2006) as the source model. I will advance these models by: (1) expanding the concep-
tual model to a quantitative investigation of waveform amplitudes and (2) exploring the
actual fracture mechanism through a moment tensor analysis, using a set of complex
sources instead of the common fault plane assumption.
1.5.2 The resonator
The idea of a resonating fluid-filled body as the underlying source for low frequency
signals was first proposed several decades ago. The earliest models, however, could not
overcome fundamental problems; for example the fluid-driven crack model of Aki et al.
(1977) faced complications when trying to simulate the observed long duration of LF
events. In their model, the fluid could not support acoustic waves and resulted in weak
resonance and strong radiation loss. Additionally, in order to obtain periods of the
length scale of those seen on volcanoes such as Mount Aso in Japan, very large magma
reservoirs acting as resonators were required, at least when using only the acoustic
velocity of the fluid to determine the resonance frequency of the crack. This issue was
solved when a huge modelling effort by a group of scientists discovered the significance
of interface waves. These are also called slow waves or crack waves (Chouet and Julian,
1985; Chouet, 1986, 1988). This type of ‘tube wave’ was first detected in borehole seis-
mology, close to and within fluid-filled boreholes (Biot, 1952). They are fundamentally
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Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram showing the competing crack and conduit model geometries.
left: The crack model, with large aspect ratios (length to height, L/h), containing compressible,
low density and low viscosity fluids, such as gas or ash-gas mixtures. right: The conduit model,
with low aspect ratios (L/h), containing comparatively high viscosity fluids such as magma.
Figures modified from Collier (2005) and Jousset et al. (2003).
different from harmonic standing waves, whose resonant eigenfrequencies exclusively
depend on the acoustic velocity of the fluid and the resonator length (Neuberg et al.,
2000). Similarly, Ferrazzini and Aki (1987) studied an inviscid fluid layer sandwiched
between two elastic half-spaces. They derived an analytical expression for the phase
velocity of interface waves confined to the fluid-solid boundaries, and recognised that
one mode of these highly dispersive waves has phase velocities lower than the acoustic
velocity of the fluid. Owing to the ground-breaking findings of Chouet (1986, 1988)
and Ferrazzini and Aki (1987), it was first understood that comparatively small bodies
are capable of generating the desired low frequency resonance.
Yet ideas about the nature of the resonating source body as well as its geometry deviate
from each other, depending on the aspect ratio of the body and the nature of the fluid
proposed. Although diverse, all existing model geometries can broadly be grouped into
two categories: crack models and conduit models (Fig. 1.4), and these will be discussed
more closely in the subsequent sections.
Crack models
Aki et al. (1977) first proposed a fluid-filled ‘container’ embedded in an elastic solid
which produces sustained harmonic waveforms. Magma migration within a narrow
fluid-filled crack is driven by excess fluid pressure. They suggest that this is the source
of the low frequency content of volcanic tremor on Kilauea volcano, Hawai’i. Aki et al.
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for an infinitely long crack.
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for a crack with finite length.
(1.1)
In Equation 1.1, B is the volume modulus of the fluid in the crack, µ is the rigidity of
the surrounding wall rock, h is the crack width, and for the case of an infinitely long
crack λ is the wavelength of the propagating wave, which for a crack of finite length
is replaced by the crack length L. The phase velocity of the interface wave decreases
with increasing stiffness factor, and thus bodies with large aspect ratios (L/h) or big
elastic moduli contrasts (B/µ) can trigger LF signals (Ferrazzini and Aki, 1987). Al-
ternatively, Chouet (1986, 1988) investigated the fluid-driven crack model by studying
the seismic wavefield associated with resonance in such narrow bodies.
Crack models have been suggested by multiple authors subsequently, all having aspect
ratios between 100 and 104. The crack must contain a highly compressible and low vis-
cosity fluid, such as ash-charged gas (Morrissey and Chouet, 2001) or steam (Chouet
et al., 1994). An example of a steam-filled crack is shown in Chouet et al. (1994), match-
ing forward models to observed spectral characteristics on Redoubt Volcano, Alaska,
which proposed the existence of a crack containing water and steam with dimensions
280− 380m× 140− 190m× 0.05− 0.2m as the source of low frequency events.
Many investigators apply moment tensor inversions to resolve the signal coda, trying
to find the geometry and directivity of the resonating body. This technique allows
unravelling of the structure of point sources, and many authors have interpreted their
results as resonance in shallow vertical or sub-horizontal crack-like structures within,
or near to the volcanic feeding system. However, the point source approach brings huge
ambiguities with it, and various geometries can be responsible for a given moment ten-
sor inversion result (Chouet, 1996b) as is shown in Chapter 5. Studies applying this
technique to low frequency events on volcanoes almost exclusively concentrate on the
directivity of the resonating part of the signal, and include: Kusatso-Shirane Volcano,
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Japan (Kumagai et al., 2002; Nakano et al., 2003; Nakano and Kumagai, 2005), Kilauea
Volcano, Hawai’i (Kumagai et al., 2005), and Cotopaxi Volcano, Ecuador (Molina et al.,
2008). The latest of a series of waveform inversions of low frequency earthquakes on
Mount St. Helens involves the repeated pressurisation of a subhorizontal crack in the
volcanic edifice (Waite et al., 2008). Gradually expanding steam pressurises the crack
until a pressure threshold is reached and partial collapse and resonance of the crack
is induced, generating the low frequency coda. Contrasting to the endeavours towards
understanding the origin of the resonance, I concentrate on the actual source process,
or trigger, which lies at the origin of the seismic energy that eventually sustains into LF
volcanic seismicity. Hence, moment tensor inversions as carried out in Chapters 4 and
5 focus on inverting the first, high frequency, onset of seismicity, which is indicative of
the physical process generating the volcanic seismicity.
This study concentrates on the trigger mechanism and the wavefield generated at the
origin of LF events only, and therefore disregards attenuation of the signal as it advances
through the medium. More information on the effects of attenuation on LF waveforms
can be found in Smith (2010) whose PhD research concentrated on the attenuation
effects on LF volcanic seismic signals.
Conduit resonance
Conduit models, in which resonance takes place in a conduit or dike, represent the op-
posing approach to the crack model, with the major difference being the lower aspect
ratios (less than 100) of the resonating body. Amongst others, Neuberg et al. (2000)
and Jousset et al. (2003, 2004) have described example geometries that fall into this
category, and in one study proposed an approximately 600-1500 m long and 20 m wide
conduit section as the source for the low frequency content of the signals. In contrast to
the highly compressible gas mixtures employed in the crack models, conduit resonance
is thought to take place in a conduit or dike filled with a silicic three phase magma
consisting of melt, gas and crystals (Neuberg and O’Gorman, 2002).
Since the stiffness factor C (Equ. 1.1) includes both geometry properties and fluid
parameters, models proposing large crack-like resonating bodies effectively require the
fluid involved in the process to be a low viscosity ash and gas mixture. In theory, both
types of model can explain the low frequency nature of the observed signals. After
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the sustained resonance within highly viscous and bubble-rich magmas was challenged
(Chouet, 1996b), Collier (2005) showed that under realistic pressure conditions reso-
nance in conduits and cracks can be sustained. However, the geological plausibility of
steam-filled cracks a few hundred meters wide may be questioned, since such structures
have not been observed in nature. In contrast, dikes and conduits with low aspect
ratios, a few meters wide and a few hundred meters long, like those proposed in most
conduit models, can be found in the geological record, and in particular at silicic vol-
canoes (Eichelberger, 1995). Such low frequency events have been observed at volcanes
including Galeras volcano (Fischer et al., 1994) and Soufrie`re Hills Volcano, Montserrat
(Neuberg et al., 1998).
1.6 Moment tensor inversions
Most quantitative investigations into the focal mechanisms of seismic signals have been
based on the assumption that earthquakes are caused by shear faulting. However, the
representation of non-double couple sources is of pivotal importance for investigating
volcanic areas, where the driving forces are thought to be more complex. Information
about the sub-surface processes yielding an earthquake signal can be obtained by com-
paring observed and synthetic waveforms and adjusting the source parameters until a
suitable fit is obtained. This can be done using either a forward or inverse approach.
I will use both forward and inverse techniques to take the study of non-double couple
sources in volcanic settings a step further, and will add a set of new sources to the ex-
isting source catalogue for potential volcanic sources. The sources introduced represent
the first numerical attempt to describe the excitation process of LF volcanic seismicity
using spatially extended sources instead of a point source approach.
The seismic moment tensor offers insight into earthquake source parameters as it is
capable of describing volumetric sources such as explosions and implosions as well as
shear dislocation sources, and mixed volumetric and dislocation sources.
1.6.1 The earthquake moment tensor
The seismic moment tensor, M, and its nine force couples Mij ,
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Figure 1.5: Explosion sources radiate energy equally in all directions, and are described using
a triple dipole (shown here) as their equivalent body force system.
M =
Mxx Mxy MxzMyx Myy Myz
Mzx Mzy Mzz
 , (1.2)
serve as a mathematical description of the forces acting during complex ruptures on
potentially irregular faults. It is expressed by equivalent body forces, which, if acting on
a point source at the earthquake’s hypocentre, would produce the same displacement at
a seismic station as the earthquake itself (Gilbert, 1970). The moment tensor describes
both the source geometry of an event, by a combination of different moment tensor
components, and its size, via the scalar moment, M0, of the earthquake.
As M is a tensor, standard tensor operations can be performed on it. Thus, M can
be rotated in order to obtain a diagonal matrix, m, with elements corresponding to
the eigenvalues of M . By decomposing m into its isotropic and deviatoric parts, it is
then possible to gain information about the source mechanisms. The isotropic term
describes any volume change during the earthquake, whereas the deviatoric component
describes the deformation of the body at a stable volume V . An example of the latter
is the so-called CLVD (Compensated Linear Vector Dipole) mechanism, which often
serves to describe volcanic sources and will be further discussed in Chapter 1.6.5.
1.6.2 Isotropic earthquake sources
While many explosions are man made, fluid and gas migration linked to magmatic pro-
cesses, or with sudden phase transitions or metastable minerals, can cause an isotropic
signal naturally. In homogeneous media, the physical processes at the source of an
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explosion differ from those of a conventional earthquake, leading to the exclusive gen-
eration of a P-wave. The initial shock wave expands and diminishes in amplitude until a
point is reached at which deformations are small enough to occur elastically, generating
a spherical P-wave. Other phases such as SV and Rayleigh waves are generated through
P-wave interactions with interfaces in the propagation medium. It should be noted that
pre-existing asymmetric or non-isotropic stress distributions in the subsurface may lead
to the generation of an additional direct S-phase in nature.
M =
M0 0 00 M0 0
0 0 M0
 . (1.3)
For explosion and implosion events the radiation based on the moment tensor is the
same in all directions, all compressional or all dilatational, respectively, and is modeled
using a triple dipole as an equivalent body force system (Fig. 1.5). The moment tensor
comprises three non-zero and equal diagonal terms with a resulting non-zero trace 3M0
(Equ. 1.3), which represents a volume change.
1.6.3 Single force
Originally, single forces (SF) (Fig. 1.6) were used to model shear faulting in tectonic
settings. In the 1960s, however, Maruyama (1963) and Burridge and Knopoff (1964)
established that faulting in isotropic elastic media should be represented by pairs of
force couples whose torques cancel each other to conserve momentum.
Figure 1.6: Equivalent body force system for a horizontal single force.
To the present day, single forces remain apparent in addition to the moment tensor
solutions of volcanic seismicity. In volcanoes, SFs are generally linked to mass transfer
or viscous fluid movements (Takei and Kumazawa, 1994), and have been interpreted
as upwelling magma in the volcanic edifice (Ohminato et al., 2006). However, it has
been shown that apparent strong SF components can also be an artifact resulting from
uncertainties in both source location and velocity structure (Ohminato et al., 1998;
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Figure 1.7: Schematic of a pair of force couples, a so-called double couple. Double couples
are the equivalent body force description of shear faulting and are used to model the source
mechanism of high frequency seismic events in volcanic systems.
Chouet et al., 2003; Bean et al., 2008; De Barros et al., 2013).
1.6.4 Double couple (DC)
In tectonic settings, shear faulting is the most common cause of earthquakes (Gilbert,
1984; Lawson, 1908). This type of rupture also finds application in volcanology where
shear faulting is thought to be the cause of high frequency seismic events. The corre-
sponding equivalent body forces for such a scenario are a double couple force system
(Fig. 1.7). One force couple points in the direction of slip on the fault, while the second
force couple is needed to avoid angular momentum on the fault. Due to the presence
of two perpendicular force couples the double couple representation of shear faulting is
ambiguous, and slip on either the fault or its perpendicular auxiliary plane both result
in the same equivalent body forces, and therefore the same seismic radiation.
Earthquake source mechanisms related to volcanic settings, in particular the physical
processes underlying low frequency volcano seismic signals, often deviate from a simple
shear faulting scenario, and non-double couple focal mechanisms have to be considered.
1.6.5 Compensated linear vector dipole
Compensated linear vector dipoles (CLVDs) are one class of non-DC seismic sources.
All but the three diagonal force couples of the moment tensor are zero, with one of
the diagonal terms being −2 times the magnitude of the others. The zero trace of the
moment tensor, where λ and µ are the Lame´ elastic constants, indicates no volume
change:
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Figure 1.8: The compensated linear vector dipole as an equivalent body force system finds
application in volcanic areas.
M =
−λ 0 00 λ/2 0
0 0 λ/2
 . (1.4)
This type of earthquake representation finds application in volcanic areas, because
it can explain the seismic records observed in volcanic environments. Two primary
explanations for the nature of CLVD source processes exist. The concept of an inflating
magma dike was introduced by Aki and Richards (1980), and later adapted by Chouet
(1996b) for the idea of an opening fluid-filled crack generating low frequency volcano
seismic events. Most recently, Waite et al. (2008) have interpreted the compensated
linear vector dipole solution as a horizontally dipping, steam-filled crack. The moment
tensor representation for this system is:
M =
λ 0 00 λ 0
0 0 λ+ 2µ
 , (1.5)
which can be decomposed into an isotropic and a CLVD component:
λ 0 00 λ 0
0 0 λ+ 2µ
 =
λ+ 2/3µ 0 00 λ+ 2/3µ 0
0 0 λ+ 2/3µ
+
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On the other hand, in agreement with equations 1.3 and 1.4, it has been suggested that
CLVDs are due to near-simultaneous earthquakes on nearby faults of different geome-
tries or orientations (Nettles and Ekstro¨m, 1998). They considered reverse faulting on
cone-shaped ring faults surrounding the magma chamber to explain data from a volcano
in Iceland. The superposition of two double couple sources of different orientations and
with moments M0 and 2M0 can be expressed as:
M0 0 00 0 0
0 0 −M0
+
0 0 00 −2M0 0
0 0 2M0
 =
M0 0 00 −2M0 0
0 0 M0
 (1.7)
1.7 Soufrie`re Hills Volcano, Montserrat
The case study described in Chapter 6 focuses on Soufrie`re Hills Volcano (SHV),
Montserrat, and all modelling parameters for input into the numerical investigations in
Chapters 2 to 4 were chosen to fit values appropriate for this particular volcano. SHV
provides excellent conditions for the study of the source mechanisms of low frequency
events: the volcano has been well monitored since its re-awakening in 1995, and the
extensive seismic network deployed on the island has recorded LF signals consistently
during this period (e.g. Neuberg et al., 2000). This presents a great opportunity to add
to the knowledge on low frequency events in general, and to take advantage of, but also
to complement pre-existing studies based on Montserrat.
1.7.1 Geological background and recent eruption history
Montserrat, West Indies, is a volcanic island located in the northern part of the Lesser
Antilles (Fig. 1.9). Magmatic activity is the result of the subduction of oceanic litho-
sphere of the Atlantic Plate beneath the Caribbean Plate (LeFriant et al., 2004). The
island of Montserrat is small, with maximum dimensions of 10 km (E-W) by 16 km
(N-S). Montserrat has experienced active volcanism for approximately 4.3 Ma, and is
made up of at least three volcanic complexes, with decreasing age from north to south
(Rea, 1974; Harford et al., 2002). SHV in the south of the island is the youngest com-
plex of these volcanic centres and is assumed to have been active from at least 170 ka
to the present (Harford et al., 2002). There is evidence from 40Ar/39Ar dating and
morphological studies indicating the existence of at least four former domes and a his-
tory of dome collapse events within SHV (Rea, 1974; Harford et al., 2002).
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Figure 1.9: Geological setting of Montserrat island. The top left inset gives the position of the
Lesser Antilles on the globe, while the lower left inset displays the volcanic arc itself. The red
box indicates Montserrat’s position within the Lesser Antilles. Soufrie`re Hills Volcano (SHV)
is located in the south of Montserrat island, within the area of increased elevation.
The currently ongoing eruption of SHV began in July 1995 after approximately 340
years of dormancy, and following a period of elevated earthquake activity since 1992
(Young et al., 1998). The magmatic feeder system is believed to transport magma from
about 6 km depth into a 30 m wide conduit in the last few hundred meters below the
surface (Barclay et al., 1998; Watts et al., 2002).
Initially slow extrusion rates steadily increased through 1996 and 1997, culminating in
a lateral sector collapse on 26 December 1997. A period of repetitive Vulcanian explo-
sions followed and resulted in a second dome collapse event on June 25th 1997 (Druitt
et al., 2002). Extrusive phases of lava dome growth have alternated with distinct 1.5-2
year periods of relative quiescence (Wadge et al., 2010), with several major dome col-
lapses in December 1997 (Voight et al., 1998), March 2000 (Carn et al., 2004), July
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2003 (Herd et al., 2003), May 2006 (Loughlin et al., 2007), and February 2010 (Cole
et al., 2010) punctuating these cycles.
1.7.2 Seismicity
Volcano-tectonic earthquakes
As discussed in Chapter 1.3.1, volcano-tectonic earthquakes are one type of volcano
seismic signal that have been observed and studied on numerous volcanoes worldwide.
Montserrat, where VT events with frequencies above 5 Hz and characteristic impulsive
P- and S-wave onsets have been observed and interpreted as brittle failure of the conduit
wall-rocks throughout the entire eruptive history, is no exception. At SHV, VTs have
been used to obtain the local stress conditions of the volcanic system: Roman and
Cashman (2006) and Roman et al. (2008) attempted to link changes in the dominant
azimuth of the P-axis of VT fault plane solutions to magma intruding into a dike below
the edifice.
Rockfall and pyroclastic density flow signals
With episodic dome growth periods and at times high enough extrusion rates to cause
dome instabilities, rockfall and surface flow signals have been one of the most common
seismic signals detected on SHV during the ongoing eruption, with more than 27,000
individual events being recorded in the years 1996 to 1998 alone (Calder et al., 2002). It
is therefore perhaps unsurprising that changes in the rockfall event frequency, dominant
direction and event durations can be well correlated with temporal changes in extrusion
rates (Calder et al., 2005), eruption style (Calder et al., 2002), as well as variations in
speed and direction of the extrusion of dome lobes (Watts et al., 2002). The study
of rockfall signals at Soufrie`re Hills Volcano has also been shown to provide useful
information to improve and constrain extrusion rate and dome and talus slope evolution
models (e.g. Hale et al., 2009). The waveform characteristics of surface flow signals,
in particular the lack of clear P- or S-wave onsets (Miller et al., 1998a), make event
location using conventional travel time techniques impossible. However, Jolly et al.
(2002) successfully applied an alternative location technique to rockfall signals and
could, by inspecting relative signal amplitudes at several stations, provide invaluable
information on the direction of pyroclastic flows on the flanks of SHV.
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Figure 1.10: Relationship between LF seismicity and tilt at SHV, Montserrat, on 19 May
1997. Dots represent individual events, while colours group event families. Onset and duration
of event families are compared to tilt (solid line) and tilt derivative (dashed lines)recorded of
the same period (adapted from Neuberg et al. (2006)).
Low frequency seismicity
Low frequency seismicity at SHV can be distinguished from other seismic signals such
as VTs or rockfalls, due to its characteristic high-frequency onset and slowly decaying
harmonic codas. The high frequency onset is, however, not always observed, and thus
the identification of events of this type is sometimes misleading and has led to confusion
in nomenclature. Despite these minor differences in waveforms, both types of seismic
signal should, however, be regarded as resulting from the same source processes, with
low frequency (lacking high frequency onsets) and hybrid events simply representing
end-members of a continuum of low frequency seismicity at SHV (Neuberg et al., 2000).
Low frequency events at SHV have been observed to occur periodically, with large
numbers being recorded in the earlier stages of the eruption in 1995-1996 (White et al.,
1998) and 1997-1998 (Neuberg et al., 1998), as well as preceding major explosions such
as on July 29, 2008 (Stewart et al., 2008). During a single eruptive period many hun-
dreds of thousands of low frequency events may occur, with thousands of them taking
place within a few hours (White et al., 1998). In an approach to identify systematic
changes and patterns in the activity of SHV, Green (2005) introduced a classification
scheme that grouped similar events into families or multiplets based on their particular
waveforms. Low frequency event families were found to correlate with deformation and
tilt signals of the volcanic edifice, with the maximum positive derivative of tilt and the
onset of low frequency seismic activity coinciding (Fig. 1.10) (Green et al., 2006; Neu-
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Figure 1.11: Single LF events merge into distinct swarms and, a short time before a dome col-
lapse, into tremor. Observations from Montserrat, station MBGA, vertical component, 25/6/97.
Illustration taken from (Neuberg, 2000).
berg et al., 2006). With increasing tilt, event families were shown to evolve throughout
the seismic swarm, and ceased once the derivative of the tilt reached a minimum. With
this in mind and taking the tilt derivative as a proxy for the rate of magma movement
in the volcano, Green et al. (2006) concluded that low frequency events must be directly
related to changes in the magma ascent rate within the edifice or conduit system.
The key feature of low frequency events at SHV for this study, however, is the fact that
they occur in swarms which are often observed to precede major dome collapse events
or explosions (Neuberg, 2000) (Fig. 1.11), and that their dynamics can be related to
the magma ascent rate (Hammer and Neuberg, 2009).
1.8 Aims of this study
The primary aim of this study is to improve our understanding of the physical processes
responsible for LF seismicity at volcanoes. This project aims to explore a wide domain
of potential source processes to contribute to the quantitative study of this type of
seismic signal from volcanoes. While most investigations of LF seismicity at volcanoes
have concentrated on the origin of the long period coda of these events, this study aims
to provide a better understanding of the actual excitation process at the source of LF
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seismicity. In particular, the objectives of this study are therefore:
1. To introduce spatially extended sources as possible triggers of LFs. Advancing
from point source descriptions to spatially extended sources will contribute to a
more realistic approach to model the trigger mechanism of LF seismicity.
2. To explore a wide domain of spatially extended sources as possible excitation
mechanisms of LFs. The geometry of a number of spatially extended sources is
developed within this study; seismograms for ring faults, dikes, ring fault seg-
ments, multiple ring faults, as well as sources with time history, were calculated
and analysed to provide a catalogue of potential source mechanisms of LF earth-
quakes for comparison with real data examples.
3. To establish the P-wave radiation patterns of spatially extended sources such
as the ring fault structure which is proposed as the excitation process of low
frequency volcanic signals.
4. To investigate the scale of error introduced when inverting spatially extended
sources using classical moment tensor inversion techniques. Assuming point
sources, as in most moment tensor inversion codes, the actual source mechanism
will not be resolved, but will instead be mapped into a point source description,
introducing a inevitable error into the solution. Here, the consequences this can
have concerning interpretations of observed LF seismicity and its origin are out-
lined.
5. To compare and contrast the quantitative data analysis of synthetic data obtained
within this study with a chosen dataset of LF signals from Montserrat.
1.9 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 forms the main body of this study. It describes the development of spa-
tially extended sources from classic point source descriptions of the source mechanisms
underlying LF seismicity at volcanoes. Synthetic seismograms are calculated for these
novel sources, and analysed concerning P-waveforms and amplitudes, and compared
to those of a single double couple. The P-wave radiation patterns for ring fault and
dike in both 2D and 3D are derived and described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 provides a
catalogue of a number of spatially extended sources. These form an excellent collection
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of sources that real data examples can be compared against when investigating their
source mechanisms. In Chapter 5, classical moment tensor inversions of all introduced
spatially extended sources were carried out to evaluate the error that is introduced
into the source solution and interpretation when assuming a point source instead of a
spatially extended source nature. The final data chapter, Chapter 6, presents a case
study of LF seismicity recorded prior to a dome collapse at SHV, Montserrat. Earth-
quake locations as well as moment tensor inversions were carried out for a chosen set of
events. This work is rounded off with an overall discussion of this research in Chapter
7, and some concluding remarks including suggestions for future work in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2
A quantitative approach to
volcano seismic sources
The study of seismic sources and the resulting radiated seismic energy provides insight
into the rupture processes that generate earthquakes. To investigate the source geom-
etry and the earthquake size, amplitudes and waveforms of the radiated seismic energy
are analysed. Synthetically generated seismic waveforms at different distances and az-
imuths allow a quantitative study of the influence of the spatial extent of the source on
the observed waveforms. This provides a deeper understanding of the processes which
generate volcanic earthquakes.
This chapter introduces the basic idea of a spatially extended source mechanism gener-
ating low frequency type earthquakes in volcanic settings. Combinations of two or more
double couple sources are used to derive more complex, but perhaps more appropriate
and realistic, source models for low frequency (LF) earthquakes at volcanoes. The re-
sulting waveforms and amplitudes of such spatially extended sources are analysed and
compared to existing and widely used source classifications.
2.1 Waveform modelling
Different algorithms exist to model the wave field generated by a seismic event. Gen-
erally, the following approaches can be identified: Finite difference and finite element
methods, which have the advantage of enabling the implementation of arbitrary het-
erogeneous media. If wavelengths and flexion of the seismic waves are much smaller
than the geological structure under investigation, ray methods yield more accurate re-
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sults. Ultimately, the most accurate results for horizontally layered media are gained
using waveform integration methods which calculate the complete response of a medium
to a seismic impulse. In this study, synthetic seismograms were generated using the
FORTRAN code ‘qseis’ by Wang (1999), which is based on a frequency wavenumber
integration method. The software is part of the open source ‘KIWI Tools’ package
(Heimann, 2011) which can be downloaded from: http://kinherd.org/kiwitools/.
2.1.1 Source time function









where M(t) is the seismic moment function which depends on fault area A and slip
history u(t) (Stein and Wysession, 2003).
Magma ascent within a volcanic edifice can be mathematically described as a step func-
tion, and using the definition above, the source time function for all models presented
in this study is a delta impulse, the derivative of a step function. In fact, the input









for0 ≤ t ≤ τ, (2.2)
where τ is the duration of the pulse. Figure 2.1 shows the simulated physical motion,
vertical slip along a fault plane, represented by a step function, and its source time
function, the delta impulse. The wavelet duration was 1.0 s for all analyses.
2.1.2 Global model parameters
Most LF seismicity in Montserrat occurs between 1 km and 2 km below the surface,
with a strong cluster of events located at about 1.5 km depth (Green, 2005)(see also
Chapter 6). I do not account for the complexities in the structure of volcanic edifices
in order to avoid effects of path heterogeneities on the waveforms, and hence allow a
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Figure 2.1: 1 Hz half sinusoid approximation to a delta impulse, used as input wavelet in the
modelling, and its integral, representing the simulated physical motion.
concentrated study of the impact of source geometry on the observed seismicity. Based
on this, the source in this synthetic approach was embedded at z = 1.5 km depth,
within a homogeneous halfspace with a velocity structure in the range of estimated
velocities for P- and S-waves (vp and vs) and densities (ρ) for volcanic settings (Equ.
2.3) (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981). Quality factor values Qp and Qs were chosen
high to disregard attenuation (i.e. Q > 100 (Smith, 2010)). Topography has been
neglected, resulting in a static receiver altitude of 0 m in all cases.
vp = 3.5km/s vs = 2.0km/s ρ = 2200kg/m3 Qp = 1378 Qs = 600
(2.3)
2.1.3 Algorithm verification
To ensure reliability of the waveform integration approach, a thorough test study was
carried out. For this purpose, a 1 Hz explosion was simulated at 3km depth, and its
radiated seismic energy was modelled at receivers to the north, at 0 degrees azimuth,
in 1 km increments to up to a 10 km epicentral distance. An explosion event as source
mechanism was chosen because only a P-wave but no S-wave is generated, and to study
the P-wave amplitudes and arrivals a separation of the two phases is therefore redun-
dant. The source was embedded in a homogeneous halfspace with input parameters
given in Equ. 2.3. As input moment M0 = 1.0 Nm was chosen. The resulting synthetic
traces were sampled at 100 Hz to ensure sufficient sampling to catch all frequencies of
interest.
Table 2.1 shows a perfect match between theoretical and picked P-wave arrivals for all











3.00 km 1.00 km 3.16 km 0.33 s 0.33 s
3.00 km 2.00 km 3.61 km 0.38 s 0.38 s
3.00 km 3.00 km 4.24 km 0.45 s 0.45 s
3.00 km 4.00 km 5.00 km 0.53 s 0.53 s
3.00 km 5.00 km 5.83 km 0.61 s 0.61 s
3.00 km 6.00 km 6.71 km 0.71 s 0.71 s
3.00 km 7.00 km 7.62 km 0.80 s 0.80 s
3.00 km 8.00 km 8.54 km 0.90 s 0.90 s
3.00 km 9.00 km 9.49 km 1.00 s 1.00 s
3.00 km 10.00 km 10.44 km 1.10 s 1.10 s
Table 2.1: Calculated hypocentral distances from epicentral distances between 1km and 10km
and 3 km source depth, corresponding theoretical P-wave arrival times for a P-wave velocity
vp = 9.500 km/s, and picked P-wave arrivals.
distances which, together with the waveform consistency, indicates that this algorithm
produces correct synthetic seismic traces. Advancing from this simple explosion source,
the study of volcano seismic signals requires more complicated models to describe the
physical processes likely involved in exciting the observed seismic signals. In the follow-
ing, a model to simulate seismogenic slip along the conduit walls of a volcanic complex
is derived in an attempt to explain the excitation processes of LF volcanic seismicity,
and its body wave characteristics are examined.
2.2 Development of dike and cylindrical conduit source
models
Neuberg et al. (2006) introduced a conceptual model for the driving forces of LF events
at Montserrat based on experimental and numerical studies (Fig. 2.2). Highly viscous
silicic melts can, under certain circumstances, behave in a solid-like brittle manner
(Alidibirov and Dingwell, 1996; Dingwell, 1996; Webb and Dingwell, 1990), and these
circumstances can be realised in volcanic edifices (Collier and Neuberg, 2006; Gonner-
mann and Manga, 2007; Thomas and Neuberg, 2012). As silicic magma ascends in the
volcanic conduit the ambient pressure drops, allowing gases to exsolve from the magma
and escape, leading to an increase in melt viscosity and a transition from Newtonian
to Non-Newtonian behaviour in the melt (Webb and Dingwell, 1990; Alidibirov and
Dingwell, 1996). Seismogenic brittle failure of the melt then occurs in response to a
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Figure 2.2: Neuberg et al. (2006) proposed that LF events on Montserrat may be triggered
by the failure of magma at a depth where viscosity and strain rates are high enough to result in
brittle behaviour of the melt. In their model, a resonator - the conduit itself - gives the seismic
energy its low frequency content.
build up of high shear stresses and strain rates during the upwards movement of the
magma in the volcanic edifice. The required conditions for brittle failure of magma
in the glass transition are reached at the conduit walls, and within a certain depth
window (Collier and Neuberg, 2006; Neuberg et al., 2006; Thomas and Neuberg, 2012).
The seismic energy is then trapped in the magma column itself as tube waves gener-
ating the long-period coda on the recorded seismograms (Neuberg et al., 2006). The
repeatability of LF events has been attributed to periodic fracturing and healing of
the magma (Gonnermann and Manga, 2003; Tuffen et al., 2003; Kendrick et al., 2014),
which creates a mechanism to explain a rechargeable, non-destructive source process
for LF seismicity (Green and Neuberg, 2006).
Based on this conceptual model, the system under investigation can be described as
either brittle failure on a single but curved fault plane, or simultaneous slip and super-
position along several fault planes representing a dike or conduit. In the following, a
novel approach is introduced by superimposing the wave fields of several point sources
to mimic spatially extended sources, which are understood to be at the source of LF
seismicity at volcanoes.
2.2.1 Ring fault
To model a spatially extended LF source and therefore approach the conceptual model
described in Chapter 2.2, we can consider the approximation of a cylindrical fault
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Figure 2.3: Instantaneous slip and accompanying shear failure of a dike, or all around the
edge of a cylindrical fault, is approximated by an octagonal arrangement of 2 or 8 slip surfaces
(segments 1-8),respectively, with upwards movement inside, and relative downwards movement
outside the octagon. Double couple sources are indicated as red dots.
system by an octagonal arrangement of double couples bounding the circumference
of the volcanic conduit, with upwards movement inside the octagon and downwards
movement outside the octagon (Fig. 2.3). The octagon is the shape with the minimum
number of point sources required to mimic slip along a cylindrical fault. It fulfils
the required symmetry features of the cylindrical conduit. The effect of the ring fault
diameter and number of input sources on the resulting waveforms is investigated further
in Chapter 2.4. The resulting waveforms are then a superposition of the seismic traces
generated by individual ring fault segments.
2.2.2 Dike
Two oppositely directed double couple sources are sufficient to simulate the upwards
movement of magma in a dike, realised by slip and brittle failure along the dike walls.
The two double couples are one dike width apart and act simultaneously. Using the
same setup as shown in Fig. 2.3, segments 1 and 8 serve as slip surfaces. The overall
recorded waveform at a given station is then a superposition of the two radiated seismic
waves.
Throughout this work I will use the term ’dike’ to describe two shear dislocation sources
with opposite polarities as defined in this section. This should not be confused with
dike sources from the literature which are often assumed to be crack sources radiating
opening dislocation waves.
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Figure 2.4: Trigonometric relations used to determine the epicentral distance de and azimuth
α′ between segment 2 and receiver. The input parameters for segments 1 and 3 to 8 were
derived accordingly. Note that with a static fault orientation the coordinate system and thus
the relative azimuth to the receiver location will change for each ring fault segment.
2.2.3 Input parameters: spatially extended sources
The seismic modelling approach using ‘qseis’ requires a static fault geometry which
was chosen to be a normal fault with a strike of 90 degrees. To enable the calculation
of all eight individual sources in one model run, the reciprocal relationship between
source and receivers was used, swapping receiver and source, respectively (Aki and
Richards, 1980). Input parameters, such as epicentral distance de and azimuth α′ for
each ring fault segment, are dependent on the ring fault diameter d, which was chosen
as d = 50 m, and changing azimuths α between static source and 8 receivers, by using









where r is the radius of the ringfault, a lies on the connection between ring fault centre
and receiver; b and a build an isosceles triangle with r, and b is perpendicular to a (Fig.
2.4). The segment epicentral distance, de, from source segment to receiver can then be
determined using Pythagoras’ theorem:
b2 + (dc − a)2 = d2e (2.4)
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Table 2.2: The input parameters for 8 individual segments to simulate an extended ring
fault structure using ‘qseis’. Shown are both segment-receiver distances, de, as well as apparent
azimuths, α′, for receivers at 1 km and 5 km epicentral distance from the centre of the extended
source.
dc = 1km dc = 5km
Segment de(km) α′ Segment de(km) α′
1 0.985 0◦ 1 4.985 0◦
2 0.989 314.386◦ 2 4.989 314.878◦
3 0.989 45.614◦ 3 4.989 45.122◦
4 1.000 269.141◦ 4 5.000 269.828◦
5 1.000 90.859◦ 5 5.000 90.172◦
6 1.011 224.392◦ 6 5.011 224.879◦
7 1.011 135.608◦ 7 5.011 135.121◦




b2 + (dc − a)2 (2.5)
where dc is the epicentral distance of the ring fault centre to receiver. Inserting the












yields the apparent segment-station azimuth α′ for input into ‘qseis’. For segment 2
this gives:
α′2 = 180
◦ − β − (180◦ − 90◦ − α). (2.6)
By keeping the fault orientation unchanged, but adapting the trigonometric functions to
each individual case, the epicentral distances and azimuths for the remaining segments
can be determined accordingly. Table 2.2 shows the input parameters calculated for a
receiver at real azimuth α = 0◦ and epicentral distances dc = 1 km and dc = 5 km.
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To simulate a spatially extended source, the waveform contributions of each segment of
the structure under investigation were generated individually and subsequently linearly
stacked, simulating the superposition at the receivers.
2.3 Comparison of simple and complex source mechanisms
2.3.1 Amplitudes
The study of seismic wave amplitudes has proven advantageous in providing valuable in-
formation on earthquake source mechanisms. Different sources radiate seismic energy
of varying intensity in different directions, and therefore generate different radiation
patterns. Standard approaches in seismology are mostly based on the study of point
sources. The interpretation of volcano seismic sources has almost exclusively focused
on double couples. However, the physical source mechanisms underlying volcano seis-
mic sources, and LFs in particular, are thought to be more complex than simple shear
failure, and therefore require the study of sources beyond single double couples. The
quantitative study of spatially extended sources such as the ring fault described in
Chapter 2.2.1 is a novel approach to solving this, and lies at the core of this project.
To establish the importance and consequences of fundamentally changing the nature
of the source, by advancing from point to spatially extended sources, the waveform
attributes of both mechanisms are examined and compared. The P-wave radiation
patterns for such spatially extended sources compared against well known point source
radiation patterns will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3. Here, a synthetic approach,
where the source characteristics are known, is used to determine amplitude ratios be-
tween point and spatially extended source mechanisms, and how these change with
changing epicentral distances and azimuths between source and receivers. In particu-
lar, the resulting maximum P-wave amplitudes of simple shear faulting represented by
a single double couple, and those resulting from a CLVD source, are compared to those
of both dike and ring fault for a number of receiver locations.
To ensure a quantitative comparison, the input parameters were kept constant for all
source scenarios. The source at depth z =1.5 km was embedded in a homogeneous half-
space as described in Chapter 2.1.2. The input moment for each ring fault segment
was fixed to M0 = 1Nm, so that the overall ring fault input moment MRF0 matched
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Figure 2.5: Receiver network for synthetic study. The red star indicates the extended source.
Receiver locations were chosen to ensure good epicentral and azimuthal coverage. 12 stations
were therefore located at 1 km, 3 km, and 5 km epicentral distances in the four cardinal
directions.




0 = 8 Nm.




0 = 8 Nm, yielding M0 = 4 Nm for each dike
segment. Based on the empirical relationship between seismic moment and magnitude
Hanks and Kanamori (1979), an input moment of M0 = 8 Nm corresponds to an earth-
quake magnitude of Mw = −5.3. While the chosen seismic input moment is too small
for realistic scenarios, the results gained in this study can be translated into greater
magnitudes by scaling the obtained P-wave amplitudes. Synthetic seismograms were
calculated for a receiver network consisting of 12 stations: 3 each at the cardinal points
at 1 km, 3 km, and 5 km epicentral distances (Fig. 2.5).
Ring fault
Synthetic velocity seismograms were generated for the ring fault and a northwards
striking fault for comparison (Fig. 2.6). All sources were at 1.5 km source depth, with
receiver locations at 1 km, 3 km, and 5 km epicentral distances, and varying azimuths
to investigate the dependence of maximum P-wave amplitudes on both epicentral dis-
tance and azimuth.
P-wave amplitudes for receivers at 1 km, 3 km, and 5 km epicentral distances are
summarised in Table 2.3. Maximum P-wave amplitudes and resulting amplitude ratios
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of ring fault (left) and normal fault (right) P-waveforms, for a source
at 1.5 km depth and a receiver at 5 km epicentral distance and α = 90◦. The normal fault
P-wave represents a 2-sided non-zero phase Ku¨pper wavelet (Ku¨pper, 1985), while the ring fault
waveform resembles a Ricker wavelet (Ricker, 1953).
Table 2.3: Azimuthal dependence of ring fault vertical ground velocity with receivers at 1 km
and 5 km epicentral distances. It can be clearly seen that for a given epicentral distance the












1.5 km 0◦ 3.316× 10−17 1.635× 10−17 5.522× 10−18
1.5 km 10◦ 3.316× 10−17 1.635× 10−17 5.522× 10−18
1.5 km 20◦ 3.316× 10−17 1.635× 10−17 5.522× 10−18
1.5 km 30◦ 3.316× 10−17 1.635× 10−17 5.522× 10−18
1.5 km 40◦ 3.316× 10−17 1.635× 10−17 5.522× 10−18
1.5 km 50◦ 3.316× 10−17 1.635× 10−17 5.522× 10−18
1.5 km 60◦ 3.316× 10−17 1.635× 10−17 5.522× 10−18
1.5 km 70◦ 3.316× 10−17 1.635× 10−17 5.522× 10−18
1.5 km 80◦ 3.316× 10−17 1.635× 10−17 5.522× 10−18
1.5 km 90◦ 3.316× 10−17 1.635× 10−17 5.522× 10−18
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between normal fault and ring fault at z = 1.5 km source depth and 5 km epicentral
distance are summarised in Table 2.4, where receiver azimuths were varied from α = 0◦
to α = 90◦. The normal fault vertical ground velocity is zero at its nodal plane at
α = 0◦ azimuth, and exceeds that of the ringfault for receivers at azimuths α ≥ 20◦,
steadily increasing to a maximum of -1.376×10−17 km/s at α = 90◦ azimuth.
Figure 2.7: P-waveforms of a 1.5 km deep, 50 m wide ring fault. Receivers were located at 5
km epicentral distance and at azimuths α = 10◦ to α = 40◦. The waveforms do not show any
dependence on receiver azimuths.
The radiated seismic energy from the ring fault source does not show this azimuthal
dependence, resulting in a constant P-wave amplitude of −5.522 × 10−18 km/s for all
azimuths (see also Figs. 2.7 and 2.8).
Consequently, the amplitude ratio between point source and spatially extended source
changes with changing azimuth. At α = 90◦, where the observed normal fault vertical
ground velocity is greatest, the amplitude ratio reaches a maximum of 3.5:1, indicat-
ing that for constant input parameters across sources the observed maximum P-wave
amplitude of a normal fault is more than 3 times that of the ring fault.
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Figure 2.8: P-waveforms of a 1.5 km deep, 50 m wide ring fault. Receivers were located at 5
km epicentral distance and at azimuths α = 50◦ to α = 80◦. The waveforms do not show any
dependence on receiver azimuths.
Dike
The superposition of two oppositely directed double couple sources describes the mod-
elling approach of seismogenic magma ascent within a dike. To simulate slip along a
EW striking dike, ring fault segments 1 and 8 were modelled to act simultaneously,
producing wave trains whose superposition results in the seismicity of the dike struc-
ture. Body wave seismograms were produced for stations in 1 km, 3 km, and 5 km
epicentral distances to the north, east, south and west of the event location. Fig. 2.9
shows the resulting dike P-waves at four stations at 5 km epicentral distance.
Both wave amplitudes and waveforms change with relative dike-receiver locations. For
this EW striking dike, pairs of observed amplitudes to the east and west, as well as
to the north and south of the source, are identical, with maximum vertical ground
velocities of −3.112 × 10−19 km/s and 9.425 × 10−20 km/s, respectively. Since the
overall waveforms are obtained by the superposition of two point sources, maximum
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Table 2.4: Maximum vertical ground velocity and resulting amplitude ratios between normal
fault and ring fault for varying receiver azimuths and fixed source depth and epicentral receiver
location. The maximum observed ground velocity generated by the northwards striking normal
fault is zero at its nodal plane at α = 0◦ and increases to its maximum at α = 90◦. The
ring fault does not show this azimuthal dependence and the resulting P-wave amplitudes are













1.50 km 5.00 km 0 0 5.522×10−18 N/A
1.50 km 5.00 km 10 3.357×10−18 5.522×10−18 0.56:1
1.50 km 5.00 km 20 6.613×10−18 5.522×10−18 1.10:1
1.50 km 5.00 km 30 9.667×10−18 5.522×10−18 1.61:1
1.50 km 5.00 km 40 1.243×10−17 5.522×10−18 2.06:1
1.50 km 5.00 km 45 1.376×10−17 5.522×10−18 2.28:1
1.50 km 5.00 km 50 1.481×10−17 5.522×10−18 2.59:1
1.50 km 5.00 km 60 1.674×10−17 5.522×10−18 2.78:1
1.50 km 5.00 km 70 1.817×10−17 5.522×10−18 3.02:1
1.50 km 5.00 km 80 1.904×10−17 5.522×10−18 3.16:1
1.50 km 5.00 km 90 1.933×10−17 5.522×10−18 3.5:1
amplitudes strongly depend on whether individual wave trains arrive at the receiver in,
or out of phase, which in turn depends on the dike width d. The P-wave generated by
segment 1 reaches station N5 ∆t earlier than the oppositely polarised P-wave generated
by segment 8, causing a slight phase shift corresponding to different travel times, which
results in the waveform displayed on the left hand side of Fig. 2.9. The same happens
at station S5, but with the P-wave generated by segment 8 being recorded ∆t before
that from segment 1.
Stations E5 and W5 lie in the same relative location to the dike, and therefore produce
identical waveforms. Both wave trains reach the receiver at the same time, with the
same polarities, and as a result constructive interference takes place, yielding double
the maximum vertical ground velocities as a single segment.
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Figure 2.9: P-waveforms of a 1.5 km deep dike. Receivers were located at 5 km epicentral
distance to the north, east, south and west (N5, E5, S5, W5). Due to the same relative source-
receiver locations to the E and W, and N and S, respectively, the observed P-waveforms and
amplitudes at these station pairs are identical.
The overall observed P-wave amplitudes of the dike are smaller than those of the ver-
tically dipping, northwards striking fault. This is partly due to the spatial extent of
the dike, introducing a difference in travel times of the generated seismic waves, and
therefore resulting in partial destructive interference. However, constructive superpo-
sition takes place at E5 and W5, yet relative source receiver locations of EW striking
dike segments yield overall smaller vertical ground velocities of the extended source
compared to the northwards striking single fault.
Compensated linear vector dipole
The compensated linear vector dipole (CLVD) (see also Chapter 1.6.5) is an equivalent
body force system which is often discussed in connection with the excitation processes
of low frequency signals in volcanoes (Chouet, 1996b; Waite et al., 2008). To model
such a source, input parameters were chosen as outlined in Chapter 2.1.2, and the
selected input moment M0 =8 Nm enables comparison with the seismicity generated
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by other sources under investigation in this chapter. The P-waveforms produced by
such a non-DC source at receivers at 5km epicentral distance can be seen in Fig. 2.10.
Figure 2.10: P-waveforms of a 1.5 km deep CLVD source. Receivers were located at 5 km
epicentral distance to the north, east, south and west (N5, E5, S5, W5). The traces for such a
non-DC source show no dependence on receiver azimuths, and have maximum vertical ground
velocities of −2.874× 10−17 km/s.
Similar to the ring fault P-waveforms, the resulting CLVD body wave seismicity does
not show a dependence on receiver azimuth, which leads to identical observed traces in
all four cardinal directions (Fig. 2.10). However, there is no resemblance between CLVD
and ring fault P-waveforms themselves. While the ring fault P-waves resemble Ricker
wavelets (Fig. 2.6), CLVD P-waves hold Ku¨pper-like wavelet characteristics. With
−2.874× 10−17 km/s maximum P-wave amplitudes, CLVD amplitudes greatly exceed
those of the ring fault structure (-5.522 × 10−18 km/s; Chapter 2.3.1). Furthermore,
the independence on receiver azimuths of both ring fault and CLVD source yields a
constant P-wave amplitude ratio of RF:CLVD= 1 : 4.77 (477%) at 5 km epicentral
distance.
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2.3.2 Waveforms
Due to the spatial extent of the source under investigation the released seismic energies
reach the receiver at times ∆t apart and are therefore partially phase shifted when
superimposed. Despite the waveforms of individual segments representing those of a
shear dislocation source, by advancing from a single point to an extended ring fault the
waveform of the superimposed solutions deviates from that of a single double couple,
producing a time derivative of the original (see Fig. 2.6).
Figure 2.11: Normalised vertical ground displacement waveforms for a double couple, its
derivative, and the ring fault structure, which is identical to the double couple derivative (bot-
tom and middle traces).
The P-waveforms of a single double couple, its derivative, and the P-waveform of the
ring fault structure are shown in Fig. 2.11. The latter is identical to the double couple
derivative. This derivative is introduced by the nature of the source: the total observed
seismic energy at a given seismic station is a result of a superposition of individual
seismic waves generated a distance ∆d apart from each other. This spatial difference
yields an arrival time delay ∆t between single segment contributions and the overall
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The vertical ground velocity synthetic seismograms for the ring fault source and re-
ceivers at common azimuth and 1 km, 3 km and 5 km epicentral distances deviate from
each other in amplitudes only (Fig. 2.12), demonstrating that changes in epicentral
distance between source and receiver leave the shape of the ring fault waveforms in an
elastic medium unaffected.
Figure 2.12: Vertical ground displacement waveforms for the ring fault structure at stations
to the East in 1 km, 3 km, and 5 km epicentral distance. The waveform shape stays unchanged
while an expected amplitude decrease with distance can be observed.
Furthermore, due to its azimuthal independence, the observed body waveform also stays
unaffected by a change in receiver azimuth. Synthetic seismograms were generated for
0◦ to 90◦. The first arrival waveforms at all azimuths are identical and representative
waveforms at 10◦, 60◦, and 80◦ can be seen in Fig. 2.13.
2.4 Dependency of waveforms on the source geometry
It is the main challenge of volcanology to improve our understanding of volcanic com-
plexes as such, and the physical processes that lead to eruptions. Despite many years of
multi-disciplinary endeavours, the scientific community has not succeeded in drawing a
detailed picture of the sub-surface structure of volcanoes. Properties such as the shape
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Figure 2.13: Azimuthal dependence of the ring fault waveforms for three receiver locations:
5km epicentral distance and top: azimuth α = 10◦; middle: azimuth α = 60◦; and bottom:
azimuth α = 80◦. It can be clearly seen that for a given epicentral distance the observed wave
shape is unaffected by the receiver azimuth.
and extent of the conduit system are known in only a few cases, and these uncertainties
need to be taken into account when attempting to model the complexity of volcanoes.
Here, the effect of conduit diameter changes on the resulting waveforms is investigated,
assuming slip along a cylindrical ring fault as the trigger of LF seismic signals. Further-
more, the validity of approximating a cylindrical fault with an octagonal arrangement
of 8 double couples is tested by increasing the number of point sources used to build the
ring fault to 16 and to 32, and comparing the resulting waveforms to the ones obtained
earlier in this work (Chapter 2.3).
2.4.1 Number of point sources
To show that an octagonal arrangement of double couples is sufficient to approximate
the trigger of LF seismicity at volcanoes as suggested by Neuberg et al. (2006), slip
along the ring fault structure was modelled using increased numbers of point sources. To
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retain the symmetry properties of the source with increased numbers of point sources,
the ring fault structure was approximated using 16 and 32 simultaneously acting double
couples, whose geometric arrangement can be seen in Figs. 2.14 and 2.15. To enable
Figure 2.14: Ring fault approximation
using 16 point sources. Upwards movement
takes place inside, and relative downwards
movement outside the conduit. 16 simulta-
neously acting double couple sources form
the spatially extended source under inves-
tigation.
Figure 2.15: Ring fault approximation
using 32 point sources. Upwards movement
takes place inside, and relative downwards
movement outside the conduit. 32 simulta-
neously acting double couple sources form
the spatially extended source under inves-
tigation.
good comparison with the octagon, all input parameters but the number of simultane-
ously acting point sources were kept constant: double couple sources were embedded
in 1.5 km depth in a homogeneous medium with a velocity structure as presented in
Chapter 2.1.2 of this chapter. Twelve receivers were placed at 1 km, 3 km and 5 km
epicentral distances, to the north, east, south, and west of the source epicentre. The
source time function was, as in all earlier cases, a half-sinusoidal approximation of a
delta impulse (see also Chapter 2.1.1) with a duration of τ = 1.0 s. To ensure sufficient
sampling to catch the spatial extent of the source, the signal was over-sampled at 1000
Hz, and subsequently downsampled to 40 Hz.
The resulting P-waveforms can be seen in Fig. 2.16. Shown here are the vertical ground
velocities recorded at 5km epicentral distance, which enables a comparison with the oc-
tagonal arrangement of 8 double couples in Chapter 2.3.1. It can be seen that both
P-wave amplitude as well as waveform stay unchanged in all cases, indicating that 8
double couple sources are sufficient to approximate the spatially extended source. This
is due to the symmetry features of the proposed source, which are fully mimicked by
the symmetry properties of the octagon.
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Figure 2.16: The effect of the number of point sources used to model the spatially extended
ring fault structure. Vertical ground velocities generated by a 50 m wide conduit and recorded
at 5 km epicentral distance are shown for a source built up by 8 (top), 16 (middle), and
32 (bottom) simultaneously acting double couple sources. P-wave amplitudes or shapes stay
unchanged when increasing the number of point sources, proving that an octagonal arrangement
of 8 DC sources is sufficient to model the proposed physical processes.
All spatially extended sources considered in this study exhibit a rotational symmetry.
The P-waveforms obtained are strongly dependent on this feature, and would change
greatly with a change from symmetric to asymmetric source configurations. The effect
on waveforms and amplitudes should be considered in future investigations, and will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 7. The modelling endeavours here, however, aim
to represent symmetric sources, such as the ring fault structure, and it has been shown
in this previous section that an octagonal arrangement of 8 double couple sources is
sufficient to achieve this.
2.4.2 Source diameter
Although little is known about the geometry of the shallow magmatic feeder system in
volcanoes there are a number of studies investigating their width and complexity. For
Montserrat, Hautmann et al. (2009) suggested a width of 30 m for the shallow parts of
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the cylindrical conduit system. However, other volcanoes also exhibit LF seismicity, yet
estimates for their shallow magmatic conduit diameters differ, with suggested values
for other volcanoes of 18 m at Santiaguito volcano, Guatemala (Sakuma et al., 2008),
to 50 m for Unzen volcano, Japan (Holland et al., 2011).
Figure 2.17: P-wave vertical ground velocities resulting from a ring fault structure with 30
m, 50 m, and 70 m diameter. Dependent on the diameter the seismic energy from individual
point sources building up the spatially extended source interfere partially negatively to different
degrees. The resulting P-wave amplitudes increase with an increase in diameter.
Whether seismic energy of a number of point sources superposes constructively, par-
tially destructively, or cancels out, depends on the phase difference of individual traces
when arriving at the receiver, which in turn is dictated by the differences in travel times,
and hence the source diameter. It is therefore not surprising that observed P-wave am-
plitudes change with a change in diameter, with example cases of 30 m, 50 m and 70
m shown in Fig. 2.17. The P-wave amplitude increases with increasing source diame-
ter, with the waveform obtained by a 70 m wide cylindrical source showing maximum
P-wave amplitude of −8.187 × 10−18 km/s at 5 km epicentral distance. In the d =30
m case the seismic energy radiated from the receiver farthest from the source is almost
congruent, but oppositely directed, with the trace generated by the source closest to the
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receiver leading to cancellation of much of the energy, and comparatively small vertical
ground velocities (P-wave maximum at receiver at 5 km distance: 2.752× 10−18 km/s,
which corresponds to 33.6% of the biggest observed P-wave amplitude). A steady in-
crease in source diameter will ultimately lead to travel time differences greater than
the individual wavelet duration, yielding no superposition of waveforms but instead the
recording of separate wave trains generated by individual segments.
It is therefore important to take into account information on the conduit geometry
when interpreting volcanic seismicity. If disregarded, effects of conduit width may be
misinterpreted, and could lead to highly inaccurate evaluations of the state of a volcano.
2.5 Implications of the source nature on the occurring slip
By definition, a seismogram is a convolution of the source, S, Green’s functions contain-
ing information on the path between source and receiver, G, and instrument response
of the recording seismometer, R:
Seismogram = S ∗G ∗R, (2.8)
In synthetic studies the link between observed seismogram, source, path effects and
instrument response is immensely simplified compared to real event data as both path
and instrument response are known and can be kept constant. Amplitude changes can
thus be directly linked to changes in the source. Therefore, the implications of changing
the source nature from point to spatially extended source on the source parameters can
be inferred from the synthetic seismogram amplitude ratios. The observed seismic
amplitudes for double couple source and ring fault were generated using 1/8 of the
double couple slip surface for each ring fault segment, so that the total slip surfaces
ADC = ARF and input moments MDC =MRF = 8Nm of point and spatially extended
source were equal. The resulting amplitudes can be described as:
SeisDC =MDC ∗G ∗R (2.9)
and




MDC,i ∗G ∗R (2.10)
Using the classic definition of the seismic moment for a double couple source:
M = µAd, (2.11)
where µ is the rigidity, A the fault slip area, and d the amount of slip, and considering
equal overall input moments for ring fault and normal fault and constant slip surfaces


















For the two sources under investigation to result in the same seismic amplitude (am-
plitude ratio 1:1), the amount of slip along a ring fault would therefore have to be a
factor of up to 3.5 bigger than that of a point source, assuming constant rigidity and
area on which slip occurs. This becomes especially important when interpreting seismic
data of an active volcano, where the main motivation is to extract information such as
magma ascent rates from the observed seismograms. Once the recorded seismograms
are free of instrument response and path effects, the remaining waveforms are purely
due to source processes. The comparison of the residual seismograms to synthetically
generated waveforms then allows the extraction of vital information on source charac-
teristics. This is possible because in the synthetic case all source parameters such as
input moment and source depth, as well as the seismic amplitudes and waveforms they
result in at a given station, are known. By matching observed and synthetic maximum
amplitudes, the input parameters of the best fit model can then be linked to the real
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case.
The differences in resulting maximum amplitudes caused by different synthetic model
geometries emphasise the need to understand the source mechanisms of LF volcano
seismic events. Special care must be taken when linking waveform amplitudes to slip
at depth, as amplitude-slip conversion for a point source results in much smaller slip
distances than for the ring fault structure. The exact slip difference depends on the re-
ceiver location, as amplitude ratios change (see Chapter 2.3.1) with receiver azimuths.
It should be mentioned that this study was carried out assuming a common relation-
ship M = µAd (see Equ. 2.11) between slip and associated input moment along both,
DC and RF sources. Due to the spatially extended nature of the ring fault structure a
higher order slip - seismic moment link is, however, should be taken into consideration
in future investigations.
2.6 Discussion and Summary
The possibility of an extended source as the mechanism generating low frequency vol-
cano seismic events has been investigated in a novel quantitative numerical approach.
Both amplitudes and waveforms were considered in comparing the existing and com-
monly used source mechanisms to the novel and more realistic extended source that
was developed within this study.
In Chapter 2.2, a crucial step towards the understanding of low frequency seismicity
at volcanoes was taken by advancing from commonly used point sources to spatially
extended source structures. Such a spatially extended source, i.e. the ring fault, resem-
bles the proposed conceptual model introduced by Neuberg et al. (2006) much better
than any previous attempts.
The results in Chapter 2.3 show that there are fundamental differences between point
and extended source maximum P-wave amplitudes and waveforms. While source pa-
rameters, velocity model and receiver locations were kept constant, dike and ring fault
consistently resulted in smaller amplitude seismic motions than DC and CLVD sources,
except at receiver location azimuths close to the normal fault nodal planes. Addition-
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ally, the radiated seismic energy created by a ring fault structure does not show a
dependence on receiver location azimuth (2.18).
Figure 2.18: P-waveforms of a 1.5 km deep, 50 m wide ring fault. Receivers were located at
5 km epicentral distance to the north, east, south and west (N5, E5, S5, W5). The waveforms
do not show any dependence on receiver azimuths.
Fig. 2.11 outlines the differences in waveforms between point and spatially extended
sources, specifically the introduction of an extra time derivative of the observed wave-
forms. A severe consequence of (incorrectly) assuming a double couple source instead of
the ring fault would result in the wrong time history of slip, meaning that the upwards
movement of a magma batch, for example, would be misinterpreted as initial upwards
followed by downwards movement of the magma.
Since changes in the source diameter of extended sources change both P-waveform
amplitudes and shapes (Chapter 2.4.2) it becomes clear how important further inves-
tigations into the conduit geometry of individual volcanic edifices are in order to take
further steps towards accurate forecasting of eruption dynamics.
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The findings of Chapter 2.5 become especially important when interpreting seismic
data recorded on the flanks of an active volcano. Based on the conceptual model by
Neuberg et al. (2006), LF seismicity gives insight into the speed that magma rises in
the conduit. Linking event amplitudes to magma ascent rates is therefore crucial for
successful eruption forecasting. Point and extended source models with common to-
tal input moments yield great differences in observed P-wave amplitudes, leading to
remarkable differences when interpreted as amount of slip and slip rates. It is there-
fore especially important to understand the source nature when attempting to estimate
magma ascent rates from LF seismic events at volcanoes. In particular, observed am-
plitudes using the point source approximation, when in reality a spatially extended
source acts at depth, yield an underestimation of actual slip by more than a factor of
3. Ultimately, this leads to an underestimation of the magma ascent rate, which could
have important consequences for eruption forecasting.
To investigate this advancement from point sources to spatially extended sources fur-
ther, the P-wave radiation patterns for both ring fault and dike structures are derived
and discussed in Chapter 3. Waveforms resultant from the spatially extended sources
in this chapter are used to carry out a moment tensor inversion study in Chapter 5, to
investigate the implications of incorrectly assuming point sources during attempts to
resolve the excitation processes from full waveform inversions.
Chapter 3
Radiation patterns of spatially
extended seismic sources
The pattern of radiated seismic waves depends on the source geometry, and thus seis-
mograms recorded at various locations away from the source can be used to derive
the geometry of faulting during an earthquake. The study of first motions or polarity
(direction) of body waves represents a simple but powerful technique to enable first
order assumptions on the source structure (Aki and Richards, 1980). Using seismic
source theory the amplitude radiation patterns for P- and S-waves radiated from the
source can be derived and allow further conclusions about the source geometry (Aki
and Richards, 2002). Radiation patterns for numerous source geometries exist (e.g.
Julian et al., 1998). However, conventional radiation patterns are defined for point
dislocation sources only, e.g. simple shear faulting along a fault described by a double
couple source. In volcanic settings, where source geometries of earthquakes are thought
to be more complex, observed first motions and radiation patterns often do not conform
with those of simple point dislocation sources.
In this chapter, existing fault geometries, their first motions and body wave radiation
patterns are used to develop the P-wave radiation pattern for a more advanced and
realistic spatially extended volcanic source mechanism (see Chapter 2.2). Based on
seismic source theory the ring fault radiation pattern in 2D and 3D is constructed as a
combination of an infinite number of point sources arranged in a circle. The resulting
P-wave radiation pattern for this spatially extended source is discussed and in a second
step compared to conventional radiation patterns. The ring fault structure is consid-
ered as a likely candidate for the source of low frequency events at volcanoes, and the
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deduction of its radiation pattern will contribute to developing the full potential of LFs
as a forecasting tool.
3.1 First motions
At present, considerations of first motions and radiation patterns have almost exclu-
sively been limited to seismic energy released from point sources. As the P-wave is
the first wave to arrive at a seismic station its polarity is often easier to identify than
that of later phases. As a consequence, most approaches choose the direct P phase and
use the fact that the polarity of the first P-wave arrival varies with direction from an
earthquake to explore the fault geometry of an earthquake source. For a given fault
geometry, the direction of first motion at a given station can either be compressional
(material near the fault moves towards the station) or dilatational (material near the
fault moves away from the station), and whether the first motion on a seismogram is a
push (upwards movement on a vertical-component seismogram) or a pull (downwards
movement, respectively) will therefore change with receiver azimuth.
Since the overall radiation pattern depends on receiver location, source orientation, and
the direction of slip along the fault, it is important to clarify the coordinate system
used. This study follows the suggestions of Stein and Wysession (2003) who introduced
two frameworks. They state that in some cases it is most useful to define the source
with respect to the fault, where the x1 axis aligns with the strike direction of the fault
on which slip occurs, the x3 axis points upwards, and x2 is perpendicular to x1 and
x3. The angle of dip, δ, defines the fault orientation with respect to the surface. x1 is
arranged in such a way that the dip measured from the −x2 axis is less than 90◦. The
slip angle, λ, represents the direction of motion. It is measured counterclockwise in the
fault plane from the x1 direction, describing the motion of the hanging wall block with
respect to the foot wall block (Stein and Wysession, 2003). To place and orient this
coordinate system relative to the geographic coordinate system, the fault strike φf is
defined as the angle in the plane of the Earth’s surface measured clockwise from north
to the fault plane (x1 axis). Fig. 3.1 shows all relations between these angles and the
coordinate system.
An alternative, and in some cases more useful, coordinate system uses geographic co-
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Figure 3.1: Fault geometry used in earthquake studies. Only the foot wall block is shown.
The slip vector dˆ lies 90◦ from the normal vector nˆ and defines the motion of the hanging wall
block with respect to the foot wall block. The coordinate axes x1, x2 and x3 for a coordinate
system oriented in respect to the fault geometry are displayed, as well as slip angle λ and strike
φf to define the direction in which slip occurs and the fault orientation, respectively (Stein and
Wysession, 2003).
ordinates: xˆ points north, yˆ points east, and zˆ points up (Stein and Wysession, 2003).
The unit normal vector to the fault plane is then:
nˆ =
− sin δ sinφf− sin δ cosφf
cos δ
 , (3.1)
and the slip vector, a unit vector in slip direction, is given by:
dˆ =
 cosλ cosφf + sinλ cos δ sinφf− cosλ cosφf + sinλ cos δ sinφf
sinλ sin δ
 , (3.2)
Once determined, fault plane solutions for first motions can be represented by focal
spheres. The focal sphere is established by projecting compressions and dilatations
according to where source-receiver paths intersect the lower hemisphere onto an imag-
inary, spherical shell enveloping the earthquake source region (Stein and Wysession,
2003). By plotting the lower hemisphere of the focal sphere onto a plane via stere-
ographic projection one obtains the traditional representation of focal mechanisms
(‘beach ball’). The P-wave first motions for slip along a vertically dipping fault are
illustrated in Fig. 3.2. One compressional and one dilatational area can be identified.
The change from compressional to dilatational first motion results in areas with small
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Figure 3.2: First motions of P-waves radiated from a vertical dip slip source. At seismometers
located in various directions about the earthquake either a positive (compression) or negative
(dilatation) first motion would be observed. Areas with zero radiated seismic energy, the so-
called nodal planes, identify the fault plane and its corresponding auxiliary plane. Modified
after Stein and Wysession (2003).
Figure 3.3: Focal mechanism for a vertical dip-slip earthquake on an N-S striking fault. right:
front view sketch indicating the motion along the vertically dipping slip surface; left: Lower
hemisphere projection of motion. Black areas indicate compressional first motion.
or zero first motions called nodal planes. Here, this division occurs along the fault plane
and the plane perpendicular to it, the auxiliary plane. Yet there is an ambiguity in
identifying the fault plane on which slip occurred, from its orthogonal, mathematically
equivalent, auxiliary plane, and the study of first motions alone is therefore not suffi-
cient to distinguish between the two. Additional information such as the orientation of
pre-existing faults is often taken into account and proves to be useful in determining
the actual fault geometry under investigation in a tectonic setting.
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Figure 3.4: x1 − x3 plain view of the fault geometry and motion along a vertically dipping
dip-slip fault, represented by the equivalent body forces of a vertical dip slip fault: a pair of
force couples acting about the null axis.
3.2 Body wave radiation patterns
Body wave radiation patterns are determined using equivalent body forces to the actual
physical motion (see Chapter 1.6.1). It is important to keep in mind that they only
provide a partial picture and serve as a first step in constraining specific parameters,
while additional geological and geophysical data are often taken into account in order
to draw meaningful conclusions about the detailed rupture processes. In the next few
sections the body wave radiation patterns for the most common equivalent body forces
are outlined. They provide the knowledge required to derive the P-wave radiation
pattern for the ring fault structure.
3.2.1 Double couple
Because the radiation patterns of double couple (DC) sources hold a natural symmetry
about the fault plane they are normally considered in a coordinate system oriented
along the fault. For vertical slip along a vertically dipping fault, the slip vector is
parallel to the x3 axis. The fault plane lies in the x2 − x3 plane, so it is normal to
the x1 axis (Fig. 3.4). As mentioned before, radiation patterns vary with varying
receiver locations. To illustrate this variation, consider the radiation field in spherical
coordinates, where θ is measured from the x3 axis and φ is measured in the horizontal
x1−x2 plane. Seismic source theory shows that the far field displacement at a distance
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Figure 3.5: P-wave radiation pattern for a double couple source. It has four lobes, two
compressional (red) and two dilatational (blue). The radiated seismic energy is zero at the
nodal planes (fault plane x2 − x3 and auxiliary plane x1 − x2), and maximum amplitudes
midway between the two.





M˙(t− r/vp) sin 2θ cosφ (3.3)
noting that in a homogeneous medium the displacement resulting from such a wave will
only be radiated in the radial direction (Aki and Richards, 2002). Equ. 3.3 consists
of three terms: the first,
1
4piρv3pr
, reflects the far field amplitude decay of 1/r. The
second term, in which M˙ is the source time function as defined earlier in Chapter 2.1.1,
describes the energy pulse radiated from the fault which propagates away from the
source at P-wavespeed vp, and arrives at distance r and at a time t − r/vp. The final
term in Equ. 3.3 determines the actual shape of the double couple P-wave radiation
pattern. This term, sin 2θ cosφ, defines four lobes, with two being compressional and
two dilatational, with nodal planes along fault (θ = 90◦) and auxiliary (φ = 90◦) planes
where displacement is zero. This results in the P-wave radiation pattern that can be
seen in Fig. 3.5, with maximum amplitudes midway between the nodal planes.
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3.2.2 Compensated linear vector dipole
The P-wave radiation pattern for non-DC sources cannot be derived from first mo-
tions alone. Instead, waveform analysis is often used to provide additional information.
Compensated linear vector dipoles (CLVDs) are a class of non-DC seismic sources. As
discussed in Chapter 1.6.5, these are sets of three force dipoles that are compensated,
with one dipole twice the magnitude of the other two. In contrast to the ‘beach ball’
focal mechanisms of DCs, the first motions for CLVDs look like baseballs or eye balls
(Fig. 3.6). Furthermore, the P-wave radiation pattern for a CLVD source consists
of two positive lobes vertically above and below the source, and a ring of dilatational
motion around it (Fig. 3.7). CLVD sources are often used to explain the source mecha-
Figure 3.6: Focal mechanism for an ex-
ample CLVD source. The P-wave first mo-
tions create a radiation pattern that looks
like an eyeball.
Figure 3.7: P-wave radiation pattern for
a CLVD source. It consists of two positive
(compressional, red) lobes directly above
and below the source, and a ring of negative
(dilatational, blue) motion around it.
nisms of low frequency events at volcanoes by a magma dike (e.g. Chouet, 1996b; Waite
et al., 2008). Such a system can be modelled as the opening of a pressurised crack (see
also Chapter 1.6.5). However, this only holds true when a point source mechanism is
assumed to be the driving force of LFs.
In this study, the idea of an extended source mechanism triggering low frequency vol-
canic events is developed. Since spatially extended sources have so far been poorly
investigated, the aim is to convey a better understanding by providing information
which has long been accepted knowledge for point sources for a novel type of source.
In Chapter 2 such a spatially extended source, the ring fault structure, has been in-
troduced, and its P-phase amplitudes and waveforms were discussed and compared to
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Figure 3.8: Geometrical relationship to determine the radiation pattern of a spatially extended
source.
common point sources. Here, the 2D and 3D P-wave radiation patterns for such a ring
fault structure are derived and compared to those of double couple and CLVD sources.
3.3 2D body wave radiation patterns of the ring fault
structure
3.3.1 P-wave radiation pattern
The superposition of several point sources yields a P-wave radiation pattern that differs
from that of a single double couple source. However, each of the 8 sources that build
up the ring fault is represented by a double couple (see Chapter 2.2) and hence the
P-wave radiation pattern of individual segments shows the ordinary P-wave radiation
pattern (Fig. 3.5).
In 2D, where the azimuthal dependence of the radiation pattern is neglected and φ
is thus kept 0, the ring fault reduces to 2 adjacent DCs. It is therefore sufficient to
consider the superposition of two oppositely located segments (e.g. 1 and 8, Fig. 2.3)
and sum the resulting amplitude A over a circle with the radius R to derive the desired
radiation pattern (Hammer, 2007). Due to opposite orientations of the two double
couples, subtraction of one from the other obtains the overall amplitude A:
A = sin(2θ1)− sin(2θ8). (3.4)
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Simple trigonometry (see Fig. 3.8) gives:
x = R cos θ − r (3.5)
R sin θ = x tan θ1, (3.6)
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Repeating this for the second double couple and inserting yields the superposition of
two double couple sources, projected onto the circle with radius R around the centre
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Figure 3.9 shows the resulting 2D radiation pattern. The 2D radiation pattern consists
of a lobe with compressional first motions directly above the source and a smaller
amplitude negative ring to its sides. Beneath the source, the lobes are of the same
amplitude but oppositely directed. The nodal planes of the ring fault do not, as in the
case of a single double couple, coincide with the fault plane.
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Figure 3.9: 2D P-wave radiation pattern of the ring fault. It consists of a positive (red, first
motions compressional) directly above the source and two smaller amplitude negative rings to
its sides. The lobes beneath the source are of the same amplitude but with oppositely directed
first motions: dilatation (blue) directly below the source, and a ring of compressional first
motions (red) to its sides.
3.4 3D body wave radiation patterns of the ring fault
structure
3.4.1 P-wave radiation pattern
With the basic concept of the ring fault radiation pattern being a superposition of
radiation patterns of several point sources, the 3D P-wave radiation pattern for the
ring fault structure can be determined in the same way as in 2D, but with both θ
and φ ranging from 0 to 2pi. For the 3D case, the radiation pattern was calculated
by superimposing and summing the amplitudes of the 8 octagon segments, and in
an advanced step the P-wave radiation pattern for a true cylindrical ring fault was
calculated by integrating over the cylindrical fault geometry.
For the octagon, the amplitudes for oppositely oriented segment pairs (see Fig. 2.3)
can be derived using the relations shown in Fig. 2.4:


















































































































The overall octagon radiation pattern is then gained by summing the eight segment
contributions:
A = A1 −A8 +A2 −A3 +A4 −A5 +A6 −A7 (3.11)
The result can be seen in Fig. 3.10. Above the source, a large compressional lobe can be
identified, while directly below the source is a second lobe with the same amplitude but
opposite polarisation (dilatation). To its sides, the octagon radiation pattern exhibits 8
pairs of compressional - dilatational tongues with very small amplitudes that can only
be visualised when zooming into the source region (Fig. 3.11).
Instead of basic summation of 8 octagon segments it is possible to determine the body
wave radiation pattern of a cylindrical ring fault by numerically integrating over a larger
number of point sources along the fault edges. The ring fault radiation pattern can
then be calculated for each possible combination of θ and φ. The result can be seen in
Fig. 3.12. Again, two big amplitude lobes, compressional above and dilatational below
the source, can clearly be identified. A zoom into the source region discloses one small
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Figure 3.10: 3D P-wave radiation pattern
of the octagon source distribution
Figure 3.11: Zoom into the source region
of the octagon 3D P-wave radiation pattern
Figure 3.12: 3D P-wave radiation pattern
of the ring fault
Figure 3.13: Zoom into the source region
of the ring fault 3D P-wave radiation pat-
tern
amplitude ring of dilatational first motions and a second one with matching amplitudes
but opposite polarisation to the sides of the source, correspondingly (Fig. 3.13).
3.5 3D body wave radiation patterns of a dike
If magma ascent occurs in a dike-like structure, the corresponding P-wave radiation
pattern can be calculated by using two oppositely oriented point sources that are the
dike width d apart. In Chapter 2, a detailed waveform analysis for a source of this
nature was carried out. Here, the P-wave radiation pattern is derived and presented in
3D. Note the difference between the 3D treatment of a pair of adjacent DCs and the
previous description in 2D (Chapter 3.3.1).
3.5.1 P-wave radiation pattern
Fig. 3.14 shows the 3D radiation pattern of first P-wave motions as generated by
a dike. The positive (compressional) lobe directly above the source shows that the
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Figure 3.14: 3D P-wave radiation pattern of the dike
dike radiation pattern is not rotationally symmetric about the depth-axis (x3). The
positive lobe exhibits an area of decreased radiated P-wave energy. Located to the side
of the source are two tongues of dilatational first motions, perpendicular to the dike
orientation. Below the source, the radiation pattern features a mirror image of the
described first motions, but with opposite polarisations: a big lobe of dilatational first
P-wave arrivals, and a pair of compressional tongues to the side.
3.6 Comparison with conventional radiation patterns
The step from point to spatially extended source mechanism as the underlying physical
process of low frequency seismic events in volcanoes is a major advancement in the
understanding of this particular type of event and its potential as forecasting tool. To
fully investigate the consequences of this progress it is important to not only derive the
characteristics of such novel sources, but also to compare them against existing point
source models. The P-waveforms and amplitudes of the ring fault and dike structures
were discussed in Chapter 2. Here, the P-wave radiation pattern of the proposed
systems are checked against conventional point source radiation patterns often used to
interpret volcano seismological data sets.
Figures 3.10 and 3.12 illustrate highly similar P-wave radiation patterns for octagon
and ring fault. This is not a surprising result as the numerical integration used to obtain
the ring fault radiation pattern is simply an increase of fault planes from eight for the
octagon to a larger number. The octagon can therefore be seen as a simplification,
possessing the minimum amount of slip surfaces needed to reach the desired symmetry
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Figure 3.15: Schematic radiation pattern through a volcanic edifice for a shallow source
about z that a cylindrical fault exhibits. The ring fault radiation pattern is then the
improved and most precise representation of the seismic energy that would be radiated
by upwards movement of magma in a volcanic conduit.
Although the ring fault is a superposition of simultaneously slipping double couples, a
comparison of the sources’ P-wave radiation patterns does not show any similarities.
While the nodal planes of a double couple are the fault plane and its auxiliary plane,
and therefore depend on the fault orientation, this is not the case for the ring fault
structure. The areas of no direct P-wave radiation depend on q (distance between
DCs/hypocentral distance; Fig. 3.7), but independent of azimuth φ. When disregarding
attenuation the maximum observed first arrival seismic energy at a given point and the
rate of amplitude decrease with hypocentral distance is dependent on source depth and
ring fault radius/dike width.
In the upper hemisphere, the P-wave radiation patterns of dike and ring fault show a
certain degree of similarity with the CLVD point source radiation pattern: all three
sources generate a lobe of compressional first motions above the source, and show
areas of dilatation to the side (Figures 3.7, 3.12 and 3.14). Figure 3.15 illustrates
the difficulty of capturing the differences between these source geometries from seismic
records in volcanic settings. While in this case a schematic of the ring fault P-wave
radiation pattern is shown in relation to a volcanic edifice, the radiation patterns can
be replaced by those of both the dike and CLVD. Dependent on source depth and
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station distribution first arrival polarities and amplitudes change for all three sources,
complicating the ability to distinguish them from each other. This means that given a
specific geography and station distribution these two fundamentally different physical
processes, ascending magma in the conduit represented by the ring fault model on the
one hand, and an oscillating, subhorizontal fluid filled crack represented by the CLVD
model on the other hand, may result in the same observed first P-wave polarities
(see Chapter 6.3) and indistinguishable amplitudes (see Chapter 7.2). This being the
case, studies of first motion polarities of LF volcano seismic signals that inferred in
CLVD source mechanisms, i.e. Waite et al. (2008), Iguchi (1994), or several examples
summarised in a publication by Miller et al. (1998b), should therefore be revisited. The
radiation patterns found in these cases should be critically assessed by considering the
possibility of spatially extended sources, such as the ring fault structure, additionally
to the commonly assumed point source trigger mechanism.
Only the seismic energy radiated below the source or precisely planned deployment of
seismic recorders could shed light on this ambiguity. Regional seismic stations at greater
distances from the source could thus be helpful in identifying the source processes. Very
small event magnitudes, as well as the island setting in the case of Montserrat, however,
complicate the use of regional stations. On volcanoes, it is therefore rare to capture
rays travelling from below the source due to the small aperture of seismic networks.
Additional geological and geophysical parameters can be taken into account to resolve
this issue. Field observations and magma flow modelling have supported a spatially
extended source mechanism (Neuberg et al., 2006), and most recently an experimental
study on frictional melting gave evidence for seismogenic slip along the conduit walls as
a favourable source scenario (Kendrick et al., 2014). This study will therefore strongly
contribute to driving our understanding of volcanic eruptions forwards.
3.7 Summary
The P-wave radiation pattern for two spatially extended sources, a ring fault and a dike
structure, have been derived and compared to radiation patterns for existing conven-
tional point source models. The 3D P-wave radiation patterns for spatially extended
sources show areas of compressional and dilatational first motions, separated by nodal
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planes. Although a superposition of single double couples, the overall radiation patterns
for ring faults and dikes are fundamentally different to those of a single double couple.
The ring fault radiation pattern shows a symmetry about the depth axis and exhibits
an area with compressional first motions above the source and a dilatational ring to
its sides. Below the source the picture of radiated energy is of the same amplitude but
oppositely polarised.
Given the volcanic setting, and non-ideal distribution of seismic receivers on the flanks
of active volcanoes, current recorded data are unlikely to be able to distinguish the dif-
ferent source mechanisms from each other, namely CLVD, ring fault, and dike sources,
due to high similarities in radiation patterns in the upper hemisphere. The findings
in this chapter show that a CLVD source is only one possible interpretation of the
observed first motion polarities of LF volcanic seismicity. Therefore, the consideration
of spatially extended sources, such as the ring fault structure, are indispensable when
interpreting recorded P-wave radiation patterns. Further investigations into different
wave phases as well as interdisciplinary volcanological studies could help to distinguish
the two. The ring fault as a model for LF generation has been strengthened by field
evidence, numerical and experimental studies, and thus seems more justifiable than
alternative models while explaining the seismic datasets as well.
Chapter 4
Catalogue of synthetic complex
sources
Synthetic modelling of seismic wavefields is a powerful tool in gaining information on
the source mechanisms underlying volcano seismicity. Once instrument response and
path effects have been removed, real data can be compared to synthetic models, and on
the basis of a best-fit approach the obtained model parameters allow insights into the
nature and geometry of the source. At present, investigations have almost exclusively
provided conceptual ideas or involved numerical modelling of point sources. In volcanic
settings, however, point source approximation is likely not sufficient in approximating
the highly complex source processes acting at depth, as shown in Chapter 2. An alter-
native to point dislocation sources such as single double couples are spatially extended
source geometries.
In Chapter 2 I developed two spatially extended sources, ring fault and dike, from a
conventional double couple source. This chapter aims to provide a catalogue of further
complex source scenarios involving new spatially extended sources. The fault geome-
tries examined here are modifications of the ring fault structure and can generally be
divided into two categories: (1) spatially extended sources with instantaneous slip,
and (2) spatially extended sources with individual time history. The former involves
instantaneous slip of at least two slip surfaces, and the considered cases that fall in
this category are: quarter and half conduits, as well as two simultaneously acting ring
faults at different source depths. Slip along conduit segments is considered to account
for cases where critical strain rates and subsequent seismogenic slip occur at parts of
the conduit only, i.e. due to geometry changes (Thomas and Neuberg, 2012). Two
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simultaneously acting ring fault structures represent a case where two LF swarms are
activated at the same time (Green and Neuberg, 2006). For spatially extended sources
that exhibit slip with a time history, a helix like structure, where ring fault segments at
different depths are triggered consecutively, will be analysed. Helix-like flow patterns
have been observed in polymer flow as this type of flow represents the smallest surface
area of defect that allows motion of one part of the lattice with respect to another
(Elgasri et al., 2011; Piau et al., 2000; Kay et al., 2003). The case of a helix-like flow
pattern is therefore considered here for the study of crystal rich magmas.
The waveforms and amplitudes of first arrival P-waves generated by such spatially
extended sources are discussed and will provide an excellent collection of novel syn-
thetic models. Real data examples can then be compared against the synthetic models,
allowing insights into the source processes of low frequency events on volcanoes.
4.1 Simultaneous extended sources
The endeavours of this study have so far been restricted to cases where slip occurs along
the complete circumference of the conduit, meaning that the entire magma column slips
upwards. It is, however, somewhat more intuitive to imagine seismogenic slip occurring
along only parts of the conduit. In the following, synthetic waveforms for ring fault
segments are used to simulate seismogenic slip along sections of the conduit walls. In
particular, quarter and half conduits are presented and examined.
All models discussed here have been calculated using 32 point sources to build the
complete ring fault structure, while slip occurs along only a fraction of these individual
sources. All cases were embedded in a homogeneous medium with a velocity structure as
outlined in Chapter 2.1.2. To enable comparison with waveform amplitudes in Chapter
2 the total seismic moment was chosen to be M0 = 8.0 Nm in each case. The source
time function was a delta impulse approximation with a duration of τ = 1 s. The
conduit diameter was set to d = 50 m, and the waveforms were modelled for a total of
12 receivers, one each at 1 km, 3 km, and 5 km epicentral distance, in all four cardinal
directions (N, E, S, W; see Fig. 2.5).
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Figure 4.1: Orientation of a slipping half
ring whose slip surface spans over azimuths
α = 0◦−180◦. 17 (1-16, 32) of the 32 point
sources building the ring fault act simulta-
neously along a 50 m wide bent slip surface.
Figure 4.2: Orientation of a slipping half
ring whose slip surface spans over azimuths
α = 90◦ − 270◦. 17 (8-24) of the 32 point
sources building the ring fault act simulta-
neously along a 50 m wide bent slip surface.
4.1.1 Half conduit
If slip occurs along half the ring fault walls the overall observed seismicity evolves
from seismogenic slip along a bent slip surface. The superposition of seismic energy
generated from a fraction of the 32 ring fault sources then results in the observed and
recorded seismic signal at a given receiver location. Only the point sources located
on the slipping half ring generate a seismic signal, and the recorded overall event at
a given seismic station depends on the orientation of the half ring of simultaneously
acting double couples in respect to each station. Here, two cases are considered: (1)
slip along a half conduit whose bent slip surface starts at azimuth α = 0◦ and ends
at α = 180◦ (Fig. 4.1); (2) slip along a half conduit whose slip surface spans between
α = 90◦ and α = 270◦ (Fig. 4.2).
The P-waveforms resulting from a slipping half ring with orientation (1) at stations
5km to the north, east, south, and west can be seen in Fig. 4.3. Due to the orientation
and symmetry of the bent slip surface the two receivers to the north and south (N5
and S5) have the same relative location in respect to the slip surface, and the recorded
seismic P-waves therefore have the same shape and amplitudes (top left and bottom left
of Fig. 4.3).
The receivers to the east and west (E5 and W5) lie on the symmetry axis of the half
ring, meaning that pairs of traces with the same orientation arrive at the receiver at
the same time and superimpose constructively. This is why the maximum P-wave
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Figure 4.3: P-waveforms of a 1.5 km deep half conduit spanning from azimuths α = 0◦−180◦.
Receivers were located at 5km epicentral distance to the north, east, south and west (N5, E5,
S5, W5). Due to the same relative location of the slip surface in respect to stations N5 and S5,
the resulting vertical P-wave ground velocities at these stations are identical. At these stations,
partial destructive superposition takes place and yields Ricker-like wavelets with maximum P-
wave amplitudes of −1.206× 10−17 km/s. The waveforms at receivers E5 and W5 are 2-lobed
and oppositely polarised, and have larger maximum P-wave amplitudes (−2.324× 10−17 km/s,
and 2.400× 10−17 km/s respectively) than N5 and S5.
ground velocities at these stations are with −2.324 × 10−17 km/s, and 2.400 × 10−17
km/s respectively, greater than those recorded in the north and south (−1.206× 10−17
km/s).
Additionally, the seismic energy radiated from double couple 8 (see Fig. 4.1) arrives
at stations to the east before all other traces while it has the longest travel path to
stations to the west of the source. This causes an alteration of wave shape, with the
second lobe of the Ku¨pper-like wavelet recorded to the west being wider (total P-wave
duration: 0.2 s) than that recorded in the east (total P-wave duration: 0.15 s), which
is shown in the top right and bottom right of Fig. 4.3).
Configuration (2) has the same properties as configuration (1), and therefore radiates
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Figure 4.4: P-waveforms of a 1.5 km deep half conduit spanning from azimuths α = 90◦−270◦.
Receivers were located at 5 km epicentral distance to the north, east, south and west (N5, E5,
S5, W5). Resulting waveforms are comparable to half ring configuration (1), but 90◦ rotated:
due to the same relative location of the slip surface in respect to stations E5 and W5, the
resulting vertical P-wave ground velocities at these stations are identical. At these stations,
partial destructive superposition takes place and yields Ricker-like wavelets with maximum P-
wave amplitudes of −1.206×10−17 km/s. The waveforms at receivers N5 and S5 are 2-lobed and
oppositely polarised, and have with −2.324×10−17 km/s, and 2.400×10−17 km/s respectively,
larger maximum P-wave amplitudes than E5 and W5.
the same P-waveforms as such, but is 90◦ rotated. This can be seen in Fig. 4.4: P-waves
recorded to the east and west of the half ring are identical (and also identical to the
waveforms recorded to the north and south of half ring configuration (1)). To the north
and south of half ring (2), the recorded P-waves are 2-lobed non-zero phase Ku¨pper
wavelets, with the one recorded to the north equivalent to the west in configuration
(1), having a wider second lobe due to the longer travel time of double couple 16.
It should be noted that the waveforms recorded outside the symmetry axes of the half
rings (N and S for configuration (1), E and W for configuration (2)) resemble those
originating from the full ring fault structure and recorded at all azimuths (see Chapter
2).
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4.1.2 Quarter conduit
Similar to the slipping half conduits in Chapter 4.1.1, two scenarios (Figs. 4.5 and
4.6) for slip along a quarter of the 50 m wide conduit were synthetically modelled and
synthetic seismograms for stations at 5 km epicentral distance to the north, east, south
and west can be seen in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. The two figures represent the P-waveforms
for two different orientations of the bent slip surface: (1) slip along a quarter ring with
azimuths α = 0◦− 90◦, and (2) slip along a quarter ring spanning from α = 45◦− 135◦
(see Figs. 4.5 and 4.6).
Figure 4.5: Orientation of a slipping
quarter ring whose slip surface spans over
azimuths α = 0◦ − 90◦. 9 (1-8, 32) of the
32 point sources building the ring fault act
simultaneously along a 50 m wide bent slip
surface.
Figure 4.6: Orientation of a slipping
quarter ring whose slip surface spans over
azimuths α = 45◦−135◦. 9 (4 to 12) of the
32 point sources building the ring fault act
simultaneously along a 50 m wide bent slip
surface.
Due to the relative orientation of the 8 double couple sources arranged along the quar-
ter ring (configuration (1)) in respect to the station distribution, the superimposed
overall P-waveforms in the north and east (N5 and E5), and equivalently to the south
and west (S5 and W5), are identical (Fig. 4.7). At N5 and E5, superposition of seismic
energy originating from individual double couples is constructive, resulting in greater
overall maximum vertical P-wave velocities (4.984 × 10−17km/s) than in the case of a
slipping half ring where superposition is partially negative (Fig. 4.3).
All waveforms have the shape of non-zero phase Ku¨pper wavelets, with the second lobe
of the traces with longer travel times (S5 and W5) being wider than those of the nearby
stations to the north and east. It is the contribution of DC 8 that is responsible for the
widening of the second lobe of the waveform, because it has the longest travel time of
all acting point sources (see Fig. 4.5).
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Figure 4.7: P-waveforms of a 1.5 km deep quarter conduit spanning from azimuths α =
0◦ − 90◦. Receivers were located at 5km epicentral distance to the north, east, south and west
(N5, E5, S5, W5, Fig. 2.5). All wavelets are 2-lobed Ku¨pper-like wavelets, with the second lobe
of waveforms at S5 and W5 wider than those at N5 and E5. Due to the same relative location
of the slip surface in respect to stations N5 and E5, as well as S5 and W5, the resulting vertical
P-wave ground velocities are identical.
Changing the orientation of the slip surface in respect to the stations changes the way
the individual seismic wave trains interfere with each other. With slip occurring along
a quarter ring with azimuths α = 45◦−135◦ (configuration (2)) the resulting waveforms
at receivers to the north and south, and to the east and west respectively, are identical,
because of identical relative receiver locations to the slip surface (Fig. 4.6).
Stations E5 and W5 lie in the symmetry axis of the slipping quarter conduit (configura-
tion (2)). This means that pairs of same polarity waves arrive at the station in phase,
resulting in complete constructive superposition, and thus largest maximum vertical
P-wave velocities of ±6.972× 10−17 km/s (top right and bottom right in Fig. 4.8). In
contrast to the complete constructive superposition of waveforms to the east and west,
superposition at receivers N5 and S5 is mostly destructive, with much smaller maxi-
mum ground velocities of −7.948 × 10−18 km/s. Since travel paths of double couples
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Figure 4.8: P-waveforms of a 1.5 km deep quarter conduit spanning from azimuths α =
45◦ − 135◦. Receivers were located at 5km epicentral distance to the north, east, south and
west (N5, E5, S5, W5, Fig. 2.5). Due to the same relative location of the slip surface in respect
to stations N5 and E5, as well as S5 and W5, the resulting vertical P-wave ground velocities
are identical, but oppositely polarised. All seismic traces arrive at E5 and W5 in phase, fully
constructive superposition takes place and results in large max. P-wave amplitudes. Contrarily,
mostly destructive superposition of slightly out of phase and negatively polarised wave trains
takes place at N5 and S5.
9 to 12 are longer than those of double couples 4 to 7 (Fig. 4.6), oppositely polarised
pairs of P-waves arrive at the receiver out of phase, preventing complete cancellation
of seismic energy (top left and bottom left in Fig. 4.8).
4.2 Multiple sources
Low frequency earthquakes can be grouped into event families, with oftentimes more
than one family being active at the same time (Rowe et al., 2004; Green and Neuberg,
2006; Ottenmo¨ller, 2008). Simultaneously acting event families indicate that seismicity
is generated at multiple depths at the same time, with waveforms radiated from indi-
vidual source locations likely overlapping to construct the observed wavefield at given
receiver locations. Due to slightly differing source locations and path effects due to
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inhomogeneities in the volcanic edifice the resulting waveforms can be exceptionally
complicated. Here, I consider cases where the sources are too close to each other to be
resolved in the seismic trace.
However complex the real scenario, synthetic modelling allows the study of the funda-
mental principles underlying these complex processes by reducing the complexity of the
system with the help of assumptions. Here, a simplified model allows the concentrated
study of the P-waveforms generated by two simultaneously slipping ring fault struc-
tures. The results will give insights into the effects on P-waveforms and amplitudes
when more than one spatially extended sources are active at the same time.
4.2.1 Two simultaneous ring faults
When several sources act simultaneously, the observed seismic wavefield at a given
source location will be the result of the superposition of individual wave trains. Travel
time differences between individual source locations will affect the nature of the super-
position that takes place: if wave trains with the same polarity arrive at the receiver
in phase, constructive superposition will take place, and vice versa.
Here, two simultaneously acting ring faults are considered. The two spatially extended
sources are vertically separated by 100m, at depths of 1400 m and 1500 m, respectively.
Both ring faults have diameters of d = 50 m, assuming a stable conduit diameter in the
conduit region under investigation, and are formed by 32 simultaneously acting point
sources each, to simulate slip along a cylindrical conduit (see also Chapter 2.2). The
input moment for each ring fault was M0 = 8.0 Nm. The homogeneous model space
as defined in Chapter 2.1.2 was adopted, and stations were positioned in all cardinal
directions and a number of epicentral distances, which are illustrated in Fig. 2.5.
The P-waves of the combination of two simultaneously acting ring fault structures ob-
served at stations 5 km to the north, east, south and west of the sources’ epicentres
are shown in Fig. 4.9. Comparable to the waveforms produced by a single ring fault,
the superposition of seismic energies of two simultaneously acting ring faults yields
identical waveforms for all azimuths. This indicates that, analogously to a single ring
fault, the observed P-wavefield of two synchronously acting ring faults are independent
of receiver azimuths.
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Figure 4.9: P-waveforms of a combination of two simultaneously acting ring faults at 1400
m and 150 0m source depths, respectively. Receivers were located at 5 km epicentral distance
to the north, east, south and west (N5, E5, S5, W5). The resulting vertical P-wave ground
velocities have the shape of Ricker wavelets, and are identical in all directions. For the given
ring fault diameters (50m), vertical source separation (100 m), and source receiver distances,
constructive superposition takes place, resulting in greater maximum P-wave amplitudes than
generated by a single ring fault structure.
The observed Ricker-like wavelets exhibit maximum velocities of −1.128× 10−17 km/s,
which exceed those of a single ring fault of 1500 m depth by 187% (5.248×10−18 km/s)
(Fig. 4.10). In fact, maximum P-wave amplitudes resulting from the superposition
of two ring faults are almost doubled compared to a single acting ring fault. This is
because the collective scalar input moment is with Mtotal = MRF1 +MRF2 = 16.0 Nm
twice that of a single ring fault structure, and constructive superposition of the two
will contribute to the maximum observed P-wave ground velocities. Deviations from
the exact doubling as observed here are likely due to slightly different travel paths and
back azimuths of the incoming waves at a given station, due to different source depths.
The observed body waveforms of two simultaneously acting sources were generated and
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of single (left) and two ring faults (right) P-waveforms, for a source
at 1.5 km depth and a receiver at 5km epicentral distance and α = 90◦. The observed maximum
ground velocities differ, with the P-wave contribution of two ring faults exceeding that of the
single ring fault by 187%.
examined in the previous section. Triggered at the same time, both wave trains are
radiated and superposed to give the final combined P-waveforms. The difference in
source locations of 100m introduces slightly different travel paths - and hence times,
resulting in slightly decreased maximum P-wave velocities compared to twice a single
ring fault. It is important to note that observed travel time differences and accompa-
nying phase shifts are strongly dependent on the properties of the medium, and results
will change when, e.g., velocity layers are introduced to the model. Furthermore, this
effect may be enhanced as the number of sources increase, and a time history for con-
secutive events is introduced. In the following, sources with time history are considered
in more detail, and their P-waves are analysed and compared to already treated cases
of spatially extended sources.
4.2.2 Staggered sources
The motivation for these model setups lies in the stress and strain distributions and
changes in the volcanic conduit at locations and times where LF seismicity is generated.
Considering brittle failure of magma in a shear sense as the only source mechanism of
LF seismicity, LF events are first generated in conduit areas where a critical shear
strain rate is overcome (Neuberg et al., 2006). Once primary fractures have occurred,
the magma can then ascend aseismically, akin to friction-controlled slip along the newly
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generated faults (Collier and Neuberg, 2006). As numerical modelling by Thomas and
Neuberg (2012) suggests, the pressure profile across the conduit is affected by the gen-
eration of fractures in a way that moves the depth at which cracks along the conduit
walls build down to lower depths.
To model the wave field produced by such a propagation of source depths of consecutive
events, time staggered slip along the conduit walls, or different parts of it, is consid-
ered. Initially, slip occurs at a certain depth, generating seismicity, which then triggers
a number of consecutive events further up or down the conduit. The P-waveforms of
such time-delayed sources are then obtained by linearly stacking the individual contri-
butions.
The case that will be discussed here involves time staggered slip along the circumference
of a 50 m wide conduit at four different source depths. Embedded in a homogeneous
halfspace as defined in Chapter 2.1.2 initial seismogenic slip of the first ring fault occurs
at 1500 m source depth. Slip of ring faults at 1450 m, 1400 m, and 1350 m follows
with ∆t = 0.001 s time delay, and the observed P-waveforms at a given station network
(Fig. 2.5) represent the superposition of all acting sources. The resulting P-waves at
stations at 5 km epicentral distance can be seen in Fig. 4.11.
For a given epicentral distance, observed P-waves are identical in all cardinal directions.
The time delay of ∆t = 0.001 s in between sources causes a longer P-wave duration of
0.275 s compared to all modelled events without time history. Due to different trigger
times and source - receiver distances, P-wave arrivals of individual RFs are different
and phase shifted, which leads to complex P-waveforms compared to the superposition
of two simultaneously acting ring faults as discussed in Chapter 4.2.1.
The seismic input moment of each RF was constant, with M0 = 8 Nm, which gives a
total scalar moment of M0 = 32 Nm for four ring faults. Maximum vertical ground
velocities are with −3.126×10−18 km/s, however, one order of magnitude smaller than
those of the single ring fault case. This indicates partial destructive superposition of in-
dividual ring fault contributions due to different P-wave arrival times and accompanied
phase shifts.
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Figure 4.11: P-waveforms of 4 staggered RF sources with slip moving to shallower depths
with time. Receivers were located at 5 km epicentral distance to the north, east, south and
west (N5, E5, S5, W5).
4.2.3 Helix
To investigate the wave field of the scenario described by Thomas and Neuberg (2012),
slip along a helix-shaped slip surface is implemented in the model. The eight slip sur-
faces involved are arranged in an octagon in plane view. Individual segments, however,
are vertically separated by ∆z = 50 m. A schematic of this time-delayed source struc-
ture can be seen in Fig. 4.12. Seismogenic slip of double couple 1 (Fig. 4.12) occurs at
time t = 0 s, triggering double couple 2 ∆t = 0.001 s later, until slip of DC 8 occurs
∆t = 0.008 s after the first rupture. The input moment of each double couple was
M0 = 1.0 Nm, to obtain a total scalar moment of M0 = 8.0Nm for the combination of
all eight slip surfaces. Two propagation direction configurations are considered here:
(1) slip moves towards shallower depths with time, and (2) slip moves deeper with time.
For both scenarios, the sources were embedded in a homogeneous halfspace as outlined
in Chapter 2.1.2, and the receiver network as illustrated in Fig. 2.5 was implemented
in the models.
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Figure 4.12: Configuration of two helix like slip histories. left: Configuration (1), where
initial slip occurs at 1500m source depth, and triggers consecutive seismogenic slip at 50 m
depth increments towards shallower depths. The last slip surface (slip surface 8) lies at 1150 m
source depth. right: Configuration (2), where initial slip occurs at 1150 m source depth, and
consecutive event source depths increase to a maximum source depth of segment 8 at 1500 m.
Configuration (1) involves the primary rupture occurring at 1500 m source depth, initi-
ating a first P-wave radiating from this source location. In time increments of ∆t =0.001
s the remaining 7 double couples then gradually follow to slip. While segment 1 is at
1500 m depth, segments 2 and 3 lie at 1450 m and 1400 m respectively, up to segment
8 which is located at 1150 m depth, describing a total vertical extent of 350 m of the
overall source (Fig. 4.12).
The waveforms shown in Fig. 4.13 display the observed P-waves from the superposition
of 8 double couple sources staggered in time and space, and arranged in helix config-
uration (1). While N5 and S5 show complicated P-waves, the seismicity observed at
E5 and W5 resembles Ricker wavelets, similar to the seismicity observed from a ring
fault (Chapter 2.3.1). With individual segments triggered at time increments after the
first event, the observed P-waves are, with a duration of 0.250 s, slightly longer than
in previous cases where all sources were stimulated at the same time (ring fault event
duration: 0.175 s). Time delays of ∆t =0.001 s between individual segments cause a su-
perposition of waveforms to reach maximum vertical ground velocities of 1.642× 10−18
km/s at E5 and −1.524 × 10−18 km/s at W5, respectively, which indicates partially
destructive stacking of seismic energies, in contrast to corresponding ring fault values
of 6.022× 10−18 km/s.
Configuration (2) also spans over a vertical distance of 350m, with the first triggered
double couple at 1150m depth, and source depths of consecutive events increasing
in ∆z = 50 m increments. Time steps between two back-to-back events are with
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Figure 4.13: P-waveforms of a helix with slip moving to shallower depths with time. Receivers
were located at 5 km epicentral distance to the north, east, south and west (N5, E5, S5, W5).
∆t = 0.001 s identical to helix configuration (1). The results from slip along the de-
scribed helix-like configuration (2) can be seen in Fig. 4.14. Overall, waveforms hold
similarities with the previous case, with observed P-waves at N5 and S5 highly complex,
and 0.250 s long Ricker-like wavelets at stations E5 and W5. At E5 and W5, maximum
P-wave amplitudes of 1.625×10−18 km/s and −1.549×10−18 km/s, respectively, in the
vertical component seismograms only slightly deviate from those obtained from helix
configuration (1). Furthermore, the modelled wave traces are consistently smaller than
those from the ring fault structure.
The superposition of sources staggered in time and space yields complex, receiver lo-
cation dependent P-waves. Generally, the two helix configurations investigated here
produce smaller amplitude but longer in duration waveforms than slip along a corre-
sponding ring fault at 1500m depth (as discussed in Chap. 2). For a d =50 m wide
conduit, time staggered wave trains produced by slip along two helix configurations
arrive at receivers at 5 km epicentral distance out of phase, leading to partially destruc-
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Figure 4.14: P-waveforms of a helix with slip moving to greater depths with time. Receivers
were located at 5 km epicentral distance to the north, east, south and west (N5, E5, S5, W5).
tive superposition of individual seismic energies.This results in the smallest maximum
P-wave amplitudes of all spatially extended sources under investigation in this study.
4.3 Discussion and Summary
Assuming a non-point source as the underlying excitation mechanism for LF volcano
seismic earthquakes, this chapter has investigated a catalogue of extended source ge-
ometries. All cases considered here involve slip along a bent surface as the underlying
physical motion responsible for generating seismic energy. To ensure comparability, the
total seismic moment of each extended source was with M0 = 8 Nm chosen to be equal
to that of ring fault and dike in Chapter 2, unless otherwise stated.
In contrast to single and double ring faults, which do not show azimuthal dependence
of P-waveforms and amplitudes, waveshapes and amplitudes of all other scenarios con-
sidered in this chapter change with receiver azimuths. For slip along half and quarter
conduits, waveform amplitudes are greatest at receivers that lie on a symmetry axis of
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the extended source (Fig. 4.3, Fig. 4.4, Fig. 4.7, and Fig. 4.8). Along symmetry axes
of the source, waveforms of individual point sources are in phase with each other and
superpose constructively, resulting in overall greater amplitudes than where waveforms
are out of phase and partially cancel each other out. For quarter conduit configuration
(2) this results in amplitude differences of 6.1772× 10−18 km/s between traces, which
corresponds to 8% of the maximum amplitude (Fig. 4.8). Equivalently, maximum
amplitudes produced by a half ring are a factor of 2 (199%) greater than those where
partial cancellation of seismic energy takes place (Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4).
For the same seismic scalar moment, P-wave amplitudes vary largely with source ge-
ometry. For the same source depth and receiver network, recorded waveforms for a
ring fault structure have maximum P-wave amplitudes of 6.022×10−18 km/s (Chapter
2.3.1), while maximum amplitudes for half and quarter conduits lie at 2.400 × 10−17
km/s and ±6.972×10−17 km/s, respectively. Due to constructive and destructive inter-
ference, the smallest overall P-wave amplitudes are generated when the most number
of point sources act simultaneously. That is, the ring fault, with the smallest over-
all P-wave amplitudes, is built up by 32 individual point sources, while the two half
conduit configurations, with 17 point sources each, and quarter conduits, with 9 si-
multaneously acting sources only, generate greater amplitude waveforms. This shows
that source geometry, and not number of point sources, is the key feature influencing
waveform amplitudes. The same input moment M0 yields a whole range of P-wave
amplitudes and waveforms, depending on the source geometry, and thus spatially ex-
tended sources cannot be approximated as point sources. Interpretation of observed
amplitudes would yield seismic moments and magma ascent rates based on slip along a
single slip surface which deviate from those that should be obtained from motion along
bent slip surfaces such as half and quarter conduits.
Similarly to the P-wave amplitudes, the observed waveforms themselves also show a
strong dependence on relative source receiver locations. The shape of recorded P-waves
changes with source geometry as well as receiver azimuth. Slip along 50 m wide ring
fault segments produces two end member waveforms: two-lobed Ku¨pper-like wavelets
and Ricker-like wavelets (Fig. 4.3, Fig. 4.4, Fig. 4.7, and Fig. 4.8). The shape of
the recorded waveform depends, again, on whether individual waveforms arrive at a
given seismic station in phase and at what time. Ultimately, this is affected by one
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source parameter, the diameter of the ring fault. Since this influencing factor can only
be defined for spatially extended sources, the point source approximation is likely not
sufficient when linking observed seismic energy to subsurface physical processes.
The introduction of a time history to the spatially extended slip geometry adds to the
complexity of observed wavefields. Time-staggered slip of segments at different source
depths was modelled to simulate a migration of source locations with time. Observed
P-waveforms of such helix-like model geometries were dependent on receiver azimuths,
and displayed durations of 0.250 s longer, and more complex waveforms (Figs. 4.14
and 4.13) than those of single source-time functions.
Overall, the source geometry highly influences observed seismic waveforms and ampli-
tudes, and cannot be neglected when investigating the source mechanisms of volcano
seismic sources. Moment tensor inversions based on the point source assumption will be
affected by the partial constructive and destructive interference of spatially extended
source waveforms and their resulting changes in wave shape and size, and can therefore
not be neglected. The consideration of spatially extended sources, as carried out in
this study, will advance our understanding of the sub-surface processes leading to LF
seismicity at volcanoes. As shown here, the effect of the spatially extended nature of
the source is significant. A new link between observed seismic amplitudes and amount
of slip at depth can be drawn, and once calibrated, magma ascent rate estimates can
be improved on the basis of spatially extended source structures acting at depth.
Chapter 5
Classic moment tensor inversions
of complex volcano seismic
sources
While earthquake locations and waveform analyses only provide limited insight into the
processes that drive seismogenic fracturing within the Earth, our understanding of the
involved physical mechanisms can be enhanced by considering the seismic moment ten-
sor representation of these events. This basic tool for quantifying earthquake sources
provides a direct snapshot of the sub-surface processes occurring at depth. A detailed
introduction of the moment tensor to describe volcanic earthquakes has been given in
Chapter 1.6.1.
Moment tensor inversion (MTI) techniques are the most commonly used tool in ob-
taining information on the mechanisms at the source of LF seismicity generated at
volcanoes (Chouet and Matoza, 2011). This technique enables the retrieval of the mo-
ment tensor of an earthquake from its seismic amplitudes (e.g. Godano et al., 2011),
amplitude ratios (e.g. Miller et al., 1998a), or full waveforms (e.g. Bean et al., 2008).
Full waveform inversions in particular have found increased application in volcanology,
particularly when investigating the source mechanisms of low frequency volcanic events
(Bean et al., 2008; Kriger, 2011; Nakano et al., 2007; Ohminato et al., 1998).
All MTI techniques share a point source approximation of the source. This will likely
cause complications in settings such as volcanoes, and especially when investigating the
trigger processes of LF seismic events which are thought to be more complex than a
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single point source. This chapter aims to investigate the degree of error that is intro-
duced into the retrieval of the source processes of LF volcanic seismicity by carrying
out common moment tensor inversions (assuming a point source) of, in reality, spatially
extended sources such as the ring fault structure. Analysis of the retrieved moment
tensor decompositions and comparison with interpretations of moment tensor inver-
sion results from the literature yield a quantitative assessment as to whether classical
moment tensor inversion techniques are sufficient to resolve the source mechanisms
underlying LF volcanic events.
5.1 Methodology
A recorded seismogram d(t) is the result of three main contributing factors: the source
(S), the path effects (Green’s functions G), and a transfer function of the recording
instrumentation (R) (Chung and Kanamori, 1980) (Fig. 5.1). It can be viewed as a
Figure 5.1: Schematic summarising the dependencies of a seismogram: every observed wave-
form is a convolution of the source time function, path effects, and the recording instrument.
The recorded ground motion at a given station does not represent the true ground motion
caused by the source. Filter effects of the Earth, as well as seismometer response, alter the
original signal.
convolution (∗) of these aforementioned three factors (see also Chapter 2.5):
d(t) = S ∗G ∗R (5.1)
If instrument response and propagation effects on the wavefield are available, one can
obtain the moment tensor (M) of the source S by solving the inverse problem of
Equation 5.1. In the frequency domain, where temporal convolution is represented by
multiplication of the respective Fourier transforms, this gives:
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d = GM (5.2)
where d are the displacements recorded at n stations, G is a 6×n matrix containing the
spatial derivatives of a set of Green’s functions, and M contains the sought moment
tensor components of the source S (Aki and Richards, 1980; Ohminato et al., 1998).
To simplify the inversion procedure, limitations are often accepted to decrease the
number of unknowns. That is, for instance, a homogeneous time history of the source
(Dahm and Kru¨ger, 2014). Each inversion begins with a pre-defined starting model of
synthetic seismograms that is compared to the observed data and the misfit between







After each inversion run the starting model is altered to ultimately reach a minimal
misfit between data and synthetics, which yields the moment tensor for the best fit
solution of the source process.
All moment tensor inversion routines in seismology hence require access to Green’s func-
tions, seismological data, and an inversion framework to retrieve the moment tensor
components. This study makes use of the ‘Kiwi (KInematic Waveform Inversion) tools’
open source full waveform moment tensor inversion software that can be downloaded at:
10.5880/GFZ.2.1.2013.001 (Heimann, 2011; Cesca et al., 2010). The algorithm has the
ability to retrieve point source parameters as well as parametrised kinematic rupture
models (Cesca et al., 2010; Cesca and Heimann, 2013). This study aims to investigate
the ability of resolving spatially extended sources with established and in volcano ob-
servatories implemented inversion techniques and will therefore only make use of the
inversion steps to resolve point sources.
In the following sections the inversion algorithm is explained in more detail, the require-
ments for moment tensor inversions are defined and specified for the scope of this study,
before classical moment tensor inversions are carried out for a catalogue of sources.
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5.1.1 Application to volcanoes
Moment tensor inversions were first developed for the study of teleseismic events
(Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1981; Sipkin, 1982) where large distances allow the as-
sumption of a point source acting at depth to generate the seismic energy recorded.
Soon after, however, the technique was adapted and modified for regional settings which
has enabled the study of smaller amplitude earthquakes at regional distances (Nakan-
ishi et al., 1992). These new, regional inversion techniques opened the path to an
application at volcanoes, with the aim of gaining insight into the sub-surface processes
at the source of volcanic earthquakes, and ultimately volcanic eruptions.
Unlike in tectonic settings, MTI at volcanoes are complicated through several factors:
(1) Volcanic edifices are extremely heterogeneous, containing fissures, solidified and
fresh magma, pyroclastic flow materials etc. Due to unfavourable earthquake-station
distribution seismic tomography is usually not able to resolve the shallow sub-surface,
and as a result the velocity models of these shallow regions of interest are poorly
resolved. This affects Green’s functions calculations and adds to the overall misfit be-
tween data and synthetics. (2) Second, the effects that topographic changes have on the
waveforms can be significant (Neuberg and Pointer, 2000; Cesca et al., 2008; O’Brien
and Bean, 2009), with altitude changes of a few kilometres not unusual in volcanic
regions. (3) The last, and possibly the most crucial, complication is the point source
approximation at the base of all moment tensor inversion techniques. A source can be
considered a point source when the wavelengths of observed seismicity are much longer
than the spatial extent of the underlying source (Chouet and Matoza, 2011). While
this assumption generally holds true for earthquakes recorded in global settings, it is
questionable if this is also the case at volcanoes. Shallow source depths (up to 2 km),
receivers in close proximity (see also Chap. 6), and conceptual models for the trig-
ger mechanisms of LP events (see Chapter 2.2) suggesting a spatially extended source
structure (e.g. the conduit), are arguments against a point source approximation.
Classical moment tensor inversion techniques map spatially extended sources into point
source solutions, likely yielding erroneous inversion results. To ensure reliable forecast-
ing it is therefore crucial to investigate the degree of error that is introduced into
interpretations of the trigger mechanism of LF seismicity at volcanoes through these
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inversion limitations. If classical MTI techniques prove to be insufficient, considera-
tions of higher order moment tensor inversion techniques may be required to resolve
spatially extended sources.
In the following, MTI are applied to a set of synthetic sources where the source ge-
ometry is known. MTI results and possible interpretations are compared to the initial
input to investigate the deviations of the proposed point source solutions from the real
sources.
5.1.2 Green’s functions
Green’s functions (GFs) describe the expected wave propagation from source to re-
ceiver, given a specific source process as well as the velocity structure of the medium
the seismic energy has to travel through (Cesca and Heimann, 2013). They are used to
obtain synthetic seismograms that can then be compared to real data as part of the mo-
ment tensor inversion procedure. For this study, velocity changes are only considered in
1D. All relevant properties, such as body wave velocities, density, and attenuation fac-
tors, solely change with depth. The symmetry of the hereby introduced model reduces
the computation of the number of required Green’s functions to cover all azimuths for
a given pair of source depth and source-receiver distance (Cesca et al., 2010). Once
computed, the Green’s functions are stored in a Green’s functions database.
There are a number of parameters that have to be chosen when attempting to compute
a Green’s functions database. Dependent on the area under investigation, a suitable
velocity model, a range of epicentral distances and source depths, as well as GF grid den-
sity must be carefully selected. Green’s functions can then only be calculated within an
area limited by the maximum distance and depth ranges. The sampling interval limits
the range of maximum reproducible frequencies, and since data and Green’s functions
need to be sampled with a common sampling frequency, the choice of GF sampling
restricts the resolution potential further (Cesca and Heimann, 2013).
The choice of input parameters to compute the Green’s functions for the scope of
this study was straightforward because the data under investigation were synthetically
computed. 1D velocity structure, source depth, epicentral distances, and sampling fre-
quency are therefore well known, and the Green’s functions database was computed
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Figure 5.2: Displacement seismogram for a northwards striking DC source. Here, only the
vertical component is shown for station E5 which is located 5km east of the earthquake epicen-
tre, while all three components, north, east, and vertical, are used during the moment tensor
inversion procedure.
for the following range of parameters: vp = 3.5 km/s, vs = 2.0 km/s, ρ = 2200 kg/m3,
qp = 1378, qs = 600, sampling rate (initial): 1000 Hz, sampling rate (inversion): 40 Hz,
receiver depth: 0 m, source depths: 1− 2 km, and epicentral distances: 1− 10 km.
5.1.3 Data
For the inversions carried out in this chapter three-component synthetically computed
displacement seismograms were used as data source. Data calculations were performed
using the same input parameters as for the Green’s functions computation, data cal-
culations were performed using the following input parameters (see Chapter 5.1.2) and
an epicentral distance of 1km.
Data input is required as displacement seismograms, and an example can be seen in
Fig. 5.2. The vertical component seismogram shown was computed for a northwards
striking single double couple source at 1.5 km depth and recorded at station E5, 5 km
to the east of the earthquake epicentre. The input moment was 8 Nm, and the source
time function was a delta impulse.
Additionally to the displacement seismograms, the receiver network has to be defined.
Because this is purely a synthetic study, receiver number and locations could be chosen
freely. For realistic estimates of the source mechanism at least 7 stations are required
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in close proximity of the source (Kumagai et al., 2002; Waite et al., 2008). To ensure
both, good azimuthal and distance coverage, 12 stations were distributed around the
source: 4 stations each at 1 km, 3 km, and 5 km epicentral distances and the four
cardinal directions (see Fig. 2.5).
5.1.4 Moment tensor inversion tool
Given the Green’s functions and data files as described above, moment tensor inversions
were carried out using the open source python code ‘rapidinv’ (Cesca et al., 2010; Cesca
and Heimann, 2013). The code is integrated into KIWI tools (Heimann, 2011), and
obtains DC and full MT inversion results by performing 2 separate steps. Although
‘rapidinv’ also features an option to invert for kinematic parameters of spatially ex-
tended sources in a 3rd inversion step, inversions within this study were carried out
exclusively under the point source assumption (steps 1 and 2). The full point source
moment tensor is retrieved by a two step approach (Fig. 5.3) (Cesca et al., 2010; Cesca
and Heimann, 2013). Firstly, an amplitude spectra inversion is carried out to obtain the
full moment tensor and moment tensor decomposition. Due to the execution of this
inversion step in the frequency domain, dilatational and compressional first motions
can not be distinguished, yielding two suggested solution configurations. This polarity
ambiguity is resolved in the second step, which is carried out in the time domain and
considers phase polarity information, to result in the best fit full point source moment
tensor solution and decomposition.
Figure 5.3: Schematic of the two step moment tensor inversion strategy. Step one is carried out
in the frequency domain and retrieves a best fit full moment tensor solution and decomposition,
but cannot resolve the polarity ambiguity, which is achieved during the second inversion step.
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5.2 Results
The ring fault structure was introduced as a possible physical trigger of LF volcanic
seismicity earlier in this study. In this chapter, moment tensor inversions of the ring
fault and other spatially extended sources are performed. The inversions are carried out
under the (wrong) assumption of an underlying point source rather than an extended
source as the trigger, introducing an error of so far unknown scale. Here, the inversion
results will be discussed, and how to interpret the moment tensor components (double
couple, isotropic, or CLVD), which are based on a point source, in terms of an extended
source.
5.2.1 Single double couple
First, MTI was carried out for a point source to test the ‘rapidinv’ software and to ensure
a smooth and accurate work flow. Therefore, synthetic seismograms were generated for
a northwards striking, vertically dipping normal fault with an input moment of 8 Nm.
The resulting displacement seismograms were then used as data input for the inversion.
Green’s functions were generated as described in Chapter 5.1.2, and the usual station
distribution as introduced earlier (see Fig. 2.5) was used. Being a synthetic study,
where all input parameters are known, the moment tensor inversion results can be
directly compared with the initial input to probe the performance of the inversion.
The first step in the inversion routine is undertaken in the frequency domain, and is
subdivided into two sub-steps: step 1a accounts for double couple sources only, while
step 1b considers all moment tensor elements. Only if a considerable improvement
is gained by advancing from a DC solution to a full moment tensor description does
step 1b become meaningful. Here, the source characteristics are sufficiently resolved by
step 1a, whose output can be seen in Fig. 5.4. The top half of the output shows the
suggested source parameters and misfit between data and synthetics after this inversion
step, while the lower half displays the actual fits for the amplitude spectra of data and
model for all stations and components.
Relative misfits at a fixed source depth of 1.5 km reach a minimum for a fault geometry
with strike= 0◦, dip= 90◦, and rake= 90◦. The source geometry is thus perfectly
regained from the inversion. Furthermore, an estimated seismic moment of M0 = 8.33
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Figure 5.4: Double couple - Inversion solution after step 1a. The top panel shows the best
fit (misfit= 7.5%) source geometry. The best solution resolves point source parameteres as
well as input moment and depth of the original source. Polarities cannot be resolved since
this inversion step is carried out in the frequency domain. At the bottom of the output the fit
of data and model amplitude spectra can be seen: black lines represent data and red shaded
spectra represent synthetics.
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Figure 5.5: Double couple - Inversion solution after step 1b. The ability to identify non-DC
components in the data does not improve the inversion, and the result stays with 99% DC
component the same. The full moment tensor of the best fit solution is shown here.
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Figure 5.6: Double couple - Inversion solution after step 2. Step 2 is performed in the time
domain. The ‘beach ball’ for the best solution is displayed, and clearly shows a vertical dipping
normal fault as source mechanisms. The suggested seismic moment of M0 = 8.33 Nm exceeds
the original input of M0 = 8 Nm only slightly.
Nm approaches the actual M0 = 8 Nm, where the deviation from a perfect recovery of
the seismic moment may be due to trace misalignments and poor distance coverage of
the data.
The consideration of volumetric sources in step 1b does not improve the inversion result,
with the DC component occupying 99% of the solution (Fig. 5.5). An overall misfit of
7.5% for step 1 provides information on the very good quality of the inversion result.
Step 2 is carried out in the time domain, to resolve the polarity of the motion (Chapter
5.1.4). The inversion output in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 shows the waveform fit between
data and synthetics (bottom), as well as the final ‘beach ball’ solution for the perfectly
recovered double couple source mechanism.
The quality of inversion results for this test case proves the validity of code and method,
hence in the following ‘rapidinv’ will be used to undertake moment tensor inversions
(under the point source assumption) for CLVD and spatially extended sources, following
the same inversion routine as outlined in the test case.
5.2.2 CLVD
Since CLVD sources are often discussed as potential explanations for low frequency
seismicity on volcanoes (Chouet, 1996b; Waite et al., 2008), moment tensor inversion
was carried out for a CLVD source, for comparison to the results obtained for spatially
extended sources. Being expressed by moment tensors (Chapter 1.6.5), CLVDs can
be fully recovered by inversion techniques. It is therefore no surprise that MTI of
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Figure 5.7: Double couple - Inversion solution after step 2. Step 2 is performed in the
time domain and the fit of P-wave windowed displacements for the used traces is plotted: red
traces represent real displacements, black traces represent synthetics, and the gray shaded are
represents the applied taper.
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the synthetic CLVD case as discussed in Chapter 2.3.1 yields a perfect recovery of
100% CLVD source mechanism and therefore displays the characteristic eyeball/fried
egg appearance of CLVDs (Fig. 5.8).
An inversion misfit of 8.3% (in the same order as the misfit in the DC case) in the
frequency domain indicates a high quality inversion result and an accurate recovery of
the original source mechanism.
5.2.3 Ring fault
Moment tensor inversions are performed under the assumption of an underlying point
source. This needs to be taken into account when inverting spatially extended sources,
such as the ring fault structure. MTI cannot resolve the actual source parameters
for such sources, as the inversion tool maps the actual scenario into a moment tensor
source. However, since moment tensor inversions are a common technique applied to
gain information on the source mechanisms of LF volcanic seismicity, it is important
to investigate the consequences of a (wrongly) assumed point source. The inversion
results of a ring fault are therefore discussed regarding possible misinterpretations that
may arise from MTI.
Displacement seismograms for a 50 m wide , 1.5 km deep ring fault were calculated for
the entire receiver network (Fig. 2.5), and used as data for the inversion. MTI results
can be seen in Fig. 5.9, Fig. 5.10, and Fig. 5.11. The advancement from pure double
couple to moment tensor source (5.9 and Fig. 5.10) yields a slightly better fit (63.5%
compared to 64.1%), and suggests a complete non-DC source mechanism.
Step 2, performed in the time domain, where misalignments of waveforms cause an
increase in misfit values, serves to resolve the motion polarity. The full moment tensor
description as well as the corresponding ‘beach ball’ and decomposition can be seen
in Fig. 5.11. The displayed full moment tensor ‘beach ball’ resembles an eye ball,
and is the typical picture for a CLVD source mechanism (see also Chapter 1.6.5). The
deviatoric moment tensor - generally composed of DC and CLVD components - in this
case solely consists of CLVD. With a strong isotropic component of 63%, the deviatoric
moment tensor only represents 37% of the full moment tensor. The overall poor fit of
amplitude spectra (63.5%) is not surprising as the extended source nature cannot be
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Figure 5.8: CLVD - Inversion solution after step 2. Step 2 is performed in the time domain.
The ‘beach ball’ for the best solution is displayed, and represents the familiar fried egg charac-
teristic for CLVD sources. Full moment tensor and moment tensor decomposition are displayed.
With 100% CLVD source mechanism, the original excitation mechanism can be fully recovered
using MTI.
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resolved by a common moment tensor description. The apparent seismic moment is
with M0 = 1.10 Nm highly underestimating the real input moment of M0 = 8 Nm.
5.2.4 Dike
Moment tensor inversion of spatially extended sources is not restricted to the ring
fault structure, but is also undertaken for seismogenic slip within a dike-like structure
as source scenario. The forward problem and resulting waveforms are discussed in
Chapter 2.3.1, while the point source inversion of this spatially extended source is
presented here (Fig. 5.12).
With a fixed source depth of 1.5 km, the point source MTI solution of two oppositely
directed, simultaneously acting double couple sources describing an EW striking vertical
dike comprises a full MT ‘beach ball’ which suggests a CLVD motion at the source of the
observed seismicity. MTI decomposition yields a mix of isotropic (32%) and deviatoric
(68%) components, whereas the CLVD (60%) is the dominating deviatoric component
of the overall solution.
With a suggested scalar moment of 0.5 Nm for a point source, the actual scalar input
moment (M0 = 8 Nm) of the dike structure is highly underestimated by the inversion.
An inversion misfit of 58% of the best fit model suggests that, similar to the inversion
result of the ring fault in Chapter 5.2.3, the MTI technique is not able to gain a good
quality solution of this spatially extended source mechanism.
5.2.5 Ring fault segments
For cases where slip occurs on only parts of the ring shaped fault surface, moment tensor
inversions were carried out to obtain solutions for two orientations of half conduits, as
well as two further scenarios where only quarter of the conduit slips. The waveforms
and amplitudes for slip along segments of the ring fault were discussed in Chap. 4, and
here the inverse approach is used to constrain errors introduced when inverting such
sources under the point source assumption.
Half conduit (1)
Half ring configuration (1) involves slip along a bent surface spanning over azimuths
α = 0◦−180◦ (Fig. 4.2). Common MTI will not resolve the spatial extent of this source,
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Figure 5.9: Ring fault - Inversion solution after step 1a. At the bottom of the output the fit
of data and model amplitude spectra can be seen: black lines represent data and red shaded
spectra represent synthetics.The top panel shows the best fit apparent source geometry without
polarity. The best solution cannot resolve the extended source and highly underestimates its
real input moment.
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Figure 5.10: Ring fault - Inversion solution after step 1b. The ability to identify non-DC
components in the data changes the inversion solution and suggest an apparent moment tensor
decomposition as follows: 37% CLVD and 63% isotropic components. The full moment tensor
of the best fit solution is shown here, while a misfit function of 63.5% is not surprising as the
inversion procedure cannot resolve spatially extended sources.
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Figure 5.11: Ring fault - Inversion solution after step 2. Step 2 is performed in the time
domain to obtain the polarities of the best fit model. The ‘beach balls’ for the best solution and
decomposition are displayed. Moment tensor decomposition suggests 100% CLVD component
of the deviatoric moment tensor as the excitation process.
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Figure 5.12: Dike - Inversion result with full moment tensor. The moment tensor decom-
position of the apparent source comprises 40% DC and 60% CLVD of the deviatoric moment
tensor, and 32% isotropic components.
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Figure 5.13: Half conduit (1) - Inversion result with full moment tensor. The moment tensor
decomposition of the apparent source comprises a deviatoric moment tensor of 76% DC and
24% CLVD, plus 5% isotropic components.
and MTI results are analysed with the real source nature in mind, and in respect to
possible misinterpretations.
The full moment tensor solution including ‘beach ball’ for the half ring scenario (1) can
be seen in Fig. 5.13. The inversion misfit after the frequency spectrum inversion lies at
10.6%, which (misleadingly) suggests a good quality resolution of the underlying source
mechanism. Moment tensor decomposition assigns a negligible 5% of the full MT an
isotropic component, while the remaining 95% is represented by the deviatoric part,
which is in turn split into 76% DC, and 24% CLVD. The suggested seismic moment,
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by assuming a point source is, with 4.87 Nm, underestimating the real input moment
of 8 Nm. Because the inversion technique is not able to resolve spatially extended
sources, the source geometry of the input source is not resolved, and a wrong point
source orientation (best fitting the data) is suggested instead.
Half conduit (2)
Inversions were also carried out for a second half conduit configuration, where the half
ring shaped slip surface is rotated in comparison to half conduit (1), and spans over the
azimuth range α = 90◦ − 270◦ (Fig. 4.2). Due to common symmetry characteristics of
the two half conduit configurations, the radiated seismic energy recorded at the station
is identical in both cases, only 90◦ rotated. This similarity is also reflected in the
moment tensor inversion results (Fig. 5.14). Moment tensor decomposition therefore
yields similar results, with 76% DC and 24% CLVD components forming the deviatoric
MT, and 12% of the full MT allocated to the isotropic component. The quality of
inversion, with a misfit of 10.6%, is equal to the previous case. The input moment of
the model that best fits the data lies at 5.55 Nm. This is clearly below that of the
actual seismic moment of M0 =8 Nm, and in the same manner as for half conduit
(1), the suggested source geometry cannot match the real source, as its spatial extent
cannot be captured.
Quarter Conduit (1)
Moment tensor inversion results obtained when inverting the waveforms from slip along
a quarter conduit are presented in Fig. 5.15. In this case, slip occurred along a bent
slip surface spanning over a quarter ring with azimuths α = 0◦ − 90◦ (Fig. 4.5).
Full moment tensor decomposition indicates an excitation process that consists of a
pure (99%) DC motion, while both, isotropic (2%) and CLVD (1% of the deviatoric
MT) component, are negligible. A misfit of 7.5% from the frequency domain inversion
indicates a good quality inversion result, although using the incorrect assumption of an
underlying point source. However, best fit (point source) model geometry and actual
slip surface (quarter ring) are not in agreement with each other, and with 7.17 Nm the
seismic moment of the earthquake is slightly underestimated by 0.83 Nm.
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Figure 5.14: Half conduit (2) - Inversion result with full moment tensor. The moment tensor
decomposition of the apparent source comprises a deviatoric moment tensor with 76% DC and
24% CLVD contributions, and 12% isotropic components. Due to the symmetry characteristics
of the two half conduit orientations their solutions are very similar, but 90◦ rotated.
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Figure 5.15: Quarter conduit (1) - Inversion result with full moment tensor. The moment




Similarly, MTI were performed for a different orientation of slip along a quarter con-
duit: azimuths of this bent slip surface range from α = 45◦ − 135◦ (Fig. 4.6). The
inversion result, which can be seen in Fig. 5.16, resembles that of quarter conduit
orientation (1): the source mechanism seems to consist of a pure (95%) double couple
motion, while the isotropic component with 3% can be neglected in the interpretation.
Different to quarter conduit (1), the best fit slip surface in this case strikes NS. An
inversion misfit of 7.6% (frequency domain) yields the misleading assumption of a good
quality result, and without the knowledge of the actual fault geometry this inversion
would lead to a misinterpretation of slip along a quarter conduit as slip along a north-
wards striking fault.
5.2.6 Two simultaneous ring faults
Additionally to slip along segments of a single ringfault structure, the possibility of two
simultaneously acting ring faults has been investigated. The forward problem of two
superimposed ring faults, one at 1400 m and one at 1500 m source depth, was discussed
in Chapter 4.2. The resulting waveforms were used as data in an attempt to undertake
moment tensor inversion to resolve the supposed point source mechanism triggering the
observed events. For MTI, the source depth was fixed to 1450 m, which is the centroid
of the two ring fault sources at 1.4 km and 1.5 km depth.
MTI results of the best fit point source solution are shown in Fig. 5.17, where the
top panel displays the full moment tensor and its corresponding ‘beach ball’, while
the lower part of the plot demonstrates a possible moment tensor decomposition. The
isotropic component takes, with 63%, the major share of the full moment tensor, while
the CLVD component dominates the remaining 37% of the deviatoric moment tensor
part. As a result, the full moment tensor ‘beach ball’ strongly resembles an eye ball, a
pattern characteristic for CLVD sources. When interpreted without knowing the inital
source mechanism, two simultaneously acting ring faults would therefore be explained
as a subhorizontal tensile crack, one of the most common interpretations of CLVD
mechanisms in volcanoes (see also Chapter 1.6.5). Additionally, the suggested source’s
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Figure 5.16: Quarter conduit (2) - Inversion result with full moment tensor. The moment
tensor decomposition suggest insignificant CLVD and ISO contributions, with a dominant 99%
DC component. The inversion results gained from this configuration are comparable to those
gained from quarter conduit configuration (2).
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Figure 5.17: MTI solution: Step 2, moment tensor solution for 2 simultaneously acting ring
faults. Full moment tensor with corresponding ‘beach ball’, as well as a possible moment tensor
decomposition suggesting 63% isotropic components, with the remaining 37% of the full moment
tensor assigned to 20% DC and 80% CLVD deviatoric components.
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scalar moment would, with M0 = 2.02 Nm, lie clearly under the actual 8 Nm of the
ring faults.
With a misfit value of 63%, the quality of the best fit model has to be assessed with care,
and may be indicative of the problems arising from trying to map spatially extended
sources into point source mechanisms.
5.2.7 Staggered sources
This section discusses the moment tensor inversion results of 4 consecutively triggered
ring fault structures, whose forward problem was considered in Chapter 4.2.2. Despite
being a source with both spatial extent and time history, moment tensor inversion was
again carried out under the point source assumption to explore possible misinterpreta-
tions of such complex volcanic source mechanisms.
The full moment tensor and suggested moment tensor decomposition of this inversion
can be seen in Fig. 5.18. The source depth was fixed to the centroid of the spa-
tially extended source, at 1425 m, and the best fit point source model represents a DC
mechanism (97%) as trigger mechanism for the input data. An interpretation of this
inversion result would therefore involve a misleading double couple source mechanisms,
which fundamentally differs from the true scenario. Nonetheless, this solution shows
a high misfit value of 83.5%, indicating a non-reliable inversion result for this source,
and is perhaps indicative of the attempt to map a complex source scenario into a point
source mechanism.
5.2.8 Helix
Similar to the staggered sources examined in the previous section, slip along a helix-like
trajectory involves both time history and spatial extent of the source under investiga-
tion: different segments of the conduit in different depths slip at different times, de-
scribing a helix shaped slip surface. The resulting slip trajectory for two scenarios can
be seen in Figs. 4.12, where the two cases describe scenarios of earthquake hypocentres
migrating towards deeper or shallower depths with time.
Common moment tensor inversion techniques cannot resolve the true source mechanism
in this case. In real case scenarios, where the true nature of the source is unknown,
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Figure 5.18: MTI solution: Step 2, moment tensor solution for the superposition of 4 staggered
ring fault sources. Slip along the circumference of the cylindrical conduit initially (t = 0 s)
occurred at 1500 m depth, and then migrated in 50 m increments and time delays of ∆t = 0.001
s to shallower depths of 1450 m, 1400 m, and 1350 m. The source depths were fixed to the
centroid of the spatially extended source at 1425 m.
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moment tensor inversions under the point source assumption are, however, a commonly
used tool in the investigation of rupture processes. Here, MTI is carried out on traces
stemming from known helix-like sources, to examine the potential risks of source mis-
interpretations.
Helix with increasing source depths with time
The first helix-shaped configuration involves a migration of hypocentres towards greater
depths with time, and the forward problem was discussed in Chapter 4.2.3. The best fit
full moment tensor including ‘beach ball’ and suggested moment tensor decomposition
are presented in Fig. 5.19.
The observed seismicity is suggested to originate from a pure (99%), NW-SE striking,
vertically dipping DC source, whose ‘beach ball’ presents the typical DC pattern that
can be seen here. While the solution misfit in the time domain is high, an improvement
is obtained for the best fit model in the frequency domain inversion, with 58.38%.
Additionally to the misleading point source interpretation, an estimated scalar moment
of M0 = 4 Nm is half that of the true scalar moment M0, which would lead to a drastic
underestimation of magma ascent rate, purely due to the disregarding of the source
nature of the real source.
Helix with decreasing source depths with time
Different to the previous case, the earthquake epicentres of helix configuration (2) mi-
grate towards shallower depths with time. The moment tensor inversion result for this
scenario can be seen in Fig. 5.20.
Similar to the results obtained from helix configuration (1) the moment tensor solution
consists of negligible CLVD and isotropic components, and suggests with 99% a pure
DC rupture motion. Interestingly, the strike direction of the best fit solution is rotated
by 90◦ compared to the case where slip along the helix migrates to greater depths. With
a misfit of 45.3% the quality of the inversion is similar to the other helix inversion, and
also in this case an estimated scalar moment of M0 = 5 Nm lies clearly under the true
input moment of the source.
It is clear that the attempt to map these two helix configurations into a point source
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Figure 5.19: MTI solution: Step 2, moment tensor solution for slip along a helix-shaped
trajectory whose source hypocentres migrate to greater depths with time. The full moment
tensor represents a pure (99%) DC nature of the rupture process when wrongly mapping slip
along a spatially extended helix into a point source.
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Figure 5.20: MTI solution: Step 2, moment tensor solution for slip along a helix-shaped
trajectory whose source hypocentres migrate to shallower depths with time. Similar to the
results obtained for helix configuration (1), the full moment tensor for this case represents a
pure DC nature of the rupture process.
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Input
source
Misfit DC CLVD ISO
DC 7.2% 99% 0% 1%
CLVD 8.3% 0% 100% 0%
RF 63.5% 0% 37% 63%
Dike 58% 27% 41% 32%
HC 1 10.6% 72% 23% 5%
HC 2 10.6% 67% 21% 12%
QC 1 7.5% 97% 1% 2%
QC 2 7.6% 92% 5% 3%
2 RFs 63% 7% 30% 63%
Stag RFs 83.5% 97% 3% 0%
HELIX 1 58.4% 99% 1% 0%
HELIX 2 45.3% 99% 1% 1%
Table 5.1: Summary of MTI results. The frequency inversion step misfit value is shown
together with the suggested moment tensor decompositions for all synthetic sources under
inverstigation.
mechanism does not yield meaningful results. This means that the true motion at
depth may remain unrecognised if a point source nature of the source is automati-
cally assumed. Additionally to the wrong physical source process, the estimated scalar
moment is also highly underestimated in both cases, yielding an underestimation of
magma ascent rate when interpreted in volcanological context.
5.3 Discussion and Summary
Moment tensor inversions were carried out for a point source test case and a catalogue
of spatially extended sources whose synthetic seismograms were calculated and anal-
ysed in Chapters 2 and 4. Classic moment tensor inversions assume point sources as
source processes, and can therefore not resolve the source geometry of the here pro-
posed spatially extended sources. Inversions can, however, determine the amount of
error that is introduced into the solution, as well as what consequences this may have in
regards of interpretations of inversion results, if the original underlying source process
was unknown.
The source mechanism of the test case in Chapter 5.2.1, representing a single double
couple, outlines the flawless work flow of the code: source mechanism, source depth,
seismic moment M0, as well as source orientation of the fault are resolved well, with a
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best solution misfit of only 7.2%. It is important that the inversion code can accurately
resolve the source characteristics of point sources, as this reinforces that deviations of
the proposed solutions from the actual source mechanisms in the following cases are
purely due to the inability of the code to resolve the spatial extent of the proposed
sources. While the inversion result of this test case resolves the original source geom-
etry and mechanism well, this will not be the case when carrying out moment tensor
inversions of spatially extended sources. Instead, an apparent best fit point source so-
lution for the original data will be found.
The moment tensor solution for a 50 m wide ring fault structure can be found in Chap-
ter 5.2.3. If original input parameters were unknown, the results gained from MTI
would indicate a solution comprising 63% isotropic and 37% CLVD components. The
proposed full moment tensor illustration shows a ring of dilatational first motion around
a ring of compressional first motion, which strongly resembles the moment tensor solu-
tion of the CLVD case (Figs. 5.11 and 5.2.2). In a real case scenario, where the original
input characteristics are unknown, the physical process at depth that was responsible
for causing the observed seismic signal would be interpreted assuming a point source
excitation process, based on the MTI result gained. Here, the suggested ‘beach ball’
and moment tensor solution leads to the misleading conclusion of a subhorizontal ten-
sile crack acting at depth (see Chapter 1.6.5). There are, indeed, a number of examples
in the literature where moment tensor inversion solutions of LF seismicity have been
construed as such a tensile crack (Chouet, 1996b; Waite et al., 2008). While they ex-
amine their MTI results as point sources only, the findings of this study give evidence
that slip along the conduit walls yields the same MTI result and should be considered
as possible source mechanism in these cases. The importance of knowledge about the
source nature - point or spatially extended - becomes eminently significant. The MTI
results for another spatially extended source, a dike, whose full moment tensor descrip-
tion and ‘beach ball’ suggest a dominant CLVD source, only stress the findings from
the ring fault case (Chapter 5.2.4).
By advancing from the idea of point sources as underlying physical source mechanisms
of LF seismic signals, to spatially extended sources, slip along the conduit walls pro-
posed here, represented by the ring fault structure, states an alternative excitation
process for LF seismicity at volcanoes. To avoid possible misinterpretations of MTI
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results it is therefore crucial to take spatially extended sources such as the ring fault
structure into account.
While MTI results of the ring fault yield a combination of CLVD and isotropic sources
with no DC contribution, inversion results for half conduits and quarter conduits re-
veal different moment tensors (Figs. 5.10, 5.14, 5.15, and 5.16). An apparent main
contributor in all cases is the DC component, forming 76% and more than 90% of the
moment tensor decomposition for half and quarter conduits, respectively. The ‘beach
balls’ therefore closely resemble those of double couple sources. Low misfits of less than
15% indicate good quality inversion results which may lead to the wrong conclusion
when interpreting the studied processes in terms of point sources.
All moment tensor inversions of spatially extended sources lead to an underestimation
of the original seismic moment M0. The apparent seismic moment estimated for the
ring fault case is with M0 = 1.10 Nm about 8 times smaller than the original input
seismic moment of 8.0 Nm. Similarly, apparent M0 lies with 4.87 − 5.55 Nm consis-
tently below the original 8.0 Nm for both half conduit cases. Only in the case of slip
occurring along a quarter of the conduit walls the moment tensor inversion procedure
succeeds to approach the real seismic moment with its estimates of 7.17 Nm and 8.12
Nm. As outlined in Chapter 2.5 the seismic moment can be linked to magma ascent
rates. An underestimation of M0 consequently leads to an underestimation of magma
flow rate in depth, which can have severe implications for eruption prediction. That is,
the time it takes for magma to reach the surface, as well as the energy stored in the
system. By advancing towards an inversion technique for spatially extended sources
the amount of seismic slip occurring in the conduit could be calibrated, which would
ultimately contribute towards a critical value of magma ascent rate that may lead to
a dome collapse (Hammer and Neuberg, 2009). A calibration of slip rates may also
enable a better quantitative explanation for the link between low frequency swarms
and deformation signals (Green, 2005).
The inversion results obtained for spatially extended sources in this chapter clearly
stress that it is not sufficient to assume a point source nature in the processes involved
in generating the observed seismicity. If the true trigger mechanism was unknown,
moment tensor inversions would have lead to wrong source geometries and input mo-
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ments in all discussed cases. Adapting spatially extended sources as possible trigger
mechanisms for seismicity states that there is thus a need for a change of moment ten-
sor inversion techniques towards the resolution of spatially extended sources with and
without time history.
Chapter 6
A Case Study: Analysis of low
frequency events at Soufrie`re
Hills Volcano, Montserrat
One of the major advantages of monitoring volcano seismicity is that it allows us to
link physical processes acting at depth with measurable geophysical variables at the
surface. The detection of low frequency signals at active volcanoes is particularly
interesting as this specific type of volcanic earthquake is thought to be the key to
forecasting future behaviour of volcanic systems. The origin of LF seismic energy
is believed to stem from excitation and resonance of fluid-filled bodies in the volcanic
edifice, and therefore provides a unique opportunity to better understand the dynamics
of the shallow volcanic plumbing system.
As mentioned in Chapter 1.4, LF seismic signals have been observed at many volcanoes
worldwide, and an incomplete list includes Soufrie`re Hills Volcano (SHV), Montserrat
(Miller et al., 1998a; Neuberg et al., 1998); Redoubt volcano, Alaska (Chouet et al.,
1994; Stephens et al., 1994) and Asama volcano, Japan (Sawada, 1994). For the last
15 years, SHV has been the focus of various scientific endeavours which has resulted
in an extensive collection of geological and geophysical data gathered during numerous
cycles of dome growths and collapses. SHV therefore represents a prime location for a
case study to investigate the unresolved challenges concerning the source mechanisms
of low frequency events.
This chapter presents an in-depth analysis of a chosen set of low frequency events
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Figure 6.1: The Montserrat seismic network configuration in 1997. Triangles represent 3-
component broadband seismometers, and stars represent vertical-component 1 Hz seismometers.
The black dot indicates the position of the active lava dome. A gap in azimuthal coverage can
be identified to the SEE of the active crater area.
at SHV, Montserrat. First, the Montserrat seismic network is introduced in Chapter
6.1, before the chosen seismic events are presented, and the motives for selecting this
particular set of data are discussed in Chapter 6.2. A representative P-wave first motion
examination is presented in Chapter 6.3, and moment tensor inversions are carried out
in Chapter 6.4. Finally, the findings are compared to the synthetic inversion results from
Chapter 5, regarding the nature of the physical mechanisms underlying LF seismicity
at Montserrat in Chapter 6.6.
6.1 The Montserrat Seismic Network
Immediately after the re-awakening of the Soufrie`re Hills Volcano in 1995, a seismic
network was deployed on the island by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Volcano
Disaster Assistance Program (Aspinall et al., 1998), to monitor the volcanic activity
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Table 6.1: The 1D velocity model for Soufrie`re Hills Volcano, generated by the Montserrat
Volcano Observatory and used for the scope of this study. Depths increase downwards from
sea-level, with negative depths indicating elevations above sea level.






(Figure 6.1). In 1996, an array of broadband seismometers was installed by the British
Geological Survey (BGS) (Neuberg et al., 1998), and by 1997 five 3-component broad-
band instruments (Guralp CMG-40T) and three vertical component Integra LA100/F 1
Hz seismometers were operational (Luckett, 2009). With a circular arrangement around
the active vent a good azimuthal coverage was reached, despite a small gap at about
110◦ to the SSE (Fig. 6.1).
For this case study, all stations that recorded the events under investigation were used
to reach the best possible signal to noise ratios and allow good quality phase picks.
The 1D MVO velocity model used in this study (Table 6.1) has resulted from a modi-
fied local velocity model, and minimises overall average rms errors for volcano-tectonic
events occurring between 1995 and 1997 (Aspinall et al., 1998).
6.2 Dataset
After a long period of quiescence, the volcano re-activated in November 1995 with ex-
trusion of a new lava dome. Initially slow extrusion rates of 0.1 − 0.5 m3s−1 led into
a phase of rapid dome growth with high extrusion rates of more than 5 m3s−1 in May
1997 (Watts et al., 2002). During this period an acceleration of seismic activity as
well as cyclic deformation of the edifice were observed to accompany high extrusion
rates. Both signals died off in mid May (Young et al., 1998). On 22nd June, seismicity
picked up again, causing hundreds of long period earthquakes to occur within the fol-
lowing three days, directly preceding a significant dome collapse event at approximately
12:45pm on 25nd June (Young et al., 1998; Robertson et al., 2000). Despite this major
dome collapse event, during which about 5× 106 m3 of material was removed from the
edifice, cyclic activity continued after 25nd June and throughout July.
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Figure 6.2: Vertical component seismograms of example event 07/06/97 04:04:33
The seismic activity of the volcano prior to this particular dome collapse event has been
the focus of numerous studies. This study was carried out on selected events from June
1997, the period preceding the major dome collapse of SHV on 25nd June. 10 selected
events were chosen because several studies (e.g. Green, 2005; Doyle, 2003) provided
evidence that LF seismic signals were generated by ascending magma in this eruptive
period. The dataset, including events that were classified as low frequency events by
the Montserrat Volcano Observatory, was chosen based on the maximum number of
stations that recorded individual events, signal to noise ratios, and first motion polar-
ities. Vertical traces for two events are shown in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 while traces of the
remaining 8 events of this study can be found in Appendix C.
Calibrated velocity seismograms were obtained by the removal of the instrument re-
sponse and digitiser gain (see Appendix A), and an integration to displacement seis-
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Figure 6.3: Vertical component seismograms of example event 22/06/97 19:10:04. The box
indicates the chosen event.
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mograms was carried. Data analysis within this work includes first motion polarities
as well as moment tensor inversions, and will be presented in the following sections.
6.3 First motions
First motion polarity analysis of the direct P-wave can be used to make first insights
into the physical processes that trigger the observed seismicity. First polarity anal-
ysis was carried out for the ten selected events that occurred at Montserrat in June
1997, and first motion polarities are summarised in the rose diagrams in Figures 6.4
and 6.5. At approximately 1 km from the active dome, station MBGA shows compres-
sional (red) first motion for all cases. For seven out of the ten events, first motions of
stations MBLG (approx. 2.2 km from the active vent) and MBRY (approx. 2.5 km
from the active vent) also hold compressional P-wave polarities, while stations situated
further from the active vent exhibit dilatational (blue) first motions. The rose diagrams
of first motion polarities illustrate this nicely, but also outline an area of insufficient
data coverage at epicentral distances greater than 2.5 km to the SE of the dome area.
The sparse station distribution complicates accurate conclusions regarding radiation
patterns, and will contribute to ambiguities and non-unique moment tensor inversion
results. Station MBGB, at about 6 km from the vent, exhibits a high ratio of noise.
This might be due to its proximity to the sea shore. The noise complicated first arrival
picking, and is responsible for why six out of ten events appear to have emergent (grey)
first motions there.
While all of the ten selected LF events exhibit similar first motion polarity patterns,
these are only representative for a subset of events. Other LF seismic signals that
occurred in the weeks before the June 1997 dome collapse show deviating P-wave first
motions, and more extensive analyses of first motions for this time period can be found
in the literature (Green, 2005; Johnson, 2007).
Fig. 6.6 shows an example of vertical component velocity seismograms of a LF event
which occurred on 10th June 1997. The identified first motions define a region of com-
pressional arrivals in the centre of the focal sphere surrounded by a ring of dilatational
first motions at stations situated at greater distances. The observed radiation pattern
is indicative of a CLVD mechanism when assuming a point source, with a qualitative
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Figure 6.4: First motion polarity rose diagrams for six out of the chosen ten low frequency
events that occurred in June 1997 at SHV, Montserrat. The black dot at the centre represents
the event hypocentre, and rose segments are 1km by 30◦. Yellow dots indicate stations, blue
indicates dilatational and red indicates compressional first motion. All cases resemble each
other, with a trend towards compressional first motions near to the source epicentre, and
dilatational first motions at greater distances.
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Figure 6.5: First motion polarity rose diagrams for the remaining 4 of the chosen ten low
frequency events that occurred in June 1997 at SHV, Montserrat. The black dot at the centre
represents the event hypocentre, and rose segments are 1km by 30◦. Yellow dots indicate sta-
tions, blue indicates dilatational and red indicates compressional first motion. All cases resemble
each other, with a trend towards compressional first motions near to the source epicentre, and
dilatational first motions at greater distances.
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Figure 6.6: First motion polarity for an example LF event which was recorded on Montserrat
on 10th June 1997. A central region including stations closest to the active dome (MBGA,
MBLG, MBRY, MBGE) exhibits compressional first motions, and is surrounded by a ring of
dilatational first motions (at stations MBGH, MBWH, MBBE, and MBGB).
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Figure 6.7: Qualitative radiation pattern interpretation of the example event that occurred
on Montserrat on 10th June 1997. A ring of compressional first motion can be identified in the
area around the active dome area. First motion polarity changes sign with greater distances
from the source epicentre.
interpretation of the same event displayed in Figure 6.7.
As Aki (1984) first pointed out, first motions are not sufficient to constrain focal mecha-
nisms in general and here we show that this is particularly the case for magma intrusion
related CLVD mechanisms. In an attempt to identify the physical process triggering
the observed seismic patterns, moment tensor inversions of the events under investi-
gation are carried out in the next section. Under the point source assumption, MTI
solutions cannot indicate potential spatially extended sources. To assess the possibility
of a spatially extended source as the underlying trigger, the MTI results will there-
fore be compared to the results gained in Chapter 5, where synthetic seismograms of
spatially extended sources were inverted under the point source assumption.
6.4 Moment tensor inversion results
Moment tensor inversion was carried out for the chosen set of ten LF events. 18 channels
(3 per broadband, and 1 per single component station) were modelled and analysed
using the velocity model listed in Table 6.1, and in the frequency bands 0.5-4 Hz and
0.5-2 Hz. Topography was neglected in all cases. Because LF seismicity on Montserrat
almost exclusively occurs beneath the active dome and at source depths between 1 km
and 2 km (see Appendix B and Green (2005)), and due to absolute location errors,
inversions were run for events located below the summit area, and repeated for 1 km,
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1.5 km, and 2 km source depth.
6.4.1 Inversion bandwidth 0.5-4 Hz
The best fit solution, based on residual errors R, for the event recorded at 04:03:33 on
7th June 1997 can be seen in Fig. 6.8, Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.10 for the inversions with
fixed depths at 1 km, 1.5 km, and 2 km, respectively. Best solution moment tensors
and ‘beach balls’ change with changing source depth. Frequency domain misfits are,
with 83.9%, 88.3%, and 88.7%, high for all three cases. Note that indicated misfits
in the figures are based on inversion step 2, which is carried out in the time domain,
resulting in higher misfit values due to e.g. trace misalignments (Cesca et al., 2010). In
the 2 km case (Fig. 6.10) the isotropic component is, at 1%, negligible. The deviatoric
moment tensor, broken down into 41.0% DC and 59.0% CLVD components, dominates
the 2 km moment tensor solution. In contrast, moment tensor decomposition suggests a
significant contribution of 60% isotropic component to the source mechanism for source
depths of 1 km (Fig. 6.8) and 1.5 km (Fig. 6.9). In these cases, the remaining 40%
deviatoric moment tensors are in turn broken down very differently: 52.0% DC and
48.0% CLVD for 1 km, and a dominant 93% CLVD accompanied by a low 7.0% DC
contribution for 1.5 km.
Figures 6.11, 6.12, and 6.13 show the frequency distributions of best fit model (black
line) and data (red) corresponding to the three considered fixed depth inversions. Note
that the data share similar frequency contents with main contributions of low frequen-
cies (below 2 Hz) to the signal. As high misfit values indicate, general fit of amplitude
sprectra between data and best fit model for the inversion could not be reached. This
is, the best fit model spectra exhibit even distributions across amplitudes while data
frequency contributions are concentrated towards the lower frequencies.
Best fit solutions do not only change with source depth, but also across events. Full
moment tensors after MTI of the event recorded at 00:00:52 on 22nd June 1997 are
illustrated in Fig. 6.14, Fig. 6.15 and Fig. 6.16. Misfit values for this example are
with 80.7% (1 km case), 82.6% (1.5 km case), and 82.1% (2 km case) comparably high
to the previous case. Furthermore, the contribution to the solutions of the isotropic
component only varies by 2% across all three source depths, with absolute values of
14.0%, 13.0%, and 15.0% for 1 km, 1.5 km, and 2 km, respectively. Hence, the devia-
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Figure 6.8: MTI solution for the event recorded at 04:03:33 on 7th June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 1 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-4 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the suggested decomposition is shown in the
bottom section of the figure. The misfit value corresponds to the time domain inversion step
(step 2), and, therefore, is higher than the overall inversion misfit.
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Figure 6.9: MTI solution for the event recorded at 04:03:33 on 7th June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 1.5 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-4 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the suggested decomposition is shown in the
bottom section of the figure. The misfit value corresponds to the time domain inversion step
(step 2), and therefore lies higher than the overall inversion misfit.
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Figure 6.10: MTI solution for the event recorded at 04:03:33 on 7th June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 2 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-4 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the suggested decomposition is shown in the
bottom section of the figure. The misfit value corresponds to the time domain inversion step
(step 2), and, therefore, is higher than the overall inversion misfit.
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Figure 6.11: MTI solution for the event recorded at 04:03:33 on 7th June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 1 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-4 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the frequency fit between model and data is
plotted below.
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Figure 6.12: MTI solution for the event recorded at 04:03:33 on 7th June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 1.5 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-4 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the frequency fit between model and data is
plotted below.
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Figure 6.13: MTI solution for the event recorded at 04:03:33 on 7th June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 2 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-4 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the frequency fit between model and data is
plotted below.
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toric moment tensor dominates the solution in all three cases. At a fixed source depth
of 1 km, decomposition of the best fit moment tensor consists of 95.0% CLVD and only
5.0% DC components. Differently, the deviatoric moment tensor in the 1.5 km case is
broken down into 42.0% DC and 58.0% CLVD components, and resembles the best fit
decomposition of the 2 km case (41.0% DC and 59.0% CLVD). Similar to the first LF
event, amplitude sprectra comparisons between data and best fit models outline poor
inversion qualities of MTI carried out for the event that occurred on 22nd June 1997
(Figs. 6.17., 6.18 and 6.19). As in the previous case, frequency contents for all three
source depths are concentrated towards low frequencies (0.5-2 Hz) for the event, while
best fit model amplitude sprectra show contributions of the whole range of frequencies.
6.4.2 Inversion bandwidth 0.5-2 Hz
Monent tensor inversions of the 10 events were also carried out for a frequency band-
width of 0.5-2 Hz. MTI results for the same two LF events are presented and discussed
here while best fit solutions for all other events can be found in Appendix C.
The best fit solution for the event recorded at 04:03:33 on 7th June 1997 is shown in
Fig. 6.20, Fig. 6.21 and Fig. 6.22 for the inversions with fixed depths at 1 km, 1.5 km,
and 2 km, respectively.
Again, best solution moment tensors and ‘beach balls’ change with changing source
depth. Frequency domain misfits are, with 76%, 76.3%, and 81.8%, still high for all
three cases, a slight improvement of inversion quality compared to MTI in the frequency
range 0.5-4 Hz can, however, be noticed. In the 1 km case (Fig. 6.20) the isotropic
component is, at 42%, slightly reduced compared to the 60% resolved for MTI at 0.5-4
Hz (Fig. 6.8). The relative breakdown of the deviatoric moment tensor, however, is
with 55.0% DC and 45.0% CLVD components comparable to the first inversion case for
1 km fixed depth. The overall similar MTI results for both frequency bandwidths is rep-
resented in similar beach balls for both cases. While the absolute values of DC, CLVD,
and isotropic component contributions change when changing the inversion frequency
cut-off frequency from 4 Hz to 2 Hz, the relative distribution of component percentages
is unchanged compared to the inversions carried out at 2 km source depth (Figs. 6.10
and 6.22). The main contributor to the overal MTI solution is, with 70%, the CLVD
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Figure 6.14: MTI solution for the event recorded at 19:10:04 on 22nd June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 1 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-4 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the suggested decomposition is shown in the
bottom section of the figure. The misfit value corresponds to the time domain inversion step
(step 2), and, therefore, is higher than the overall inversion misfit.
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Figure 6.15: MTI solution for the event recorded at 19:10:04 on 22nd June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 1.5 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-4 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the suggested decomposition is shown in the
bottom section of the figure. The misfit value corresponds to the time domain inversion step
(step 2), and, therefore, is higher than the overall inversion misfit.
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Figure 6.16: MTI solution for the event recorded at 19:10:04 on 22nd June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 2 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-4 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the suggested decomposition is shown in the
bottom section of the figure. The misfit value corresponds to the time domain inversion step
(step 2), and, therefore, is higher than the overall inversion misfit.
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Figure 6.17: MTI solution for the event recorded at 19:10:04 on 22nd June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 1 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-4 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the frequency fit between model and data is
plotted below.
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Figure 6.18: MTI solution for the event recorded at 19:10:04 on 22nd June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 1.5 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-4 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the frequency fit between model and data is
plotted below.
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Figure 6.19: MTI solution for the event recorded at 19:10:04 on 22nd June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 2 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-4 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the frequency fit between model and data is
plotted below.
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Figure 6.20: MTI solution for the event recorded at 04:03:33 on 7th June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 1 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-2 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the suggested decomposition is shown in the
bottom section of the figure. The misfit value corresponds to the time domain inversion step
(step 2), and, therefore, is higher than the overall inversion misfit.
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Figure 6.21: MTI solution for the event recorded at 04:03:33 on 7th June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 1.5 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-2 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the suggested decomposition is shown in the
bottom section of the figure. The misfit value corresponds to the time domain inversion step
(step 2), and therefore lies higher than the overall inversion misfit.
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Figure 6.22: MTI solution for the event recorded at 04:03:33 on 7th June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 2 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-2 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the suggested decomposition is shown in the
bottom section of the figure. The misfit value corresponds to the time domain inversion step
(step 2), and, therefore, is higher than the overall inversion misfit.
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component. As a result, best fit ‘beach balls’ hold fried egg characteristics for both
frequency bands. The biggest change in MTI solutions and resulting moment tensor
decompositions is obtained in the 1.5 km case, where MTI in the narrower frequency
bandwidth results in a best fit solution comprised of 28% isotropic, and 29% CLVD
and 71% DC deviatoric moment tensor components (Fig. 6.21).
Figures 6.23, 6.24, and 6.25 show the frequency distributions of best fit model (black
line) and data (red) corresponding to the three considered fixed depth inversions. Again,
no good fit between models and data are reached, similar to inversions carried out in
the bandwidth 0.5-4 Hz, indicating poor inversion qualities in all three cases.
Full moment tensors of LF event 2 are illustrated in Fig. 6.26, Fig. 6.27 and Fig.
6.28. Misfit values for this example improve for the narrower frequency band of 0.5-2
Hz and lie at 77.5% (1 km case), 74.4% (1.5 km case), and 72.5% (2 km case). For all
three source depths, the DC component dominates the moment tensor decomposition,
contributing 96%, 94%, and 92% to the deviatoric moment tensor, respectively. In the
1.5 km and 2 km cases, isotropic and CLVD components lie below 10%, resulting in
an overal moment tensor dominated by DC components. These similarities in MTI
solutions result in very similar moment tensor descriptions and ‘beach balls’ for the 1.5
km and 2 km cases.
Additionally to the two examples analysed in this chapter, plots showing full moment
tensors, moment tensor decompositions and ‘beach balls’ for the entire set of events
can be found in Appendix C. It becomes clear that moment tensor inversion results
strongly vary across source depths and events. Misfits consistently lie above 80% for
inversions carried out in the frequency band 0.5-4 Hz and above 70% for inversions in
the frequency band 0.5-2 Hz, which represents a slight improvement of inversion results
for the narrower frequency band. Due to poor azimuthal coverage of the area, the
inversion fails to define exact nodal planes, and can therefore be made partially respon-
sible for increased misfit values and non-uniqueness of the solutions. This is common in
volcanic settings (e.g. Cesca et al., 2013), and the non-uniqueness must be kept in mind
when interpreting MTI results. Normally, conclusions concerning the physical trigger
mechanism responsible for the observed seismicity would be drawn from the inversion
results assuming a point source acting at depth. As it is one of the main objectives of
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Figure 6.23: MTI solution for the event recorded at 04:03:33 on 7th June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 1 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-2 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the frequency fit between model and data is
plotted below.
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Figure 6.24: MTI solution for the event recorded at 04:03:33 on 7th June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 1.5 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-2 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the frequency fit between model and data is
plotted below.
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Figure 6.25: MTI solution for the event recorded at 04:03:33 on 7th June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 2 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-2 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the frequency fit between model and data is
plotted below.
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Figure 6.26: MTI solution for the event recorded at 19:10:04 on 22nd June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 1 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-2 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the suggested decomposition is shown in the
bottom section of the figure. The misfit value corresponds to the time domain inversion step
(step 2), and, therefore, is higher than the overall inversion misfit.
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Figure 6.27: MTI solution for the event recorded at 19:10:04 on 22nd June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 1.5 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-2 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the suggested decomposition is shown in the
bottom section of the figure. The misfit value corresponds to the time domain inversion step
(step 2), and, therefore, is higher than the overall inversion misfit.
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Figure 6.28: MTI solution for the event recorded at 19:10:04 on 22nd June 1997. The event
epicentre was fixed to the active dome region, while the source depth was fixed to 2 km. The
full moment tensor and its ‘beach ball’ representation for an inversion in the frequency range
0.5-2 Hz are displayed in the top section, while the suggested decomposition is shown in the
bottom section of the figure. The misfit value corresponds to the time domain inversion step
(step 2), and, therefore, is higher than the overall inversion misfit.
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this study to provide alternatives to the point source assumption in MTIs, the findings
reported in Chapters 2, 4 and 5 will be used to interpred the MTI invers results in the
context of spatially extended source mechanisms. To do this, the MTI results from the
example events of this chapter will be compared to the results obtained from inversions
of the synthetic spatially extended source data in Chapter 5.
6.5 Comparison with inversions of synthetic data
Due to different station distributions, a direct comparison of synthetic and real data
inversion results is not possible. However, the radiation patterns of ring fault and dike
derived in Chapter 3, the consideration of changes in P-waveforms and amplitudes with
receiver azimuth and distance (Chapter 4), and the moment tensor inversions using an
ideal station distribution still provide an understanding of the moment tensor solution
under non-ideal conditions. While much less constrained, the overall pattern of MTI
results will not differ crucially with changing, non-ideal station distributions as found
on Montserrat. Additionally, the inversion procedure carried out in the frequency band-
width 0.5-2 Hz appears to produce lower MTI misfit values; this is, however, mostly
due to the loss of signal during filtering in this narrower frequency band compared to
0.5-4 Hz. To fully investigate the ideal filter for MTI a detailed study of the frequency
content of the events under investigation would be neccessary but was not included in
this study. For that reason, only MTI results gained from inversions in the bandwidth
0.5-4 Hz will be considered in this section.
As discussed in Chapter 6.4, moment tensor inversion results of the LF event that was
recorded on Montserrat on June 7th, 1997, strongly depend on the source depth de-
fined for the inversion run and inversion bandwidth. A preferred MTI solution could
only be identified following a thorough depth localisation study. However, given that
inversions were carried out for a depth range at which most LF seismicity on Montser-
rat occurs (e.g. Rowe et al., 2004; Green, 2005), their interpretation will offer insights
into the source mechanism. The suggested moment tensor for the 1.5 km fixed depth
case resembles the solution obtained from the inversion of a single ring fault structure
(Fig. 5.11). The three diagonal moment tensor components are negative for both cases,
and hold opposite signs in the six remaining components. The decomposition of both
solutions consists of a considerable isotropic component - 60% for the ring fault com-
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pared to 63% for the real event - while the remaining deviatoric part is dominated by
a CLVD mechanism (100% compared to 93%). The outlined similarities lead to the
conclusion that a spatially extended physical mechanism, and in particular seismogenic
magma ascent in the conduit, could well be responsible for the observed seismicity of
this event. However, the MTI solutions from the runs with 1 km and 2 km fixed depth
do not reflect the same result.
The inversion results of the event that occurred at 19:10:04 on 22nd June 1997 indi-
cate, with 13% to 15%, a lower isotropic contribution than in the previous case (Figs.
6.14, 6.15 and 6.16). The moment tensor component Mxx is positive in all three cases,
while a sign change takes place for Myy and Mzz. The moment tensor decomposition
outlines that there is little energy on the shear components, and the CLVD component
dominates the solution. This becomes particularly clear in case 1 (1 km fixed source
depth). The CLVD component represents 95% of the deviatoric moment tensor. When
compared to the MTI results of synthetic sources in Chapter 5, a clear link to one of the
treated spatially extended sources is not obvious. Parallels between the full MT and
that of the staggered RFs (Fig. 5.18) can be drawn. However, the suggested decompo-
sitions differ from each other. With moment tensor decompositions being non-unique,
the staggered RF case still represents a contender as trigger of the observed LF seis-
micity. The possibility of a completely different MT solution should not be ruled out.
Due to the poor azimuthal station distribution different interpretations cannot be ruled
out. Taking first motion polarities of the event into account, a ring of compressional
first motions surrounded by a ring of dilatational first motions further away from the
source is conceivable, even though this is not represented in the current best model
moment tensor solution.
Deviations in solutions can be due to various reasons such as the already mentioned
station distribution. The first motion polarities discussed in Chapter 6.3 clearly outline
the difficulty in defining clear nodal planes with the available station distribution. The
gap in data to the SE of the active dome area allows numerous interpretations, with
an ‘eye ball’ radiation pattern being entirely within the range of possibilities. Another
major challenge to reaching accurate interpretations are inaccuracies of the velocity
structure in the volcanic edifice. Seismic velocities in volcanic regions are great over-
simplifications of the highly heterogeneous structure of the subsurface. The 1D velocity
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model used in this study is no exception, and this needs to be kept in mind during in-
terpretation of the results. Endeavours to improve the velocity model of Montserrat
are under way, the SEA-CALIPSO experiment (Kenedi et al., 2010) being the most
recent development.
When the MTI results are taken together with the limitations discussed in the previous
paragraph, the difficulty of finding the trigger mechanism of LF volcanic seismicity
becomes clear. The results analysed here have been interpreted in terms of a spatially
extended source acting in depth, and the comparison with the forward modelled exam-
ples for extended sources demonstrates that these types of sources are valid alternatives
for the interpretation of MTIs. However, only a better data coverage to the SE of the
dome will provide a definite answer.
6.6 Summary
The possibility of a spatially extended source mechanism for LF seismicity has been
investigated in a case study of 10 chosen low frequency events that were recorded
in the weeks prior to the June 1997 dome collapse event on Soufrie`re Hills Volcano,
Montserrat. The events were analysed in respect to first motion polarities of the P-
wave, before moment tensor inversion results were interpreted assuming a spatially
extended source mechanism.
The rose diagrams in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 show a clear trend towards compressional first
motions close to the source region and dilatational first motions at stations at greater
distances from the dome area. In all but two cases a typical eye ball radiation pattern
is possible, indicating a CLVD if linked to a point source mechanism. As proven
in previous chapters this pattern can also represent a ring fault structure as source
scenario. Based on the findings of this work and additional, supporting arguments
regarding their geological feasibility (Thomas and Neuberg, 2012; Hautmann et al.,
2009) provide perfect alternatives to the usually quoted point sources to explain the
generation of LFs in the wider volcanological context.
Moment tensor inversion results of the chosen set of events yield high misfit values and
show a range of full moment tensor solutions and decompositions across fixed source
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depths and events (Chapter 6.4 and Appendix C). The gap in the receiver network to the
SE of the active crater area of SHV complicates the identification of a distinct solution
for a single event. Similarities between real events and synthetically computed, spatially
extended sources could nevertheless be established. MTI results would improve with
an improved station distribution, and would ultimately contribute towards narrowing
down the possible source scenarios.
Chapter 7
Discussion and Conclusions
This study presents a quantitative investigation into the source mechanisms of low fre-
quency volcano-seismic events. In particular, the analyses are concentrated on spatially
extended sources as the possible origin of this type of seismicity, and to test if the point
source assumption is sufficient for moment tensor inversions of LF volcanic seismic sig-
nals. A catalogue of spatially extended sources, such as ring fault structure and dike,
have been derived. The findings of this thesis outline that advancing from point sources
towards spatially extended sources has pivotal consequences on the properties of ob-
served seismic events. Combining these novel observations shows that interpretations
under the point source assumption are inadequate, and spatially extended sources must
be taken into account in future. Therefore, this work introduces a number of possible
source mechanisms to act as foundation for future interpretations of LF seismicity. In
this chapter the main results and contributions of the project are summarised and their
implications discussed, along with ideas for future work to extend and complement this
study.
7.1 Implications of spatially extended sources for wave-
forms and amplitudes
Low frequency events are one type of seismic signal often observed in volcanic set-
tings, and in many cases occur during a phase of accelerating seismic activity of a
volcanic complex prior to major eruptions. Low frequency events have been recognised
as valuable precursors of eruptions. Various endeavours to explain the dominant low
frequency nature of LF signals have been made, their true excitation process, however,
is still controversial. Generally, resonance in fluid-filled bodies and/or fluid movements
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are deemed responsible for the occurrence of LFs (see Chapter 1.4). While a number of
models contend to explain the generation of this particular type of seismicity, most of
them fail to account for the longevity and tight clustering in swarms during, and beyond
single eruption events. As Thomas and Neuberg (2012) point out, only a conceptual
model based on seismogenic rupture of magma and associated resonance in conjunction
with conduit geometry changes succeeds in explaining all the observed characteristics.
Therefore, this study has focused on the trigger mechanism of low frequency earth-
quakes on volcanoes grounded upon the conceptual model proposed by Neuberg et al.
(2006). In their conduit model, LF seismicity is generated by the fracture of magma
at depths where viscosity and strain rates along the conduit walls are high enough to
result in brittle behaviour of the magma. In a quantitative numerical approach the
wavefield generated by seismogenic fracturing of magma along the volcanic conduit
walls has been modelled. Shallow source depths (1 km to 2 km below the surface),
and short epicentral distances to seismic receivers (in the order of a few kilometres),
gave reason to realise the source as spatially extended rather than as a point source
approximation. The spatial extent of seismic sources in a volcanic setting is something
which has not been considered before by authors investigating the source mechanisms
of LFs on volcanoes.
In Chapter 2 of this study the ring fault, a modelling approach to seismogenic slip
along the conduit walls, by combining and integrating over several point sources. It
was shown that the advancement from point to spatially extended sources greatly influ-
ences the radiated P-wave amplitudes and waveforms, alongside the P-wave radiation
pattern, as examined in Chapter 3. The spatially extended nature of the source, as
assumed throughout this study, shows a P-wave radiation pattern that is independent
of receiver azimuth (Chapter 3), and exhibits rotational symmetry along the depth
axis. The resultant radiation pattern shows remarkable similarity to the CLVD P-wave
radiation pattern, especially for first motions radiated above the source. CLVDs are the
most common equivalent force system observed in the context of LF volcanic seismicity,
and are often interpreted as a subhorizontal tensile crack (e.g. Aki and Richards, 1980;
Chouet, 1996b; Iguchi, 1994). However, with shallow source depths and small source
receiver distances, only the upper part of the radiated seismicity will be recorded in
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volcanic settings, hindering a differentiation between ring fault and CLVD mechanisms.
Consequently, first motion polarity investigations of LF seismicity should not be car-
ried out assuming point source mechanisms only, as can be found in the literature (e.g.
Iguchi, 1994). Instead, analysis should involve spatially extended sources such as the
ones considered in this study. By doing so, first motion pattern interpretations of LF
events as undertaken at many volcanoes, e.g. Montserrat (see Chapter 6) and Mount
St. Helens (Waite et al., 2008), would lead to seismogenic magma ascent in the conduit
as explanation for the observed radiation patterns.
Green and Neuberg (2006) showed that accelerated magma movement can be linked
to observed deformation cycles through LF swarms, and that seismicity is only gen-
erated if significant magma movement takes place. By calibrating the link between
observed waveform amplitudes and the amount of seismogenic slip occurring during an
LF swarm, low frequency seismicity can be used to estimate magma ascent rates. This
will enable a crucial step towards eruption forecasting. The differences in observed
P-wave amplitudes, as outlined in this study, clearly show that the correlation between
observed waveform amplitudes and slip rates is different for point and spatially ex-
tended sources. This underlines the importance of identifying the type of system under
investigation. Ring fault P-wave amplitudes are greatly reduced in comparison to dou-
ble couples or compensated linear vector dipoles (see Chapters 2 and 4). By incorrectly
assuming a point source, these reduced amplitudes may lead to misinterpretations, and
in particular underestimations of the amount of slip at depth, and therefore an under-
estimation of magma ascent rates. As shown in Chapter 2, the amount of slip along
a cylindrical fault structure must be up to a factor of three times the slip required of
a point source to result in the same maximum P-wave amplitude, assuming the same
rigidity and area on which slip occurs. If disregarded, the differences in estimated slip
will bring about pivotal consequences for eruption forecasting because they lead to sig-
nificant underpredictions of magma flow rates in the volcanic edifice.
Additionally, the spatial extent of the sources examined in Chapter 2 introduces a
time derivative to the observed P-waveforms. If disregarded, this would lead to further
misinterpretations concerning the physical motion responsible for causing the observed
seismicity in a way that e.g. seismogenic magma ascent would be misinterpreted as a
first ascending, but then slumping magma column (see Fig. 7.1). To avoid an under-
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Figure 7.1: Time derivative relationship btw. DC and RF. By advancing to spatially ex-
tended sources an extra time derivative is introduced in the displacement. This may lead to
misinterpretation of magma ascent (step function) as initially ascending, but then stagnating
(pulse) magma.
estimation of magma volume reaching the surface it is therefore crucial to identify the
source nature, and take this possible effect into account when interpreting LF seismic
data in future.
It should be mentioned here that these findings are based on a homogeneous modelling
space, with the properties of the conduit material being the same as the properties
of the host rock. This is obviously an unrealistic simplification of the system under
investigation, and e.g. attenuation of two rock types (here: hot magma in the conduit,
and a mix of solidified eruption products forming the volcanic flanks) will alter the
observed P-wave amplitudes and shapes.
7.2 Source depth and implications on first motions
The P-wave radiation pattern for the spatially extended ring fault structure was derived
in Chapter 3. It shows a rotational symmetry about the depth axis, and consists of a
large compressional lobe directly above the source and an inversely polarised, dilata-
tional lobe with the same amplitude below it. Due to shallow source depths of 1 km
to 2 km typical at volcanoes, close proximity of the seismic network, as well as small
(< 3) event magnitudes, only seismicity radiated at limited take-off angles will likely
be detected, and recorded above the source only. In these areas, the observed radiation
patterns of ring fault and CLVD source are remarkably similar, and their distinction is
difficult under these conditions. Nonetheless, magma flow modelling (Neuberg et al.,
2006; Thomas and Neuberg, 2012), field evidence (Tuffen et al., 2003, 2008) and exper-
imental studies (Alidibirov and Dingwell, 1996; Dingwell, 1996; Kendrick et al., 2014)
conclude that seismogenic slip along the conduit walls is the geologically more relevant
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Figure 7.2: Schematic showing the dependence of the source depth on the areas with the
same first motion polarities of RF and CLVD sources. Red indicates compressional, while blue
indicates dilatational first motion. To yield the same radiation pattern the two sources must
be located at different source depths.
and realistic model, and the ring fault approach should therefore be favoured over the
CLVD.
For both CLVD and RF the nodal planes lie off the fault axes, and the transition from
compressional to dilatational first motion is therefore dependent on the source depth
of the event. This is demonstrated in Fig. 7.2, which schematically shows the change
of compressional/dilatational first motions with source depth. From the nodal plane
projection onto the volcanic edifice it becomes clear that first motions may be com-
pressional at all seismic receivers, or a transition from compressional first motion in
the centre to a ring of dilatational first motion at stations further from the top of the
volcano may take place. It can also clearly be seen that an interpretation of radiation
patterns resulting from both source scenarios may not succeed in distinguishing be-
tween the two. This is the case if the CLVD source is located deeper than the RF, to
give the same nodal planes and first motions at all stations of the network (Fig. 7.2).
7.3 Subhorizontal tensile crack vs. conduit model
LF seismicity has been identified as key to understanding the physical processes that
may lead to eruptions. Resonance of a fluid-filled conduit (Neuberg et al., 2006), crack
(Chouet, 1996a), as well as magma wagging (Jellinek and Bercovici, 2011) explain the
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low frequency coda of the observed events well. The study of this particular type of
volcanic seismic signal has resulted in a number of observations whose interpretations
allow further constraints on the actual trigger mechanism that starts the resonance
itself. Neuberg (2000) investigated the clues for the source mechanism in a study based
on Montserrat, and summarised the characteristics of a source mechanism for LF events
as follows:
• The regularity of highly similar LF earthquakes during a swarm of activity hints
at a common source mechanism within a source location not bigger than a few
hundred metres.
• The re-occurrence of the same event families prior to several dome collapse events
requires a non-destructive and repeatable source mechanism.
• The correlation between tilt measurements and LF seismic activity (inflation takes
place during, and deflation takes place after LF swarms) evokes a link to the
pressurisation of the volcanic system.
The physical mechanism to explain these observables is still highly disputed. Partial
collapse of a steam-filled, subhorizontal crack (Waite et al., 2008) and seismogenic brit-
tle failure of magma along the conduit walls (Neuberg et al., 2006) have been proposed
for the generation of LF seismicity. The waveform characteristics of these two compet-
ing source models have, for the first time, been quantitatively compared in this work.
In the following, I will discuss my findings in respect to depicting the actual trigger
of LF seismicity at volcanoes, and their limitations will lead to suggestions for future
endeavours in this area.
Both mechanisms, the subhorizontal tensile crack and seismogenic slip along the con-
duit walls, exhibit remarkably similar P-wave radiation patterns (Chapter 3). In both
cases, the nodal planes lie off the fault axes, and the transition from compressional to
dilatational first motion is therefore dependent on the source depth of the event. This
is demonstrated in Fig. 7.2, which schematically shows the change in areas of compres-
sional/dilatational first motions with source depth. From the nodal plane projection
onto the volcanic edifice it becomes clear that first motions may be compressional at
all seismic receivers, or a transition from compressional first motion in the centre to
a ring of dilatational first motion at stations further from the top of the volcano may
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take place, dependent on the depth at which the earthquake occurs. Difficulties in dis-
tinguishing between the two are further increased by small aperture seismic networks
in volcanic settings, as well as uncertainties in absolute source depth estimates. Two
examples of observed first motions of LF events are presented in Waite et al. (2008)
and in Fig. 6.6 of this study. Due to their highly similar P-wave radiation patterns,
both models can explain the observed constant first motion polarity across all stations.
Waite et al. (2008) interpret the observed radiation pattern under the point source
assumption only and conclude that a subhorizontal tensile crack is generating the LF
events under investigation. Based on the findings of this study, I argue for revisiting
these findings and to take the possibility of a spatially extended source as trigger mech-
anism into account. I demonstrate this in Chapter 6 where I interpret a very similar
radiation pattern from an event recorded on Montserrat in terms of a spatially extended
source as a generating mechanism. I show that the ring fault structure can explain the
radiation pattern as well, and should therefore be considered in first motion polarity
studies.
As shown in Chapter 2.3, ring fault and CLVD waveforms do not resemble each other.
That is, while the spatially extended source generates Ricker (Ricker, 1953) shaped
P-wavelets, a CLVD source produces 2-lobed Ku¨pper (Ku¨pper, 1985) P-waves. If the
direct P-phase can be identified, the fundamental waveform differences of these two
models could be used to separate these two source mechanisms. However, the dis-
cussed synthetic waveforms are a product of a chosen velocity structure. Volcanic
complexes are highly heterogeneous, and the velocity model utilised in this study is
a great simplification of the true host rock structure in volcanic settings. Deviations
from the chosen velocity model will alter the waveforms, and unless our knowledge of
the properties of the areas under investigation are improved, a direct comparison of the
synthetic models in this study and real data examples is not feasible.
In addition to the waveforms themselves, maximum observed P-wave amplitudes for
ring fault and CLVD sources differ greatly. At 5 km epicentral distance from the source,
the amplitude differences feature an amplitude ratio of RF:CLVD=1:4.77 (Chapter.
2.3). If the nature of the source is known, magma ascent rates can be referred from
measured amplitudes, and thus hold the key to successful eruption forecasting. If a
spatially extended source is, however, mistaken as a point source, the discrepancies in
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P-wave amplitudes will lead to an underestimation of the speed at which magma rises
in the volcanic conduit, as discussed earlier in Chapter 2.5. Based on the amplitude
ratios outlined in this study, individual volcanic systems can be calibrated by compar-
ison to magma extrusion rates, and thus accurate estimates of magma flow rates can
be obtained from interpreting LF seismicity. This will ultimately contribute towards
identifying a critical magma ascent rate causing dome collapses (Hammer and Neuberg,
2009).
Moment tensor inversions have become a popular tool in resolving the apparent source
mechanisms of LF seismicity on volcanoes. Most techniques work under the assumption
of a point source in depth, and it was a key aim of this work to investigate whether
this is a valid assumption in volcanic settings. Moment tensor inversions have therefore
been carried out for synthetic waveforms representing both competing source scenarios
(Chapter 5). MTIs of ring fault waveforms result in apparent CLVD source mecha-
nisms, as well as wrong input moments. In a real case scenario, with unknown original
input characteristics, the suggested ‘beach ball’ and moment tensor solution lead to the
misleading conclusion of a subhorizontal tensile crack acting at depth. The failure of
current MTI techniques to resolve spatially extended sources may be the reason why,
in the literature (e.g. Chouet, 1996b; Waite et al., 2008), the trigger mechanism of
LF seismicity is often found to be a subhorizontal crack. I thus strongly argue that
it is inevitable that we advance towards moment tensor inversion techniques that can
resolve spatially extended sources, to achieve a better understanding of the physical
processes driving LF seismic activity on volcanoes, and ultimately resolve this source
nature ambiguity.
This work has given evidence that seismogenic slip along the conduit walls can explain
the observed P-wave characteristics and moment tensor inversion results for LF volcanic
seismicity as well as a subhorizontal tensile crack. In fact, brittle failure of magma at
multiple locations in the magma column is the only source mechanism that fulfils all
requirements for the trigger mechanism of low frequency events, and should therefore
be considered as alternative source model in the future.
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7.4 Overview of conclusions
An entire set of spatially extended sources has been derived, to explain LF seismicity
on volcanoes. These include: ring fault, dike, ring fault segments, two simultaneously
acting ring faults, staggered sources, and a helix-like pattern. To provide a catalogue
of potential source mechanisms for comparison with real data examples the P-wave
radiation patterns as well as P-waveshapes and -amplitudes were investigated. The
major conclusions are as follows:
• Extended sources have fundamentally different P-wave radiation patterns. Al-
though modelled as a combination of double couple sources, the overall radiation
patterns for ring faults and dikes are fundamentally different to those of a single
double couple. The 3D P-wave radiation pattern of the ring fault source consists
of a big lobe of compressional first motion directly above the source, and a smaller
amplitude ring of dilatational first motion to its side. It shows a symmetry about
the depth axis. In volcanic settings, seismic energy radiated in the upper hemi-
sphere only is likely to be recorded. In this region, ring fault and CLVD radiation
patterns strongly resemble each other. This may be the reason why LF seismicity
is often believed to generate from a subhorizontal tensile crack, one of the inter-
pretations of a CLVD mechanism. A ring fault structure, and hence seismogenic
upwards movement of magma in the volcanic conduit, explains the observed seis-
micity equally well, and its consideration as a possible trigger mechanism of LFs
is indispensable in future.
• Misinterpretation of time history through different P-waveforms. As shown in
Chapter 2 the advancement from point source to the spatially extended ring
fault introduces an extra time derivative. Incorrectly assuming a double couple
source instead of the ring fault would result in the wrong time history of slip,
meaning that the upwards movement of a magma batch, for example, would be
misinterpreted as an initial upwards followed by a downwards movement of the
magma.
• The shape of recorded P-waves changes with source geometry as well as receiver
azimuth. The P-waveforms for all except single and double ring faults, which
do not show a dependence of P-waveforms with receiver location, show a strong
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dependence of the waveshapes with receiver azimuths. The shape of the recorded
waveform depends on whether individual waveforms arrive at a given seismic
station in phase and at what time. Ultimately, this is solely affected by the
source diameter. Since this can only be defined for spatially extended sources,
the point source approximation is not sufficient when linking observed seismic
energy to subsurface physical processes.
• Underestimation of magma movement due to lower P-wave amplitudes. Linking
event amplitudes to magma ascent rates is crucial for successful eruption forecast-
ing. Point and extended source models yield great differences in observed P-wave
amplitudes, leading to remarkable differences when interpreted as amount of slip
and slip rates. In particular, observed amplitudes yield an underestimation of
actual slip by more than a factor of 3 if interpreted as point source when in real-
ity a spatially extended source acts at depth. The calibration of observed event
amplitudes and corresponding magma ascent rate thus depends on the source
nature, and advancing from point to spatially extended sources will contribute to
finding an ascent rate threshold beyond which a dome collapse event is likely.
• MTI of spatially extended sources under the point source assumption. Classic mo-
ment tensor inversions assume point sources as source processes, and can therefore
not resolve the source geometry of the here proposed spatially extended sources.
Inversions can, however, determine the amount of error that is introduced into the
solution, as well as what consequences this may have with regards to interpreta-
tions of inversion results, if the original underlying source process was unknown.
The inversion results obtained for spatially extended sources clearly stress that
it is not sufficient to assume a point source nature of the processes involved to
generate the observed seismicity. If the true trigger mechanism was unknown,
moment tensor inversions would lead to incorrect source geometries and input
moments. In all cases, an underestimation of the original seismic moment occurs.
This underestimation consequently leads to an underestimation of magma flow
rate at depth, which can have severe implications for eruption prediction.
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7.5 Future Work
This work provides a quantitative approach to spatially extended source mechanisms
generating volcanic LF seismicity. To improve existing eruption forecasting tools with
the help of the advancements towards a magma flow meter in this thesis, future en-
deavours should include:
• Investigating the deformation signal of spatially extended sources. A detailed
modelling approach of the deformation signal generated by spatially extended
sources such as the ring fault structure and a comparison to the findings of this
study may yield an explanation of the link between observed tilt/deformation
signals and LF seismic activity as described in 1.4.2.
• Identification of an ideal station distribution to distinguish between different spa-
tially extended sources. This study showed that waveforms and -shapes of the
ring fault structure are independent of receiver azimuth, while other spatially
extended sources such as ring fault segments or helix-like structures do exhibit
azimuthal dependence on their P-wavefield. An in-depth investigation in the
changes of waveforms and -shapes with azimuth of all sources considered in this
thesis may lead to recommendations for volcano observatories on ideal station
distributions to differentiate between different source mechanisms.
• The study of other wave phases. While this study has concentrated on the P-wave
radiation patterns, waveforms and amplitudes of spatially extended sources, the
consideration of the S-phase as well as surface waves may prove useful in future.
Possible differences of other wave phases between competing source mechanisms
may contribute to resolving the source mechanism ambiguity.
• The study of combined excitation and resonance processes. To solve the unknowns
of LF seismic signals it is inevitable to study the excitation processes together
with the subsequent resonance. Future endeavours of both, the excitation and
resonance parts of the signals, will show if the two can be distinguished and
therefore allow insights into different physical processes in depth. It should be
mentioned that noise in the signal will likely complicate this as it may be of the
same magnitude as the signal of interest itself. The ability of isolating the signal
from noise is therefore crucial and should be a focus of future investigations.
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• The effects of magma properties on seismic wave propagation in the conduit near
field, as well as on attenuation and amplitude decay. This work has concentrated
on seismic wave propagation in the far field only. Due to the trend towards
installation of seismic receivers in very close proximity to the crater regions of
volcanic edifices, the additional study of the near field effects will give insight into
the expected wavefields. The combination of the findings of this study and the
near field effects this would cover all areas at which seismic receivers commonly
record LF seismicity.
• The replacement of MTI of simple fault geometries by numerical models of motion
on irregular faults and kinematic sources. This has already been implemented
in earthquake seismology, and first undertakings to adapt these techniques into
volcano seismology have been taken recently (e.g. Cesca et al., 2010; Cesca and
Heimann, 2013). Full 3D relative motions of single fault elements should consider
shear as well as tensile opening, leading to an advancement towards moment
tensor densities from the common moment tensor description.
• The calibration of magma ascent rates. It was shown here that the commonly
used link between observed amplitudes and slip occurring in depth does not hold
true for spatially extended sources. By taking estimations of extrusion rates,
degassing, and deformation into account in addition to the information obtained
from seismic observations, individual systems can be calibrated. That is, an accu-
rate link between observed seismic amplitudes and amount of slip may be found




A.1 Seismometer and digitiser specifications
In 1997, the seismic network on Montserrat consisted of 5 Gu¨ralp CMG-40T broadband,
and 3 single component, Integra LA100 shortperiod seismometers. Table A.1 shows the
station names, their LAT/LON coordinates, corresponding instrument type, as well as
digitiser specifications.
A.2 Signal restitution
Any recorded seismic signal is an altered representation of the true motion of the
ground. The recorded signal is a bandpass filtered, differentiated version of the true
ground displacement, u(t). Which bandpass is applied depends on the instrument,
and is described by the instrument response, i(t). The recorded signal is thus the




[u(t) ∗ i(t)]. (A.1)
By digitising the signal, true velocities are further converted into counts. In a first step
to retrieve true ground motions, a conversion from counts into velocities must be carried
out, dependent on the digitiser rate (given in Table A.1). The instrument response
can then be removed through deconvolving the recorded signal with the instrument
response, to obtain a ‘corrected’ seismogram (e.g. Zhu, 2003). This operation is often
ignored, or carried out erroneous, and in the following I would like to provide a ’How-to’
manual to elucidate potential causes for confusion when trying to obtain true motion











MBBE Gu¨ralp CMG-40T 16.7435 62.1602 800 1.00
MBGA Gu¨ralp CMG-40T 16.7102 62.1885 800 1.00
MBGB Gu¨ralp CMG-40T 16.7324 62.2278 800 1.00
MBGE Gu¨ralp CMG-40T 16.6900 62.1937 800 1.00
MBGH Gu¨ralp CMG-40T 16.7226 62.2086 800 1.00
MBLG Integra LA100 16.7250 62.1623 462 1.00
MBRY Integra LA100 16.7039 62.1532 462 1.00
MBWH Integra LA100 16.7422 62.1909 462 1.00
Table A.1: The Montserrat seismic network as deployed in 1997. 5 broadband Gu¨ralp CMG-
40T (30 s corner frequency) and 3 short-period Integra LA100 1Hz instruments were deployed.
Stations are referred to by a code. The gain is the voltage of the seismometer for a 1ms−1







Normalisation factor A0 at 1Hz
8626.35707







Normalisation factor A0 at 1 Hz
2304000
Table A.2: The instrument responses for the Gu¨ralp CMG-40T (30 s) and Integra L100
instruments expressed in poles and zeros as velocity in Hz.
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Based on the convolution theorem, convolution in the time domain corresponds to






The instrument response of a system is defined by the Fourier transform of the output





where ω = 2pif is the angular frequency. Input and output of a system can be fully
described by the poles and zeros of a given transfer function. The poles and zeros for
both types of seismometers in use on Montserrat in 1997, as provided by the manu-
facturer, are summarised in Table A.2. Here, poles and zeros are given in the velocity
domain and in units of Hz.
Instrument response conversion from Hz to Radian
Some operations may require poles and zeros input in radians per second (rad/s). The
conversion from Hz to rad/s is carried out by a multiplication of 2pi (Scherbaum, 2001):
Pole(rad) = Pole(Hz)× 2pi
Zero(rad) = Zero(Hz)× 2pi
The difference in the number of poles and zeros, and therefore the difference between 2pi
conversion factors in the nominator and denominator, must be taken into account when
converting the calibration factor A0 to radian/s. The right conversion is therefore:
A0(rad) = A0Hz× (2pi)(No.Poles−No.Zeros)
For the two seismometers used within this study, a conversion from Hz to radian/s




















Table A.3: The instrument responses for the Gu¨ralp CMG-40T (30s) and Integra L100 in-


















Table A.4: The instrument responses for the Gu¨ralp CMG-40T (30s) and Integra L100 in-
struments expressed in poles and zeros as displacement in radian.
Instrument response conversion from velocity to displacement
Equivalent to the expression in the velocity domain (Equation A.3), the frequency





Velocity and displacement inputs in the time domain are linked through differentiation
of the latter, which is equivalent to multiplication of the displacement input spectrum
with iω in the frequency domain. Doing this gives the frequency response in terms of
displacement, expressed by displacement input:
Tdisp(iω) = Tvel(iω)× iω (A.5)
This operation is equivalent to adding one more zero to the pole-zero representation
(Scherbaum, 2001), and the resulting instrument specifications for the Montserrat in-
struments expressed in displacement and in radians are: Note that the normalisation
















E 2×399.8 1 5.024 0.7996 0.1990 1.2506
N 2×400.4 1 5.0316 0.8008 0.1987 1.2488
Z 2×399.7 1 5.0228 0.7994 0.1991 1.2509
Z 2×462 1 5.8057 0.9240 0.1722 1.0823
Table A.5: Step by step determination of the calibration factors to obtain true amplitude
velocity and displacement seismograms from uncorrected traces. The values in the top three
rows correspond to the Gu¨ralp CMG-40T (30 s) broadband instruments, while the bottom row
represents the calibration factors for the single component Integra L100.
If the recorded signal frequencies of interest are entirely within the passband of the
instrument, signal restitution is not required. Instead, a multiplication of the signal
with a scaling factor is sufficient to obtain true amplitude seismograms. The calibration
factor takes into account both, seismometer and digitiser, effects. The seismic velocity
output for each component of a seismometer, as well as digitiser calibration factors are
provided by the instrument manufacturer, and the values for the MVO 1997 seismome-
ters can be found in Table A.5.
Within the passband, a recorded signal is converted from units of counts to Volts by
multiplication with a, for each digitiser unique, conversion factor. Subsequent division
by the seismometer velocity output gives the calibration factor. A recorded velocity
signal can then be multiplied by this calibration factor to obtain a ‘corrected’, true am-
plitude velocity seismogram. If displacements are favoured over velocity seismograms,
the initial, uncorrected velocity trace should be integrated and multiplied by a different
calibration factor. Taking the integration into account, the calibration factor in this
case can be determined by multiplying the previously calculated factor (for velocity
true amplitudes) by 2pi. The integrated seismometer output can then be multiplied by
this calibration factor to gain a true amplitude displacement seismogram, respectively.
A table of the forward problem and displacement and velocity calibration factors is
provided here (Table A.5).
Appendix B
Earthquake location tables
B.1 Absolute locations of long period earthquakes
B.1.1 Methodology
The Fortran based software package Hypoinverse-2000 was used to provide estimates of
earthquake hypocentres for a chosen set of seismic data from Montserrat. It is the lat-
est of a series of similar single event location algorithms provided by the USGS (Klein,
2002). Hypo-2000 searches for hypocentres using Geiger’s method, the linearisation of
the travel time equation in a first order Taylor series, to minimise the rms residuals
between observed and theoretical travel times.
The accuracy of this technique is controlled by many factors, such as azimuthal cov-
erage of seismic station network, available phases, arrival time reading accuracy, and
knowledge of the velocity profile in the area (Gomberg et al., 1990). Absolute location
techniques are highly sensitive to velocity changes, and therefore location estimates
strongly depend on the quality and choice of the velocity model. This study adapts
the widely used MVO 5 layer velocity model as outlined in Table 6.1. For all earth-
quakes in the analysed set, P- and S-phase arrival times were manually picked and
assigned a quality factor of 0-3 according to estimated measurement errors of 0.05,
0.1, 0.15, and 0.2 s for P phases, and 0.1, 0.175, 0.2, and 0.3 s for S phases, respec-
tively. Furthermore, correlations between estimated solutions cause trade-offs between
interlinked parameters, e.g. the trade-off between origin-time and depth (e.g. Shearer
(1999, p.87)), which is strongly pronounced by the ring shaped station configuration of
the Montserrat seismic network (Fig. 6.1).
B.1.2 Results
The optimised picks of P- and S-phases for all events and stations provided the input
into Hypo-2000, together with the MVO velocity model. The resulting hypocentral
locations can be seen in Figure B.1 and a detailed list of all results is shown in Table
177
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Figure B.1: Hypocentral location results for a set of 45 earthquakes using the MVO 1D
velocity model (Table 6.1). All earthquakes occurred on the two days prior to a major dome
collapse event of SHV on 25nd June, and belong to one event family (cross correlation coefficient
> 0.7).
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B.1. All 45 events plot within the summit area of Soufrie`re Hills Volcano, with a
maximum horizontal spread of 1100 m. Source depths vary from 940 km to 2000 m,
with a strong cluster at just below 1500 m. The mean rms travel-time residual is 0.09
s and yields maximum vertical errors of ±590 m, with 36 events having a vertical error
of or smaller than ±200m.
The earthquake cluster shows consistently smaller errors than the shallower events,
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